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Abstract

Human activity recognition using sensing technology is crucial in achieving per-

vasive and ubiquitous computing paradigms. It can be applied in many domains

such as health-care, aged-care, personal-informatics, industry, sports and military.

Activities of daily living (ADL) are those activities which users perform in their

everyday life and are crucial for day-to-day living. Human users perform a large

number of these complex activities at home, office and outdoors.

This thesis proposes, develops and validates a mechanism which combines knowl-

edge and data-driven approaches for the recognition of complex ADLs. This thesis

focuses on the challenging task of capturing data from sensors and recognizing

user’s complex activities which are concurrent, interleaved or varied-order in

nature. We propose, develop and validate mechanisms and algorithms to in-

fer complex activities which are concurrent and interleaved and build a testbed

which enables the sharing of this information on social interaction tools (SITs).

In particular, we propose, develop and validate a novel context-driven activity

theory (CDAT) to build atomic and complex activity definitions using domain

knowledge and activity data collected from real-life experimentation. We develop

a novel situation- and context-aware activity recognition system (SACAAR) which

recognizes complex activities which are concurrent and interleaved and validate

it by performing extensive real-life experimentation. We build a novel context-

driven complex activity recognition algorithm to infer complex concurrent and

interleaved activities. We build and validate an extended-SACAAR system which

utilizes probabilistic and Markov chain analysis to discover complex activity sig-

natures and associations between atomic activities, context attributes and complex

activities. Our proposed algorithms achieve an average accuracy of 95.73% for

complex activity recognition while maintaining computational efficiency. We

build an ontological extension to SACAAR called semantic activity recognition

system (SEMACT) which is based on CDAT and evaluate it using ontological

reasoning for activity recognition. It achieves a high accuracy of 94.35% for the

recognition of complex activities which are both concurrent and interleaved.

We propose and develop novel mechanisms for context validation within SITs.

Users might be keen on sharing their activity related information with family and
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friends. The wide scale use of SITs has made any time, anywhere communication

of user’s activities with family, friends and other interested parties possible. It is

important that any activity-based updates based on user’s current context shared

on these SITs is up-to-date, correct and not misleading. This thesis further focuses

on the validation of context such as activity-based updates within social interaction

tools.We validate the correctness and freshness of activity-based updates on SITs

for a user by matching them against the inferred activity information by our

SACAAR system. This provides the user with a mechanism to always have a

correct and timely update which does not mislead their friends, family and other

followers. We perform extensive experimentation and our validation algorithm is

able to detect 81% of the incorrect updates made to social interaction tools. We

propose, develop and implement a novel context-aware Twitter validator which

checks and validates user’s tweets on Twitter.

During the course of the thesis work, 9 peer-refereed international conference

papers and 1 journal paper have been produced.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The pervasive and ubiquitous computing paradigms have envisioned the use of

computing devices to support our daily lives at work, home or outdoors by being

seamlessly embedded into our surroundings. These devices are used in appli-

cations which are concerned with a number of disciplines such as distributed

and mobile computing, human computer interaction, computer supported co-

operative work, assisted and ambient living for health and aged-care and more.

The advent of social networks is further helping to shrink the world with people

connecting and communicating in real-time using a multitude of devices. This

has created new avenues with potential use for achieving the vision of pervasive

computing. For example, in recent times, we have witnessed exponential use of

social networks by users1 to communicate about activities within their daily life

and surroundings. Users are always wondering what their family members and

friends are doing at different times of the day at home, work or when outdoors.

They want to know if they are ‘Watching TV’, ‘Reading a book’ or ‘Cooking a meal’

at home. At work, co-workers often want to know if their colleagues are ‘using

the phone’, ‘in a meeting’ or ‘out of office having lunch.’ Apart from home and

work, when outdoors users can be ‘driving’, ‘shopping’ or ‘exercising.’ Humans

perform a wide variety of activities all day every day and these can be categorized

as Work, Home or Outdoor. There are also those activities which users perform

everyday and are crucial to their day-to-day living, these are often referred to

as ‘Activities of Daily Living.’ Recognizing human activity or behaviour comes

naturally to users. Humans can easily detect if someone is ‘cooking’ when they

are in the kitchen and using appliances or objects in the kitchen. At other times

this is possible by simply using the sense of smell or by simple cues such as a

stove or kitchen light turned on. On the other hand, for computers or machines

to perform activity recognition and achieve the pervasive computing paradigm,

they require to harness the ubiquity of computing devices embedded in large

1People who are using computing devices to socialize or access the network.
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number of devices and objects and then perform sensing followed by a learning

and inference mechanism. Activity recognition by machines is extremely crucial to

achieving Mark Weiser’s vision of ubiquitous and pervasive computing as well as

to different disciplines such as human computer interaction, assisted and ambient

living as well as personal informatics.

The wide scale availability of low cost sensing and mobile technology has led to

an increased interest in the field of human activity recognition. The recognition

of human activities has vast potential in a number of application areas such as

healthcare, aged care, emergencies such as natural disasters, comfort applications

in smart homes and energy efficient urban spaces [2, 3, 4]. It can also vastly

benefit the field of personal informatics by helping users to better understand

and analyse their behaviour [5]. Activity recognition research is also applied

to industry and workshop settings [6, 7]. Activities performed by users in real-

life are different from those performed within an industry setting. The latter

tends to follow fixed steps for carrying out different jobs while in real-life this

may not be the case. Activities of daily living (ADL) such as house work, office

work, cooking, eating, shopping, exercising and grooming are highly complex

and users tend to multi-task these with ease. Each ADL has more than one sub

activity. For example, eating breakfast may involve sitting on chair, picking a

knife, picking a fork, etc. We call these sub activities atomic activities and define

them as those unit level activities which cannot be broken down further given

application semantics. For example, the placement of a certain sensor can only

be used to infer certain types of gestures like movement of fingers or a hand[8]

or atomic activities like sitting or walking [9]. This can also be dependent on the

type of sensing technology used. These atomic activities belonging to different
ADLs interleave or occur concurrently and are performed as operations which are

routinised [10]. Recognition of such complex activities can help build smarter

environments where for example, a larger section of the ageing population which

prefers to live independently in their own homes can be assisted or smarter energy

efficient homes and offices can be built based on human behaviour. At the same

time, activity recognition can benefit the field of personal informatics by making

users more aware about how they spend their day.

The growing use of social networks with increased sharing of information about

daily activities has the potential to mislead users about each others whereabouts

and activities. Some of the most widely used social networks such as ‘Twitter’

and ‘Facebook’ have led to the spread of such misinformation [11, 12, 13]. The

social network accounts of users are prone to attack by hackers or imposters.

At the same time, users can also inadvertently update incorrect information to

social networks. At home or work, the spread of misinformation can lead to

embarrassing or panic situations for a user of social networks. At a large scale,
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such information can mislead communities and cause chaos, panic or adverse

outcomes in societies [14, 15, 16]. There is a need to validate the information

shared on a social network by a person. It is important that family and friends or

other people following a person’s updates are not misled by false updates made by

the person deliberately or inadvertently. In some cases, someone who has hacked

into a person’s social network account can also spread misinformation relating

to a person’s activities on purpose. There are numerous occasions where such

misuse of social networks has been reported within the media at both individual

and community level [11, 12, 13]. It is required to address challenges in the field

of activity recognition and validation of context within social networks to achieve

the vision of pervasive computing. Research exists within activity recognition

which has started to address different challenges but there still exists the need to

investigate further and create better comprehensive models of complex activity

recognition which can handle a variety of activities. Further, the field of context

validation within social networks is only now emerging with the widespread use

of social networks and the ramifications of misleading context have just started to

emerge.

1.1 Research Motivation

This thesis is motivated by scenarios from everyday life of people performing

their activities and sharing information about them on social networks. In this

regard, we present two scenarios which form the motivation of this research. The

first scenario takes into account a working couple (shown in figure 1.1) while the

second scenario is of a university student and their interaction about themselves

with people around them. The last scenario is of a patient living alone at home.

Scenario 1: A working couple synchronizing their life

Family members in a house go about their daily lives, performing different activi-
ties and using different appliances, vehicles and devices. We consider a personal

social network which includes as members the people in the family and the appli-

ances and devices they use. Family members need to know how they can conserve

energy in their homes. If they can know and share in real-time the activities they

perform during the day at home and outside home, they are able to coordinate

better with each other. For example, John and Rhea are a working couple who

perform different activities everyday in different locations as shown in figure 1.1.

On a Monday, John tells Rhea that he would be working late at office. Rhea reaches

home at 7:00PM eats her dinner and leaves Johns dinner in the oven on a timer

for three hours later, at 10:00PM, but John is delayed further by an hour. Rhea
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Figure 1.1: A working couple performing different activities.

sleeps at 9:00PM since she has to wake up early next morning. Johns food gets

heated at 10:00PM and then gets cold again. John reaches home at 11:30PM and

has to reheat his food. This wastes Johns time as well as electricity. If the oven

could be switched on after knowing that John has reached home or when John was

driving to his home, it could save the need to reheat/recook the food. Similarly,

on Tuesday, Rhea was about to finish work half an hour after John, but she was

unable to communicate this to him as she was in a meeting with a client. John was

driving home, from work and if he was able to learn this information in real-time,

John instead of going home and then returning back to pick her up, could have

gone straight to Rheas office and picked her up. If Rhea was able to share her

activity information in real-time with John, this would help save John the time

spent in driving again and help the couple save on their fuel costs.

Scenario 2: A university student sharing information about her
daily life

Iris is a student at university, from the time she wakes up in the morning, till

she sleeps at night, she performs a wide range of activities. She usually makes

updates of random activities thoughts, moods, news/articles which she has read,

study or research related documents read or experiments conducted to her social-

networking sites, IM presence, micro-blog, and blog. These updates are read by a

number of people which include as mentioned earlier, her family members, friends,

colleagues, advisors and seniors, students, and the general public depending on

where the updates are made and which tool she uses to make a particular update.
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This is a time consuming job and can also be distracting when you have too much

work on hand.

Scenario 3: An aged woman, Anna living alone at home

Anna, is a woman who lives alone at home. She is an Alzheimer’s patient in an

early stage of the disease. Anna goes about doing her daily tasks to the best of her

abilities. She performs everyday activities such as cooking, cleaning, grooming,

etc. The subtle changes in Anna’s behaviour can be very challenging to detect.

Some information about routine changes, ways in which activities take place and

other valuable statistics of her daily life shared with physicians and care-givers

can prove extremely useful. This can help Anna live independently at her home

for longer and provide timely assistance and care in time. In all scenarios, John,

Rhea, Iris and Anna are all susceptible to consequences that can arise from the

sharing of misleading or false information about their activities which may happen

in most cases inadvertently or sometimes by deliberation. As shown in figure

1.2 simple updates about a person’s activities on social networks can lead to the

spread of misinformation, cause confusion in daily lives, lead to disrepute and

other problems.

Figure 1.2: Information shared on social networks about a person’s activities can be
incorrect and false leading to the spread of misinformation within family,
friends and colleagues.

Sensing technology and interaction of users with computers is fundamental to

the many areas of human computer interaction such as pervasive, ubiquitous

and distributed computing [17, 18]. Human activity recognition using sensors

in pervasive, distributed and ubiquitous computing systems require access to

sensors, computational resources and reasoning mechanisms to infer the activities

[19]. Human users in their daily lives perform a large number of complex activities
which consist of a number of atomic (unit level) activities. Complex activities can

be concurrent, interleaved and can have variation in sequence. Let us consider
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an example from Scenario 1 presented earlier, where John performs a complex

activity such as “cooking an omelet” which involves a number of atomic activities

such as “walking into kitchen”, “standing close to the stove”, “picking a pan”, “turning
the stove on”, “opening the fridge”, “taking the eggs out”, “taking the bread out”,
“whisking the eggs”, “frying the eggs”, “chopping the vegetables” and “adding the
vegetables”. John can perform these activities in different ways each time or he can

perform it in an interleaved or concurrent manner with another complex activity

such as ”preparing tea”. These atomic activities can also differ depending on ‘who

is cooking the omelet’ and ‘what type of omelet John is cooking’. Similarly, John

can perform a number of complex activities at home, in the office and outdoors

which can each have a number of atomic activities as shown in figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: Human users multi-task while performing complex activities and each
complex activity involves a number of unit-level (atomic) activities.

Different atomic activities can be categorized with respect to the sensing technol-

ogy that is used to infer complex activities. For example, body motion activities

can be inferred using accelerometer or gyroscope sensors worn by John on his

body. An accelerometer worn on the arm would imply arm movement. Similarly

for other parts like leg, upper body, foot, etc. An accelerometer worn on the waist

or upper leg can be used to infer overall body motion such as walking, running,

sitting, etc. Object interaction such as picking objects, touching objects can be

inferred using RFID sensing technology in John’s environment. Other modes of

sensing computer or mobile phone related activities can be used based on virtual

sensors present on John’s devices. Virtual sensors represent software which is

used to collect information about any activity using the device for example, using

a document writing software on a laptop. Similarly, a wide range of other types of

atomic activities can also be recognized which involve other sensing technologies

both wearable and present in the user’s environment.
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1.2 Aims and Objectives

This research project aims to investigate, develop and validate techniques and

algorithms for complex activity recognition along with context validation within

social networks. The two main aims of this thesis are as follows:

1. In this thesis, we aim to build a system which automatically recognizes a

users complex (concurrent and interleaved) activities using wearable sensors

and context; and

2. This research project further aims to validate the correctness of a user’s up-

dated activity information within social networks based on the automatically

sensed activity information.

In the field of activity recognition, researchers have applied various techniques

to infer human activities. These include machine learning techniques [2, 10]

and data mining techniques combined with use of semantics, string matching

algorithms and human activity language development [20]. The most widely

studied approaches are mainly data driven and use machine learning techniques

for classification of complex activities after gathering and labelling large amounts

of training data based on a specific sensor or set of sensors. We identify the

key problems with existing techniques. The problem with existing techniques is

that they work well within a particular domain and situation in which they are

initially set in. For example, once removed out of the current domain into a new

environment and infrastructure, the activity recognition techniques need to be

trained again using new data [21, 22]. These techniques suffer from problems

such as large amounts of data collection and annotation for training of models

[2, 23, 24]. Further, the changes in sequence of ADLs affect activity recognition

accuracy of trained models adversely. Concurrent and interleaved ADLs are not

accurately recognized as it is time consuming to train activity models for the

different possible ways in which complex activities are interleaved or performed

concurrently [2, 23, 24].

For context validation within social networks, there exist problems while validat-

ing context in real-time to update if a person’s update on the social network is

correct. The updates can often be lapsed in time when the user is constrained in

time or simply lacks the will to update this information. Since, having current

and correct information can have many applications and benefits for the user, it is

important that these are constantly checked and validated to make sure there is

no confusion within those people or devices who follow these updates. Mislead-

ing information about a user’s activity updates can cause unnecessary problems,

delays, disrepute, etc in a user’s life. Existing reputation based system’s do not
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focus on the validation of activity based updates within social networks. Thus, in

this research, we focus on the validation of this information to help in the timely

correction of activity updates.

1.3 Research Challenges

To build an intelligent and context-aware system which automatically recognizes

the complex activities performed by users and then validates this activity infor-

mation which is shared within social networks in real time, we address challenges

within two different fields. Firstly, we look at challenges within the activity recog-

nition research followed by challenges that exist in the field of validating context

within social networks. The field of activity recognition has a number of research

challenges that need to be addressed by the research community. We consider the

following challenges in this thesis:

1. The handling of variation in sequence, interleaving and concurrency of

complex activities is a challenge that needs to be addressed by activity

recognition systems [24]. As mentioned previously, complex activities can

have a different sequence each time they are performed. They can also be

interleaved with other complex activities or more than one activity can be

performed concurrently.

2. An important challenge within activity recognition is the need to use con-

text (e.g., location of user, velocity of user, light on/off and environmental

temperature) in activity recognition since it can facilitate and improve the

recognition of different activities [19, 4, 25]. This can be in the form of

contextual cues or situations inferred from available context. Context is

defined as any information which helps to describe a situation or scenario of
person or object [19, 26].

3. We need to minimize the amount of training data required as well as the

process of its annotation. This is an important challenge faced by activity

recognition research. There arises a need to assimilate atomic activities and

context inferred from different sensing technology to recognize complex

activities performed by the user.

4. The challenge of creating a unifying theoretical framework to describe and

define the information pertaining to complex activities based on both domain

knowledge and experimentation needs to be addressed by researchers in

activity recognition. The definitions should include the associations between

atomic activities, context and complex activities. The situations associated
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with a complex activity and the signatures of each complex activity should

also be present in the definitions to facilitate the activity recognition process.

The following research challenges are identified as the focus of this dissertation

which relate to the validation of context within social networks.

1. The main challenge within different social interaction tools is that a user’s

presence status does not reflect the desired or correct situation of the user.

We consider presence information in context with the proposed presence

aggregation and federation of presence [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] where the aggre-

gated or federated presence may not lead to the desired presence status of

the user in different social interaction tools.

2. There is a need to validate the activity updates made within social networks

for correctness and freshness and this is an important challenge that needs to

be addressed. The update within social networks should reflect a user’s most

current activity. A user can make manual updates to social networks at any

time in the day. He/she can deliberately or inadvertently mislead his/her

friends, family and colleagues by making false updates. In social networks

such updates can be a problem. For example, when a user forgets to perform

a manual update about his/her current activity to a social network and the

old update may not reflect his/her current activity. The incorrect update

has the potential to cause embarrassing or panic situations for friends and

family following the user. In other cases. when a user states that they are in

an official meeting located in a particular location, but in reality the users are

not attending their work and might be at another location trying to mislead

colleagues.

3. An important challenge is the need for a system which can compute a user’s

credibility. For example, if the user repeatedly misleads his/her followers on

a social network it may lead to confusion or panic situations, specially if the

user has large number of followers or if family and friends take an update

seriously and take certain actions based on the update. A credibility index

for a user within social networks will allow the user to be careful about such

misleading updates and warn them each time they mislead. For those users

who inadvertently update misleading or lapsed in time activity information,

the updates can be corrected automatically. The credibility index can be

used to check if a certain user is trustworthy or not. This is especially useful

in large-scale people centric computing using social networks where large

amounts of users on social networks like Twitter or Facebook may be mislead

by false or incorrect information about a user.
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Privacy aspects which are related to users and their devices are very important

within activity recognition and context validation but are beyond the scope of this

thesis.

1.4 Scope and Contributions

This thesis focusses on recognizing the complex activities performed by users in

their everyday life. Users share this information on social interaction tools with

their friends, family and other followers. In this thesis, we propose, develop and

validate a mechanism for the recognition of complex activities performed by users

in everyday life. Further, we propose and develop an approach for the validation

of activity-based information shared within social networks. In doing so, we

validate the context of a user in social interaction tools and compute a credibility

index of the user on social networks. We claim the following two contributions i.e.

in the field of activity recognition and context validation:

• We propose, build and develop mechanisms and algorithms for recognizing

complex activities. We sub-divide our first contribution into the following

points:-

– We propose, develop and validate mechanisms and algorithms to infer

complex activities which are concurrent and interleaved and build a

testbed which enables the sharing of this information on social inter-

action tools. In doing so, we build and evaluate our proposed Crystal

Presence test-bed (CrysP-test-bed) which infers the multiple complex

activities of a user in everyday life and share it across the various social

interaction tools available to the user.

– We propose, develop and validate a novel context-driven activity theory

(CDAT) to build atomic and complex activity definitions using domain

knowledge and activity data collected from real-life experimentation.

– We develop a novel situation- and context-aware activity recognition

system (SACAAR) which recognizes complex activities which are con-

current and interleaved and validate it by performing extensive real-life

experimentation. We build a novel context-driven complex activity

recognition algorithm to infer complex concurrent and interleaved ac-

tivities without the need for training data at complex activity level and

minimal annotation. It achieves an overall accuracy of 88.5%.

– We build and evaluate an extended-SACAAR system which utilizes

probabilistic and Markov chain analysis. The performance is compa-

rable with existing work [32, 33, 22, 34] in terms of the recognition
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accuracy of complex activities which are concurrent and interleaved

but a direct comparison is not possible as different datasets are used by

all. Our proposed algorithms achieve an average accuracy of 95.73%

for complex activity recognition while maintaining computational effi-

ciency and it validates our approach. Our extended-SACAAR system

reduces inference time by 32.5% and the amount of training data by

66%. We discover complex activity signatures for different users using
Markov chains as well as associations between atomic activities, context

and complex activities using probabilistic analysis. SACAAR utilizes

the updated CDAT definitions and complex activity signatures to infer

complex activities with our complex activity recognition algorithm.

– We build an ontological extension to SACAAR called semantic activity

recognition system (SEMACT) which is based on CDAT and evaluate it

using ontological reasoning for activity recognition. It achieves a high

accuracy of 94.35% for the recognition of complex activities which are

both concurrent and interleaved.

• The second contribution of this thesis is in the area of context validation. We

propose and develop novel mechanisms for context validation within social

interaction tools. In doing so, we validate the correctness and freshness of

activity-based updates on social networks and instant messaging tools for

a user by matching them against the inferred activity information by our

SACAAR system. This provides the user with a mechanism to always have a

correct and timely update which does not mislead their friends, family and

other followers. We perform extensive experimentation and the validation

algorithm is able to detect 81% of the incorrect updates made to social

interaction tools. We propose, develop and implement a novel context-aware

Twitter validator which checks and validates a user’s tweets on Twitter and

computes a credibility index for users.

In this thesis, our research methodology involved proposing, developing, im-

plementing and evaluating the proposed architectures, systems and algorithms

for complex activity recognition and context validation to address the research

challenges stated in the previous section. We have performed extensive evaluation

in real life scenarios to support and validate our proposed approaches. The next

section presents the organization of this thesis by giving details of each chapter.
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1.5 Thesis Outline

The dissertation is organized in the following order: background and related work,

theoretical contributions, architectural approach, test-bed and implementation

details, evaluation and conclusion.

Figure 1.4: Thesis Structure

The thesis is organised into 8 chapters as illustrated in figure 1.4. The figure also

shows the associated publications for each chapter.

Chapter 2 presents the related work and background on complex activity recog-

nition. We present the sensors used for different activities and the existing tech-

niques for activity recognition. The application areas which can benefit from

activity recognition research are presented with existing work within this area.

We present the related work from both atomic activity and complex activity

recognition along with different techniques and challenges associated with the

recognition of complex activities in everyday life of users. Further, we present

research projects which combines the areas of activity recognition and social in-

teraction tools to identify the challenges and gaps in current research for both

activity recognition and context validation. We identify the need for using context

and situation inference in recognizing complex activities. Finally, we present the

comparison between existing research projects and our proposed approach.
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Chapter 3 presents our context-driven activity theory (CDAT) which forms the

core theoretical contribution of our thesis [35, 33]. CDAT helps in modelling

information crucial for complex concurrent and interleaved activity recognition

and the chapter provides definitions of concepts such as atomic and complex

activity. We further discuss and present the concepts of context and situations

within our CDAT and the need for using context and situations inference within

complex activity recognition. We then develop and extend CDAT by employing

probabilistic and Markov chain analysis to discover complex activity signatures

and assign weights to atomic activities and context attributes. Lastly, we present

the ontological details of CDAT which is used to infer complex activities which

are concurrent and interleaved [36].

Chapter 4 presents our proposed approach to complex activity recognition along

with the developed algorithms. Firstly, we present our CrysP system which de-

tects and shares a user’s activities on various social interaction tools. We elicit

the architectural details of the CrysP system which forms the test-bed for most

of our further extensions and implementations. We present the architecture of

our proposed situation- and context-aware activity recognition system (SACAAR)

based on CDAT. The complex activity recognition algorithm is presented within

the SACAAR approach to complex activity recognition. This is followed by the

architectural of the semantic extension to SACAAR which is termed as semantic

activity recognition (SEMACT). Lastly, we present our approach for collection of

real-life activity data using our proposed online activity toolkit based on CDAT

called (OAT4CDAT) which is used to build complex activity definitions and sig-

natures by collecting data from users available online. The outcomes from this

chapter are published in [37, 38, 33, 39, 35, 36, 40]

Chapter 5 presents our proposed approach for context validation within social

interaction tools. We present the architectural details and demonstrate the use

of CrysP within the domain of context validation. We present our proposed

architectural and algorithm details for the validation of activity-based updates

within various social interaction tools. Further, we present the case of Twitter in

sharing information about user’s activities and surroundings and issues specific

to content on the Twitter social network. In relation with Twitter, present our

proposed context-aware Twitter validator (CATVal) system and its architecture.

We then present the details for the computation of a credibility index for Twitter

users based on their activity and other context. The architectural details for

context validation of activity-based udpates and the CATVal system are published

in [41].

Chapter 6 discusses the implementation details for our proposed complex activity

recognition and context validation approaches presented previously in chapter 3,

4 and 5. This chapter begins with presenting details of our CrysP testbed which is
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used to infer the multiple complex activities performed by users and then shared

on the various social-interaction tools. We then present the implementation of our

SACAAR prototype based on CDAT and built on top of our CrysP test-bed. We also

present the complex activity recognition algorithm and the implementation details

of our probabilistic and Markov chain analysis. Further, we give implementation

details for SEMACT as a semantic extension to SACAAR with the ontological

development and deployment. This chapter shows the creating of assertions from

target activities as well as the details for semantic reasoning and rule checking

for complex concurrent and interleaved activities. Lastly, we give implementation

details for our online activity toolkit (OAT4CDAT) which is used to collect data

from online users. The implementation details for CrysP, SACAAR, SEMACT and

OAT4CDAT are published in [37, 38, 33, 39, 35, 36, 40, 41].

Chapter 7 presents the extensive experimentation and evaluation which validates

the theoretical concepts and contributions proposed, developed and implemented

in chapter 3, 4, 5 and 6. This chapter presents the details of the real-life ex-

periments conducted to validate our CrysP, SACAAR and SEMACT approaches

for complex activity recognition and sharing of this information on social inter-

action tools. The type of atomic and complex activities considered for various

experiments along with the recognition accuracies achieved our presented here.

The OAT4CDAT This is followed by the real life experimentation of our context

validation tool and CATVal system which is used for validating activity based

updates and computing a credibility index for users on Twitter. Experimentation

results of Chapter 7 have been presented and validated in evaluation sections of

[37, 33, 39, 36, 40, 41].

A demonstration of the proposed and implemented OAT4CDAT is available

at:http://saguna.me/oat4cdat/ which is running online on Amazon AWS and

a YouTube video can also be found on the same link for a demonstration video.

OAT4CDAT creates complex activity signatures and assigns weights to atomic

activities and context attributes from activity data collected online in near real

time.

Chapter 8 summarizes this thesis by presenting the research contributions and

the possible future directions of our research.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

2.1 Introduction

The previous chapter presents motivations, aims and objectives as well as contri-

butions of the current research. This chapter reviews related work in the field of

activity recognition and context validation within social networks. We focus on

complex activity recognition and how current approaches lack a unifying theoreti-

cal model for recognizing complex activities performed by users in everyday life.

We review current approaches for activity recognition and the many application

areas which can benefit from them. We elicit the many challenges that are faced

by current activity recognition approaches when attempting to recognize complex

activities. On the other hand, we explore how presence is a type of context which

first originated within ‘Instant Messaging’ domain but has evolved further within

the emerging area of social networks. We further explore existing approaches

which merge activity recognition and presence by sharing a user’s current context

with those following them on instant messengers or social networks. We note

that presence information does not always reflect the user’s current activity or

other context with accuracy and thus, we emphasize the need for suitable context

validation approaches within social networks.

We begin this chapter by introducing how users perform different activities in
daily life and the field of human activity recognition where machines are used

to recognize human activity in Section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Section 2.3 presents

the different types of sensing technology employed to sense different types of
activities performed by users. We further explore and investigate how activities

are recognized at different granularities in section 2.4. In Section 2.5 we identify

how context is crucial to improve and enhance the activity recognition process

and discuss how researchers have emphasized its use. We also discuss the role of

situation inference (inferred from context information) in the activity recognition
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process. We discuss and highlight a number of research challenges identified in

existing research relating to complex activity recognition in Section 2.7. In Section

2.8, we identify and discuss the need for context validation within social networks

and how presence is an important type of context which needs to validated. This

chapter presents a survey on activity recognition and the various techniques

used to recognize atomic and complex activities which can be concurrent and

interleaved in nature. We further present in Section 2.6, the current related

research on presence and activity recognition along with a comparison research

projects which combine presence and activity recognition. Finally in Section 2.9,

we compare our approach to complex activity recognition with current research

based on a number of criteria like sensors used, types of activities recognized,

inferencing technique, accuracy achieved, use of context and discuss the pros and

cons for each.

2.1.1 Human Activity

Users perform a large number of activities all day. These can be categorized

based on the purpose of the activities performed or the location in which they are

undertaken. Activities performed at the work-place or office can be called work-

related activities. Some activities are outdoor recreational activities performed

during leisure time. Further, users perform a large number of activities everyday

at home which are essential to their day-to-day living. Researchers refer to many

of these activities as “activities of daily living”. The word ‘activity’ has the following

meaning in the Oxford dictionary 1: “an action taken in pursuit of an objective”,
“busy or vigorous action or movement” or “a condition in which things are happening or
being done”. Further, according to an on-line dictionary 2 ‘human activity’ means

“something that people do or cause to happen” In different research areas, the term

human activity has different meanings. In the area of activity recognition, human

activity is defined by researchers as “human activity is a set of actions taken by
a human being to perform day-to-day tasks” [42]. In this work, we consider this

definition of human activity.

2.1.2 Human Activity Recognition

The recognition of human activity by machines can enable pervasive and mobile

computing applications in a number of areas. Activity recognition research in-

cludes the use of variety of sensing technology which are broadly categorized

based on deployment as wearable or on-body, environmental and mobile sensors.

Wearable or on-body sensors include inertial sensors that help in detecting users

1http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/activity?q=activity
2http://www.thefreedictionary.com/human+activity
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posture, motion, and other activities. Environmental sensors are those which are

deployed in the users environment and provide information about users surround-

ings or movements [42, 20]. Other sensors can be present on the user for example

on the mobile phone and can help in detecting users activity. Some of the sensors

on the mobile can also belong to wearable and environmental sensor categories as

they provide the same information. The signals from these sensors are processed

by activity recognition models to detect the activities performed by users.

2.2 Application Areas

Research in activity recognition is focussed in a number of settings like industry

[42, 6, 20], workshop [43], and defence [44, 45], health-care and aged-care [46, 47,

48, 49, 50], comfort applications in smart homes [51, 33, 52, 53, 54], emergency

or natural disaster situations or security surveillance [47, 46, 55, 56, 57] and

energy efficiency in urban spaces [58, 59]. We present related research from three

application areas in the following sub-sections.

2.2.1 Health-care, Aged-care and Personal Informatics

Figure 2.1: Activity recognition applications in health-care, aged-care or for personal
informatics.

The detection and recognition of Activities of Daily Living (ADL) [60, 61, 3] is an

active area of research. Such recognition of human activities has use in monitoring

people at homes and hospitals to provide timely healthcare to those in need of
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it. In [50], a system called CogKnow, was developed to assist elders suffering
from mild dementia, to help them live with greater autonomy and improve their

quality of life. The authors used a variety of sensors in their experimental set-up

CogKnow Sensorised Home (CSH). In [62], researchers have used on-body sensors

to help support autistic children by understanding their behaviours. This in turn

also helps the care-givers of these children. There is ongoing research to monitor

dietary activities [49] of users as well as their dining activities [63]. In [49], the

authors have used inertial sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, compass

sensor along with microphone, EMG and stethoscope microphone to detect simple

activities as chewing and swallowing. In [64] the dining activities of patients are

characterized. Physiological sensors such as EMG, EKG and EDA for detecting

Heart Rate Variability (HRV) along with an Elmo camera mounted on the steering

are used in [65] to detect stress during driving. In [5], authors discuss the role of

systems providing personal informatics to users about the activities in their daily

lives. Such systems have potential for human users trying to gain understanding

and knowledge of their own behaviours for example, amount of energy spent

while performing different tasks during the day. Further, system such as those

developed in [66] encourage users to be more mobile or active and live a healthy

lifestyle. Figure 2.1 shows an example body area network and activity recognition

applications in the health-care, aged-care or for personal informatics.

2.2.2 Industry and Workshop Setting

Figure 2.2: Activity recognition application in a car manufacturing plant.
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Industrial or workshop activities are also the focus of sensor based human-activity

research. In [6], authors have used body worn inertial sensors, ultrasound, and

RFID reader along with stationery force sensors and reed switches to track the

activity of a worker in a car workshop. Two case studies on workers in a car

manufacturing unit were done in [6], one to recognize the workers activity while

learning to perform activities and second to provide assistance to workers while

performing quality control. Researchers in [43] have also used a wood workshop

as a scenario to monitor a worker during maintenance and assembly tasks using

accelerometers andmicrophones. Figure 2.2 shows how activity recognition can be

used during quality assurance in a car manufacturing plant. Such applications can

help workers to perform their tasks in the correct order and prompt for missing

steps. They can also be used to teach new workers and guide them through

different stages of manufacturing.

2.2.3 Sports and Military/Defence Applications

Figure 2.3: Activity recognition applications in sports or defence settings.

Activity recognition within sports and military/defence setting is shown in fig-

ure 2.3. In sports and fitness, inertial sensors such as accelerometers are widely

used for training purposes. Athletes from different sports are able to get a bet-

ter understanding of their movements such as strides, jumps, number of steps,

energy expended, etc. Such information can be used by them to improve their

performance. There is a wide array of research in detecting physical activities and

gestures using inertial sensors [67]. There are a number of applications available

in the market to monitor running and jogging activities using accelerometers
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present in the mobile phone or in the shoe [68]. Physical activity monitoring also

finds use in defence and military scenarios where soldiers are tested for fitness

for different roles [45, 44]. In [44], authors also use different types of physiolog-
ical sensors detect stress from heart-rate variability in defence personnel while

performing different activities.

2.3 Sensors used in Activity Recognition

Sensors are used for collecting data for activity recognition such as accelerometers

[60, 69], gyroscopes [70, 71], video cameras [72, 73], infrared cameras [74], RFID

tags [75, 73, 3], magnetic sensors [76, 77], force-sensitive resistors [78], ultra-

sound sensors [78] [79], microphones [7], physiological sensors modalities like

electrocardiography (ECG) [80] , electrooculography (EOG) [81], or electromyog-

raphy (EMG) [65], light and temperature sensors, location sensors like ultrasound,

WLAN and GPS based positioning systems. There is considerable amount of

research in the area of Body Sensor Networks (BSN) [20] and Wearable Computing

[47, 75, 6, 82, 69, 81, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. Sensors are classified into a number

of categories based on their use in [42] such as environmental, mobile augments

and wearable or on-body sensors. Figure 2.4 shows some of the sensors used by

researchers for activity recognition. Recent times have witnessed an increased

deployment of these sensors within the smart-phones available in the market as

shown in figure 2.5. These can be used for activity recognition and researchers are

developing algorithms and mechanisms to recognize different activities of user by
using the sensors present on smart-phones.

2.4 Activity Recognition at Different Granularities

In [60], an analogy of activity recognition with speech and text recognition is

presented. Activities are recognized at word, sentence and paragraph level. We

refer to word level activities as atomic activities. Atomic activities are those unit

level activities which cannot be broken down further given application semantics

for example standing, sitting, walking, picking an object, etc. There is immense

focus in existing research on atomic activity recognition [60]. These range from

lower level activity recognition such as physical movements of body parts such

as arm, leg, upper body, hand, finger movement which is also referred to as

gesture recognition as shown in figure 2.6. Researcher have also applied different
techniques such as machine learning, data mining, etc., to sequences of lower

level activities or gestures for recognizing higher level activities for example,

activities of daily living or usual tasks at work such as reading, writing, playing a

particular sport, cooking a meal, brushing your teeth, going for a morning jog, etc.
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Figure 2.4: Some examples of the sensors used in activity recognition
Source:http://www.sparkfun.com/.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration showing mobile phones enabled with a variety of sensing capa-
bilities.

Researchers are further developing techniques to recognize higher level activities

or complex activities are sequences of atomic activities and gestures over longer

time durations as shown in figure 2.6. Different deployment and application

scenarios require different levels of granularities for the recognized activities.

As previously mentioned activity recognition analysis finds application in a num-

ber of fields such as defence [44], sports [68, 90], health-care [46, 47, 48, 49],

industrial environments [43, 42, 6, 20] where all human activity recognition prob-

lems somewhat follow a common approach. This includes the use of sensors,

multi-sensor fusion (data-level, feature-level or decision-level), the segmentation

of data with relation to time and space, feature extraction and selection, classi-

fication of activities, and the use of activity models to infer activities which can

be based on a number of techniques. Some the techniques used in existing re-

search are Bayesian Networks [23], Hidden Markov Models [91, 92, 93], Artificial

Neural Networks [94, 95], Context-free Grammars [96], Eigenspace algorithms

[97], String-matching algorithms [98], Human activity language (HAL) [99], Suffix

Trees [100], Minimum description length (MDL) [101], the use of semantics, data

mining etc.

2.4.1 Low Level Activity Recognition (Atomic Activity)

Atomic activities have been successfully detected with high accuracies using a

number of sensing technologies such as accelerometer(s), RFID(s) and micro-

phone(s). On the other hand, there is research which utilizes a single sensing
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Figure 2.6: Low-level (atomic) activities to high-level (complex) activities

technology and attempts to detect sentence level activities. We refer to sentence

or paragraph level activities as complex activities. There are many problems

when a single sensing technology is used to infer complex activities. Firstly, the

variation in activity sequences which results from a single person performing

the same activity in different ways each time as well as different people having
characteristically different ways. It tedious to gather data and train activity models

in such cases. Also, factors such as deployment of sensors on the body or the

environment in which they are deployed and experimentation is performed can

adversely affect the large scale use of such systems. For example, microphone

based or accelerometer based complex activity recognition is restricted in terms

of how widely it can be deployed. The number of body movements for a complex

activity can vary widely and thus it becomes difficult to model such movements to

achieve high levels of accuracies.

2.4.2 High Level Activity Recognition (Complex Activity)

There is a need to have activity recognition techniques which infer complex

activities along with sharing of activity specifics in different application domains

with minimum change. Such techniques should not be completely data driven but

also involve domain knowledge. It is only when there is a balance between the

amount of domain knowledge and data driven based techniques that it is possible

to have a widely acceptable and generalized technique for activity recognition in

different application domains.

The use of probabilistic models such as Naı̈ve Bayes, decision trees, HMM and

DBN are used for activity recognition in specific areas for complex activities.

These work well in workshop or industry setting as shown in [42] but accuracy

levels fall considerably when variations occur or activities are interleaved or
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concurrent in nature [53]. Data mining techniques also show promise for complex

activity recognition in daily life [22, 32] but there are issues that need to be

addressed relating to window sizes and temporal aspects of activities. Conditional

random fields used in [102] also lead to interesting results but are susceptible to

inaccuracies with complex activity recognition in daily life as they are unable to

handle changes in activities.

2.5 Context in Activity Recognition

Context is defined as the circumstances relevant to something under consideration

in the Oxford Dictionary. Context is also defined as the discourse that surrounds

the language unit and helps to determine its interpretation and the set of facts

and circumstances that surround a situation or event, the totality of surrounding

conditions, as stated in the dictionary by Farlex. Daniel Chalmers [103] stated that

Context is the circumstances relevant to the interaction between a user and their

computing environment. The intelligence of a system is achieved only through

contextual information. Some aspects of context are more important than others,

these include: location, identity, activity and time [103]. According to Chalmer

[103], contextual information can be used in five ways:

• Contextual Sensing: represents the sensing of context and other informa-

tion that describes the context, for example, the user location, user presence,

user speaking or someone in the vicinity of the user is speaking, device

location, etc.

• Contextual Augmentation: is the association of context with data.

• Contextual Resource Discovery: implies finding a resource that is required

for a certain task by a certain system, for example, in our system, being able

to locate the closest device to the user.

• Context Triggered Actions: Actions that follow after the context has been

determined and useful information has been gathered, for example, in our

system, the delivery of message to the appropriate device after a decision is

taken based on context information.

• Contextual Mediation: Context can be used to alter the actions of a system

or change its normal course of action, for example, in our system, certain

profile settings can affect the delivery of the message at the last moment.

The knowledge of the surroundings of the user and the system itself allows in tak-

ing decisions that prove to be extremely useful in implementing pervasive systems
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[104]. For building a ubiquitous communication system in a heterogeneous envi-

ronment, context-awareness is extremely important. Research in human computer

interaction has attempted to build user interfaces for seamless communication

within users being aware of a user’s surroundings [105]. Researchers are involved

in ongoing discussions to use sensors and develop new algorithms which utilize

sensors to source context information in order to realize Mark Weiser’s pervasive

and ubiquitous computing vision [106]. Context-aware pervasive service com-

position is used to build pervasive applications which facilitate a user within a

meeting scenario and sharing user experiences [107].

Thus, context is extremely important in activity recognition. A context-aware

system is one that makes intelligent decisions about actions it takes based on

collected information which is relevant to a particular situation. It also has

the provision of changing its actions if the context indicates towards such a

change. In activity recognition, researchers have often mentioned the use of

context information to improve or enhance activity recognition systems [24, 4, 25].

The key sensors in activity recognition are those which directly infer activity

related information for example, accelerometers infer body motion placed at

different location on the body as shown in figures 2.1 or 2.3. The inference of body

motion can be done more accurately from context gathered using different types
of sensors such as location, light-on/off in a room, body temperature, weather

conditions, etc. For example, the user is most likely to be running in a location

such as gym or park while in the bedroom the user is most likely to be sitting,

walking or lying.

According to Dey [26] as mentioned before in chapter 1, “Context is any infor-

mation that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a

person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a

user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.” There

is a significant amount of research going on in the field of context-awareness,

the sensors or devices involved, and the ways in which it can be implemented in

different areas. Existing research also looks at activity as a type of context. It is

considered similar to other context types such as location, time, etc. However, in

the field of activity recognition, the use of context can be seen as an additional

input to more accurately infer the user’s current activity. Thus, we divide the

problem into two parts, firstly the use of context for activity recognition by using

sensors which provide context information directly linked to activity recognition

for example, using a GPS sensor present on the user to infer the user’s speed and

merge this information with the accelerometer sensor which detects user’s body

motion. Secondly, we further user context information to determine the current

situation of the user for example, spatio-temporal situations like “User at home in

the morning”, etc. This helps in associating situations with activities and leads
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to faster and more accurate activity recognition. We briefly discuss the related

work in the area of situation inference in the next section and the relation between

situation inference and activity recognition.

2.5.1 Situations

The dictionary definition of the term ‘situation’ states it to be “the combination of

circumstances at a given moment”3. Following the definition of context from Dey

in [26] an entity can be in any situation and this is characterized by the context

of that entity. Thus, contextual information can be aggregated to determine the

situation of an entity. Researchers perceive situations as a higher level abstrac-

tion from context. Recent research further emphasizes the close relationship

between situations and activities [108]. Also, real world situations are depicted

and represented using modelled context. In [1], the context-situation pyramid

is presented as shown in figure 2.7. The bottom layer represents the raw data

sourced from sensors. This raw data is generated from system events. Here, events

are defined as incidents or set of circumstances which are crucial in changing a

system’s state. The middle layer is context which represents information that is

generated from the raw data. This can include facts or assumptions. It can also

include the methods and algorithms required to process, discover or interpret such

contextual information. The topmost layer in the pyramid depicts the concept of

situations which are inferred from the underlying context information. In [1, 109],

the Context Spaces Theory (CST) is presented which models this hierarchical

view of concepts for modelling information. In pervasive computing, a situation

is depicted as a subjective concept where its definition usually depends on the

types of sensors in the current system, available context used, the environment in

which this system is deployed, the domain knowledge required or applied and

the kind of application requirements. This in turn, leads to what may be viewed

as the “state of affairs” that are of interest [110]. There exists a large amount of

research in the domain of situation representation, specification and reasoning.

The different approaches and techniques used are well reviewed in [111, 1, 110].

As mentioned earlier, existing research has viewed ‘activity’ as a piece of context

as well as a type of situation [26, 110]. Thus, situation inference can play a crucial

role within activity recognition.

Activity Recognition and Situation Inference

In this work, we take the view that different activities occur within different sit-
uations. We discuss importance of situation inference with respect to activity

recognition. The concept of situations has a broader view and it encompasses

3Dictionary definition of situation, in http://www.dictionary.com
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Figure 2.7: Context-situation pyramid [1].

within itself the concept of activity. By differentiating between activity and sit-

uation, we highlight that situation inference can help in activity recognition

applications. Situation recognition is different from activity recognition since situ-

ations involve rich temporal and structural aspects like the time of day, location,

etc. [110]. Further, situations can have a duration, frequency of occurrence as

well as can occur in a sequence. By inferring situations within which activities

occur, activity recognition can benefit in many ways. For example, the number

of sensors polled for activity inference can be determined. Different activities
occur within different spatio-temporal situations. Since, each activity belongs to a

certain situation it can help reduce battery consumption of sensors. This can also

lead to faster and more accurate recognition of activities.

In the following section we discuss some current research projects which are being

undertaken in areas closely related to our research domain. We highlight the main

aspects of these research projects and then present the main focus of our research.

2.6 Related Research Projects

We discuss research projects which are related to our research and present them

here:

Nomatic IM

In [112], the authors have built a context-aware IM client which is based on the

existing open-source Gaim project. The main context information is incorporated

using Place Lab using WLAN positioning. The system though novel uses only

location information which is then tagged by the user manually to a particular
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activity that they might be doing in that location. This mapping of location and

activity is then maintained in a database for future use. The paper presents a small

pilot study to bring to light some of the privacy concerns of users in sharing such

context information. Though, the system infuses activity into presence, it does not

sense presence from multiple sensor information. Also, the main difference lies at
the heart of the system, where Nomatic IM shares the same presence information

across multiple IMs. It does not take into consideration that a user can have

different presence information at any point in time.

CenceMe Project

In [113], the CenceMe system is presented. It is a system which senses user activity

information and shares it across the social networking sites with the users buddies.

The three types of activities are standing, walking and running. It also detects

if the user is stationary or driving. Participants manually label data during state

changes to infer activities. A variety of sensors inbuilt like the accelerometer on

the Nokia N95, Nokia 5500 Sport mobile phone or the Nike+ are used. External

sensors like the BlueCel dongle are also incorporated for testing which integrates

a 3-axis accelerometer. Other sensors used were microphones and web cameras

on the mobile phone. A number of classifiers were constructed to infer activities.

Experiments were constructed on four people and a web-portal enabled to view

buddies activities. The authors claimed that near real-time presence updates were

made. In this work funded by Nokia Research, a centralized server was maintained

where long-term activity information was stored for the user to observe their

lifes patterns over the long term. A number of services were built using this

sensor data like searching for buddies in proximity, in looking for new buddies

in social networks based on automatic matching of similar interests and lifestyle

patterns. They look at identifying important places the user visits and tagging

them according to likes and dislikes. Other applications include allowing users

to look at their prolonged life patterns, creating more social interaction on social

networking sites. In a later paper [53], the authors have further implemented a

mobile based CenceMe system where majority of the processing is done using

light weight classifiers on the mobile phone itself.

Nokia PEIR Project

Personal Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) [114, 115] is an online tool devel-

oped by researchers to study the impact of users commuting using different types
of transport and to encourage teenagers to use their bikes or public transport

to help the environment. GPS data is collected from mobile phones to study an

individuals environment exposure, whether he/she jogs through a highly polluted
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area where there is high traffic and the impacts this discovery can have on people

who inhabit or commute through these areas. The system can be used to find

patterns of users daily mobility and then look for other related information such

as the number of fast food restaurants on the users daily path. Such information

can be of long-term use by the user and the community.

BikeNet and SkiScape Projects

In [116], a large-scale people-centric sensor network is proposed and implemented.

It is stated that in the future there will be large scale sensing and sharing of this

sensed data over the Internet. It is also envisioned that this sharing and sensing of

sensor data will be people-centric. A general infrastructure for such large-scale

sensing has been created whilst using two application scenarios: SkiScape and

BikeNet. In SkiScape, the skiers are tracked and the trail condition data is collected

in a ski resort. This data is then used for providing response to skiers in real-time

as well as long term analysis of this data is done. In BikeNet, the motivation lies

in the fact that cyclists are interested in collecting information related to their

own as well as other cyclists experiences. They like to explore new cycling tracks

and get information regarding conditions on these tracks. The authors propose

a tiered architecture which includes server, sensor access point and sensor tiers,

along with an opportunistic sensing network which implies opportunistic tasking

of sensors, opportunistically conducting the process of sensing by the sensors and

the collection of data opportunistically as well.

The Mobile Sensing Platform

In [4], researchers have developed a mobile sensing platform (MSP) which is a

wearable device used to detect a persons activity. The MSP is a hardware device

which has on board the following sensors: a electret microphone, a visible light

photransistor sensor, 3-axis digital accelerometer, digital barometer temperature

sensor, digital IR and visible+IR light sensor, digital humidity/temperature sensor

and a digital compass. In addition to these sensors, 3D magnetometers, 3D gyros

and 3D compass are attached to the location board. The current MSP hardware is

version 2.0 with the above mentioned sensors integrated on board and running on

it is the embedded activity inference software version 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0. The types of

activities inferred include walking, running (up/down on stairs), taking elevator

(up/down), cooking, working on computer, eating, watching television, talking,

cycling, using an elliptical trainer, and using a stair machine. The inference

software version 3.0 in semi-supervised conditions of activity recognition gives

an accuracy of 79.7%, 83.1%, and 87.4% when 5%, 20% and 40% of the data is

labelled respectively. The system is tested in different applications like the UbiFit
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Garden [66], a tool to encourage physical activity in people and UbiGreen [117], a

tool for encouraging green transportation habits by sensing the carbon emissions

made by users while travelling based on activity analysis of user.

The MSP [4] is a system mostly used in encouraging physical fitness as well as

green transportation habits. A variety of sensor information is used to infer activi-

ties in semi-supervised conditions. It is an advanced customized activity inference

platform which addresses the challenge of scalability in activity inference. The

authors in this research have not considered some of the other challenges high-

lighted previously such as multiple activity inference and only infer basic word

level activities. The geo-tagging of micro-blogs generated by the user and then the

utilization of these micro-blogs by other users in relation to specific location based

queries is a novel concept. The authors feel the need to leverage on an existing

social network for faster adoption and broader evaluation of the system. We

believe this study validates the need for an automatic status update system based

on activity analysis which can be used when users are busy in work and do not

find time to make manual updates. A major concern is to identify a misbehaving

user who misleads people with false information. Though the size of the study

conducted by the authors is small and they confirm that it is not conclusive, we

feel it throws light on some of the areas relating to our research.

MicroBlog

In [118], a MicroBlog is researched and implemented as a prototype for users

to share content via their mobile phones as well as to query other users about

information of interest, for example availability of parking space near a beach

for consider considered for a visit in the near future. The application leverages

localization techniques like GPS, Wi-Fi and GSM to spatially geo-tag user micro-

blogs. These can be viewed by users visiting same locations or showing interest

in the same location for later travel. A number of applications are suggested

where the micro-blog can be used, like micro-alerts about finding direction in a

campus or micro-news where users generate their own news, social collaboration

to make on the fly car pools or to monitor healthcare in a certain remote area for

people living there. A user study on 12 students is done to gather basic feedback

about use, adoption and features of such an application. Evaluation is done on

energy consumption while accurately locating the user by means of a number of

technologies. The trade-off between energy consumption and localization accuracy

of Wi-Fi, GPS, AGPS, GSM are presented. Users raised concerns about location

privacy as well as answering to queries from strangers using voice. They were not

too keen in answering queries on topics which were not of interest to them. Users

were sure that they would not use or query micro-blogs for significant operations.

The blogging was also more during after hours between 5:00PM and 9:00PM.
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R-U-In?

R-U-In? [119] pronounced as Are you in? is a real-time social-networking portal

which shares users current activity or future activity and performs real-time

match-making from other members of the service which may or may not be the

users friends. The service uses a semantic match making engine and leverage upon

existing social-networks. The users can make manual status updates about the

activity they are interested in currently or later in time to find like-minded people.

User profile date is also used in the semantic match-making process. The manual

status updates about users current or future activities are sent across multiple

social-networks and IMs, so that people with similar interests can respond to the

user and real-time activity groups can be formed. The users can browse through

profiles of like-minded people and send invites to join these real-time activity

groups.

Recognition of High-level activities using Data-Mining and Clus-
tering

In [3, 4], activity recognition involves collecting and labelling large datasets along

with training models using the collected data. In all above existing research, once

the activity models are created any addition or change in the steps of activities

will require collecting data and training the model again. Data mining techniques

applied to concurrent and interleaved activities in[32] are interesting as they

help in searching emerging patterns using frequent item set mining and find

abnormally growing patterns but we differ from this work fundamentally as

we use our CDAT and additional context information as well as a reasoning

approach to infer activities. Though, the techniques applied our interesting, this

would still require observing individuals for weeks to create clusters of activities

and then human input to identify the clusters relating to different activities.
Clustering techniques used in [32] can adversely affect recognition of activities

which are performed with significant variation in sequence or if some steps are

missed. Authors have highlighted that accuracy can be improved by using context

information apart from mere touch sensors in a smart home environment. We

highlight that an activity algebra which includes definitions of atomic and complex

activities along with reasoning of context and atomic activities, can lead to more

accurate and dependable recognition of complex activities. This can be used to

identifying key atomic activities within a complex activity. Our approach differs
from existing research [32, 4] as we use mobile devices and inference of activities

is not limited to smart home environments.
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In [22], activities are discovered using a mining method called discontinuous

varied-order mining and then clustering is performed to identify activities. For

the inference of activities voted HMM is used and the relative frequencies from

sample data are used for training. This would still require observing individuals

for weeks to create clusters of activities and then human input to identify the

clusters. In [22] there is no use of additional context information as well as a

reasoning technique which can improve accuracy and help in identifying key

atomic activities for complex activities. The techniques in [22, 32] use smart home

environments where linking of activities to users can be difficult in trying to

recognize complex activities involving multiple users.

2.7 Current Challenges in Activity Recognition

Activity recognition research faces a number of challenges which are related

to the inherent nature in which different activities are performed along with

the technical challenges inherent to different types of approaches and sensing

technology used. By examining the research projects listed in the previous section

and other relevant literature in the field of activity recognition we find a number

of challenges that need to be addressed. We list some of these main challenges

that need to be addressed by the research community.

• High-level or Complex Activity Recognition: A large amount of related

work in the field of activity recognition particularly deals with low-level

activity recognition. As mentioned earlier in section 2.4, activity recognition

can be performed at word level, sentence level and paragraph level which is

analogous to speech recognition or we can say that activity recognition can

be performed at various granularities [60]. The activities such as standing,

sitting, walking, speaking, typing, reading, etc. all form word or low-level

activities. High-level or sentence level activities would then be a sequence

or combination of low-level activities. Sitting followed by standing and

then walking and speaking with a number of repetitions will be a sentence

level or high-level activity called “making a presentation”. Similarly, other

higher-level or paragraph level activities will be a combination of these

sentences, for example, preparing for a presentation, going to a meeting

room, making a presentation, listening to a presentation, discussion with

colleagues, can be interpreted as a high-level activity such as attending a

project meeting. We state here that though low-level activity recognition is

important, there is a need to recognize activities higher-level by combining

the inference of low-level activities. From the literature, we identify that

though vast amount of research exists in the field of activity recognition

at low-level; there is not much research in the field of activity recognition
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at higher-level of activities which have durations of minutes or hours [60,

4]. The recognition of high-level or complex activities have application

in a wide variety of applications such as health-care, aged-care, treatment

of lifestyle disorders such as depression and stress, just-in-time learning

environments, architectural design and planning based on user behaviour,

security and surveillance systems which can identify inhabitants of a place

by their behaviour and automation as well as comfort applications can work

effectively from predicting human behaviour.

• Minimizing User Interaction for Labelling Activities and Training Mod-
els: The existing research in activity recognition also shows that there is

a need to address the issue of user interaction while recognizing activities.

User interaction for the purpose of labelling activities and training recogni-

tion models can be very intrusive [69, 120] and time consuming [24, 121].

Activity recognition requires activity definitions and recognition models to

be easily shared across application domains and settings. The labelling of

large datasets by human input and creation of ground truths is an immensely

time consuming and expensive. Currently, there are a limited number of

datasets with a very limited number of complex activities available for re-

searchers to use for experimentation. These datasets do not cover all possible

ways in which these complex activities can be performed by human users.

Different sensing technologies pose different types of challenges in labelling

of atomic activities and steps within complex activities. These differences
lead to different results when these datasets are used by researchers. It is

required that some form of activity definitions are available to all researchers

from different populations sets with ease and are uniformly and cohesively

well labelled. Thus, there is a need to minimize user interaction.

• Use of Context in Activity Recognition: In relation to the previous two

points, for the recognition of complex activities as well as for minimizing

user interaction there is need to look at context information apart from just

wearable sensor information. Wearable sensor information can be useful in

determining word level activities but other user and environmental context

needs to be reasoned and utilized for accurate recognition of activities at

higher granularities [4, 24, 121, 122]. Also, the utilization of context in-

formation can help in minimizing user interaction, for example user can

be asked to give feedback when he/she is not busy in a certain activity, or

the system can by itself sense the environmental context rather than ask

the user for feedback. Thus, activity recognition needs to consider context

information apart from on-body sensor information.

• Challenges in Activity Recognition Inherent to Human Behaviour At-
tributes
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– Concurrency and Interleaving of Activities due to Multitasking:
There is a need to recognize activities at word level or smaller granu-

larities (atomic activities) which are interleaved or overlapped but are

not part of the same sentence level activities (complex activities), for

example cooking pasta while reading a research paper. This requires

being able to identify individual word level activities belonging to each

sentence level activity i.e. cooking pasta and reading research paper

which occur together in certain time duration. Here, cooking pasta in-

volves different word level activities like chopping vegetables, picking

pan, placing pasta, turning the stove on, boiling pasta, etc and reading

research paper involves picking up reading glasses, picking up research

paper, reading posture of head, etc. Such multiple, overlapping or inter-

leaved activity recognition has not been considered in existing research

[3, 4, 24].

– Variations in Performing Activities: There are a large number of fac-

tors that cause variations in the way users perform activities. It is

important that for efficient and accurate activity recognition, activity

recognition algorithms and techniques can easily tackle such variations.

We list some of the variations that occur when users perform activities

in daily life.

� Periodic Variations: There are periodic daily, weekly, monthly,

annual and seasonal variations in human activities. For example,

users might cook breakfast in 15 minutes on a weekday while they

may cook it in half-an-hour or one hour on a weekend.

� Different Humans Performing the Same Activity: The same ac-

tivity is performed differently by different people. For example,

older people might do an activity in a certain way while younger

people may perform the same activity differently. These differences
should be identified and need to be categorized. The definitions of

activities should be built using similar profiles of users.

� Variation in Duration of Activities: Different activities performed

by human users differ on time scales. For example, activities within

the cooking category, cooking a pizza takes different amount of time

from cooking a pasta. Also, the difference in time scale is also seen

in activities belonging to different categories. For example, cooking

activities will have different time scales from cleaning activities or

grooming activities.

� Complexity in Activity Sequences: The order in which high-level

activities are performed varies highly. The sequential order in some

cases is common and in other may highly vary. For example, users
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cook breakfast and are expected to eat it next but sometimes this

may not be the case. They may perform a grooming activity before

eating it.

� Abandoned Activities: Activities are often started by users but are

abandoned due to a variety of reasons. This may happen because

they decided to perform another activity and forgot to return to the

previous activity or the new activity was a substitute of the first

one. There can also be other reasons for abandoning activities like

the user got distracted or decided to perform it at a later time.

� People of Different Backgrounds and Countries: Human users

in different parts of the world often perform the same activities

differently, these difference need to be identified and activity def-

initions should be aware of these differences. It is important that

activity recognition models in different locations are made available

definitions that are closer to the corresponding locations.

� Activities Performed in Different Locations within the House:
Activities performed in different locations also causes variations.

For example, activities performed in a kitchen in one house may be

performed differently in another house. Similarly, same activities

performed at different locations within the same house can also

cause variations. For example, tidying up the lounge or kitchen.

These differences arise from the inherent difference of use and

structure of both locations within the house.

• Automatically Learning New Activities: Activity recognition systems are

required to have the capacity of automatically learning new activities which

they have not encountered earlier [4, 24]. This challenge directly relates to

the challenge of minimizing user interaction for labelling of activities [122].

Thus, this could further imply that activity recognition systems should be

able to prompt the user for new activity labels intelligently. There is a

need to gain sufficient information about new activities from very minimal

information provided to the system.

• Recognition of Activities Outside Laboratory or Controlled Environ-
ments: Activity recognition outside laboratory and controlled environments

remains the biggest challenge as yet [90, 97, 100, 120]. This implies training

activity recognition models without supervision in real-life scenarios. Also,

existing research shows that the issue of customization in activity recog-

nition systems is the most significant problem. Every user can perform

activities with varying durations of time, as well as other aspects relating

to specific word level activities also vary, for example, every person may
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speak at varying levels of amplitudes and frequencies, they may have dif-

ferent postures while sitting, run at varying pace, etc. Along with there

exists the related problem of sensor placements on the user and in the users

environment [78, 42, 20, 60, 69]. The wearable sensors and devices involved

in activity recognition should seamlessly merge in the users environment,

without being a distraction or hindrance in their normal activities.

• Reducing or Minimizing Battery Consumption: Battery consumption is

also a challenge that needs to be addressed while using sensors and mobile

devices for activity analysis [69]. The energy consumption while data col-

lection and processing on mobile devices should be minimized. This is a

hardware limitation which needs to be addressed while performing activity

analysis. These issues have been considered and performance analysis re-

lating to battery consumption is performed in [4, 123, 118]. Researchers in

activity analysis field need to be aware of limited battery resources and try

to minimize the consumption of battery. Energy efficient activity analysis

will be required which implies that we can identify the best possible sensor

and context information to detect activities of a user.

In this section, we presented the current challenges in activity recognition. In the

next section we discuss and present the challenges faced in validation of context

within social networks.

2.8 Context Validation within Social Networks

Presence can be defined as the users current context or situation or state [29]

and initially emerged with the IM technology [124, 28]. This general view of

presence as context is an important aspect our research and this thesis. Users

can set their presence as available, online, busy, away, offline and not available.

This helps them in communication with their contacts as it eliminates the basic

question of enquiring whether the user is busy. RFC 2778 [124] and RFC 3863

[125], gives a model for presence and IM and presents them as two services. It

states that presence service accepts information, stores it and then distributes this

information, while the IM service accepts and delivers the instant messages to

instant boxes. As shown in figure 2(a), the presence service further has two set of

clients called Presentities and Watchers.

The Presentities provide presence information to be stored and distributed, while

the Watchers receive presence information from the service. Further, there are

two kinds of Watchers, called Fetchers and Subscribers as shown in figure 2(b). A

Fetcher requests the current value of a particular Presentitys presence information

from the presence service. A Subscriber asks for a notification of that Presentitys
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presence information from the presence service. There also exists a special kind

of Fetcher which is called the Poller, and it fetches the presence information on a

regular basis.

Presence related research is presented in [29, 28, 126, 30, 27, 127, 128]. In [123]

the research and challenges of this field are discussed by concluding that the

current state of IM and presence systems is not very optimistic. This is due

to the fact that in the IM domain where presence initially emerged, different
service providers keep incompatible protocols in order to gain the maximum

number of users. We see this trend changing in the past few years since the

emergence of XMPP [31] (previously known as Jabber) based IM Clients and the

push towards the need for different protocols to communicate with each other

openly [129]. The concept of federated presence [129] has emerged and taken

center stage. Presence is being included in to the web, using web-based IM Clients,

as part of social networking sites, blogs and in corporate intranet. Presence is

also being extended to Rich Presence [30, 130] which implies the combining of

presence from multiple sources and managing user and enterprise preferences in

an intelligent way. The combining of presence with location awareness as well as

other context information is being considered important to improve the ways in

which we communicate. The next step is to develop presence aware applications

and systems which provide users with an efficient means of communications.

In [131], we see yet another step forward, TinySIP has been implemented in

Zigbee motes running TinyOS. They aim to provide communication between

sensor nodes and traditional network devices like mobile phones and PDAs.

Also, such a protocol is beneficial for distributed interaction between sensor

nodes. This is a positive step forward in the way in which sensors currently

communicate. The experimentation is done in the healthcare sector to test the

prototype implementation.

2.8.1 Challenges in Presence Detection

In this section we highlight, the challenges in field of presence with the emergence

of new social-networking tools.

• RPID [130] though a step forward towards rich presence format for presence

information in existing solutions, there is still no solution which actually

utilizes this format for sharing activity information as well as information

related to user moods.

• In the realm of social-networking, micro-blogging and the always logged on

status of IMs using mobile phones, the existing presence definition needs
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further improvement [129]. The user is constantly engaging with social-

networks (personal, professional, interest networks, etc) and micro-blogs

their presence on these networks is revealed by constant status updates made

using these tools. This aspect of users presence needs to be considered in the

definition of presence. Presence needs to include status updates as well as

availability information not just on IMs but also on social-networks, blogs,

micro-blogs, etc.

• The way in which users availability was viewed has changed after the emer-

gence of mobile phones with IM clients running on them. This aspect of

presence is mentioned in the RFC 2778 [124] considers mobile phone pres-

ence, but we further need to understand that being logged on and available

via mobile phone does not imply the user may still be available for everyone

in their contact list. Also, by using presence aggregation [30] we may pass on

the presence information on one IM client to a second IM client and further

to a social-network with the same presence information for the user. This

may be a problem since the user might not want to have a common presence

status across multiple social-networking and IM tools. The existing tools

like Fring [132] where presence federation [129] is used allows for users to

be online on multiple IMs like Skype [133], GTalk [134], MSN Messenger

[135], etc at the same time with the same presence status. This is a problem,

since a user may want to be available for the contacts on Skype but might

be busy for the contacts on GTalk. Thus, the user can have multiple types

of presence information at one point in time. In [136], we see that presence

information of a user is based upon the relationships of the user with each

of their contact.

• We identify the validation of presence or context within social networks as

one of the most important challenges. Users can inadvertently or deliberately

update incorrect information as their presence on social networks. This may

cause the spread of misinformation and may lead to embarrassing or panic

situations for both the user and his/her followers. It is important that in

the wake of growing user of social networks that such incorrect information

be checked and validated for correctness and freshness. Users and their

followers should be made aware of any such information so that they are not

mislead.

These research challenges need to be considered for further refinement of presence

information and are of prime importance in the way people interact with each

other these days.
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2.9 Comparison of Related Projects and Knowledge
Gaps

To summarize, these existing techniques suffer from several drawbacks. (1) Large

amounts of data collection and data annotations are required for training of

models, (2) Changes in sequence of ADLs affect activity recognition accuracy of

trained models adversely, (3) Concurrent and interleaved ADLs are not accurately

recognized as it is time consuming to train activity models for the different possible
ways in which complex activities are interleaved or performed concurrently.

Researchers have applied both data-driven and knowledge driven techniques

independent of each other to recognize activities of human users. A number of

techniques such as Bayesian networks [23], hidden Markov models [91, 22], artifi-

cial neural networks [95, 94], context free grammars [96], eigenspace algorithms

[97], string matching algorithms [98], conditional random fields [102], human

activity language [99], suffix trees [100], minimum description length [101] and

ontological reasoning [121] have been applied in the activity recognition field.

We look at activity recognition as a hierarchical problem. In [60], an analogy of

activity recognition with speech and text recognition is presented. Activities are

recognized at word, sentence and paragraph level keeping with the analogy of

text or speech recognition [60]. We refer to word level (low-level) activities as

atomic activities and paragraph/sentence level (high-level) as complex activities.

As mentioned previously, atomic activities are those unit level activities which

cannot be broken down further given application semantics for example standing,

sitting, walking, picking an object, etc.

Existing research largely focuses on atomic activity recognition [4, 60] or complex

activities constituting of simple sequential atomic activities [2, 3, 4]. Most of these

works utilize one or more sensing technology such as accelerometer, RFID reader

and tags, microphone, etc. and infer simple sequential activities. For example,

accelerometer based complex activity recognition is restricted in terms of how

widely it can be deployed but is well suited for recognizing atomic activities. The

number of body movements for a complex activity can vary widely and thus it

becomes difficult to model such movements to achieve high levels of accuracies as

the complexity of activities increases in terms of its constituent atomic activities.

The same is true for taking two sensing technologies together like accelerometer

and RFID or accelerometer and microphone. The features are hard to model and

discriminate when attempting to recognize complex activities without separating

atomic activity inference from complex activity inference. There is a need to build

complex activity recognition techniques which are not be completely data driven

but also involve domain knowledge. In table 2.1, we discuss and compare existing

research in terms of a number of criteria such as types of sensors used, the types
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of activities recognized, the accuracy that was achieved and discuss the pros and

cons of each.

Probabilistic models such as Naı̈ve Bayes, decision trees, HMM and DBN are used

for activity recognition in specific areas for complex activities. These models work

well in a workshop or industry setting as shown in [42, 7, 6] where activities are

performed in the same sequence each time, but accuracy levels fall considerably

when variations occur or activities are interleaved or concurrent in nature [2, 24].

Data mining techniques also show promise for complex activity recognition in

daily life [32] with recognition of concurrent and interleaved activities but there

are issues that need to be addressed relating to window sizes and temporalities or

variation in durations of activities which adversely affect the system. Conditional

random fields used in [137, 138] also lead to interesting results but are susceptible

to inaccuracies with complex activity recognition in daily life as they are unable to

handle changes in activities. They require the interleaving or concurrent activity

data to be available during the training of the model. This leads to large amount

of training data as ADLs are interleaved and concurrently performed in a large

variety of ways.

Existing approaches do not offer a generic theoretical framework to activity recog-

nition which can be widely used across application domains where activity related

context can be shared easily. There is a need to have a standardized mechanism to

define activities and types of sensors used for a particular activity. Such knowledge

needs to be shared and reused so that there is efficient use of time and redun-

dant tasks which have already been performed in one application domain are

not repeated. Sensor deployments should be standardized so systems can share

sensor data. Recent works such as [21, 139] attempt to transfer activity knowledge

from one house to another using data mining and HMM. They achieve reasonable

accuracies but do not handle sequential, concurrent and interleaved complex

activities while performing transfer learning which can be achieved using our

approach. The works in [139] are only attempting to cluster sensors and activities

without dealing with their complex nature from one domain to another. Thus,

we argue for a theory for complex activity recognition which can represent the

complex nature of complex activities. It is important that activity recognition be

carried out at two levels, atomic and complex. Research has shown how various

techniques can be deployed to infer atomic activities with ease. Variations that are

inherent due to different users performing the activities differently does not affect
at the atomic activity recognition level but instead affects at the complex activity

recognition level where the temporal lengths increase significantly. Algorithms

built for activity recognition should be able to handle such issues. This can be

better dealt by dividing the activity recognition problem into the atomic and

complex activity levels.
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There is a need to use context to infer complex activities as this can help in better

accuracy [4, 33]. We incorporate situation recognition in the process of activity

recognition. [25] and [140] have used situation lattices to detect activities where

they call ’activities’ as ’situations’ and have highlighted the importance of context

and situations in activity recognition. Though, their work has shown promising

results for complex activities, they also state in [25] that scalability can be an

issue with situation lattices. We argue for the need to incorporate situations in

our work based on [140, 25, 141] to detect complex activities. We differ from [25]

as we first detect spatio-temporal situations and then detect complex activities

relating to those situations. In our previous work [33], we showed how detecting

an occurring situation can facilitate the process of activity recognition and reduce

the number of activities to be detected.

2.10 Summary and Conclusion

The review of existing literature within the field of activity recognition and context

validation has helped to ascertain the gaps and challenges in existing research.

The fact that activities have a granular nature where the difference in atomic

and complex activities is crucial to the approach used in the recognition pro-

cess is considered in our research. Atomic activities inference can be performed

with good/acceptable accuracies using traditional machine learning algorithms,

weighted voting mechanisms, etc. It is important to note that the same techniques

when used to recognize complex activities perform poorly. The many challenges

faced in recognizing complex activities which have been elicited in section 2.7

led us to propose and develop a unifying and general approach to representing

and defining complex activities performed by users everyday in real life. Since,

everyday life involves large number of activities which are highly complex and per-

formed with vast variation by different users it is important to build mechanisms

which are able to deal with such varying and large types of complex activities.

To this extent we propose and develop a probabilistic and Markov chain anal-

ysis based technique which deals with building and updating complex activity

definitions for different users performing complex activities in everyday life.

Further in this chapter we explored and investigated the related research in the

field of context validation within social networks. By examining the related litera-

ture in approaches which merge activity recognition and presence we identified

the need for validation of context in form of presence information within social

networks. Since, users interact with social networks at an ever increasing pace

and frequency to update and share information about their current activities, it is

noted that a mechanism to validate context is missing in existing research. This
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has led us to propose and build a mechanism that validates the activity related up-

dates within social networks. Based on our proposed complex activity recognition

model we propose, discuss and implement a context validation framework within

social networks to determine the correctness and freshness of the activity-based

presence update as well as to compute a credibility index which can help with

identifying users within social networks which mislead their followers.
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Chapter 3

Context Driven Activity Theory

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we propose and investigate a context-driven activity theory (CDAT)

for defining and inferring complex activities which can be concurrent, interleaved

and varied-order activities. Context Driven Activity Theory is defined as a set of
principles or system of ideas that can be used for understanding and explaining the
activity recognition process using sensing technology. This is followed by relating

situations with activities. Situations are inferred using context and to help with

the recognition process of complex activities. CDAT also utilizes context to infer

atomic and complex activities. We perform probabilistic analysis to assign and

recompute weights for atomic activities and context attributes. Further Markov

chain analysis is used to discover complex activity signatures for users. We propose

and develop our CDAT using ontological constructs and present the details of our

proposed semantic extension.

3.2 Complex Activity Recognition

Complex activities are composed of low-level atomic activities and context at-

tributes. In this section, we present the definitions for terms used within our

proposed CDAT. We look at the various theoretical details of CDAT and its use

in complex activity recognition. The use of CDAT enables the recognition of

complex activities which are concurrent, interleaved and varied-order in nature.

CDAT can be used to define complex activities using atomic activities and con-

text attributes. We use a balanced approach where both knowledge-based and

data-driven techniques are combined together to infer complex activities. In the

following sub-section, we give the definitions of the main components of our

CDAT with some running examples.
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Figure 3.1: An example complex activity which can be performed in two different ways:
Instance 1 and Instance 2.

3.2.1 Atomic Activity and Complex Activity Definitions

Definition 1 (Atomic activity). Atomic activity, A is defined as a unit level activity
which cannot be broken down further given application semantics and is observed from
a set of virtual and physical sensors, ΣS={s1,...,sn}, where n ≥ 1, where the level of
granularity can vary based on sensor placement scenarios. �

For example, Case 1: A1 = “user is walking” inferred by sensor s1 which is an

accelerometer placed on the userś waist. Case 2: A1 = “user is walking” inferred by

sensors s1, s2, s3 and s4, where s1, s2, s3 are three accelerometers placed on different
parts of the body and s4 is a GPS sensor placed on the user. The accelerometers

provide individual body part movements and the GPS sensor provides velocity

information which can be together used to infer that user is walking.

Next, we give the definition of a context attribute [141] which can be used to infer

complex activities from sensors.

Definition 2 (Context attribute). A context attribute is defined as any type of data that
is used to infer an activity or a situation(s) at time t. It is represented as Ct

i and takes
its values from a range of values ‘R’. For example, the context attribute, location can
have values from the range R={1,2,3,...,n} or in the form of GPS coordinates with values
from a range, R=latitude,longitude. Context attributes are related to physical sensors
such as GPS to collect location coordinates or any other virtual or physical sensors. For
example, location, time and temperature are retrieved from sensors carried by the user
or present in his/her environment. Similarly, device activity and phone activity are
retrieved from virtual sensors on the user’s devices. For the above examples, “user is
walking on a treadmill” is inferred using additional context of detecting proximity to a
treadmill or the location as gym. “user is walking in the park” can be inferred by user
location as ”in park”. In the rest of the paper, we refer to a context attribute, simply as
‘context’. �

Definition 3 (Complex activity). A Complex activity, CAK , is a tuple CA=(γAK ,
ρCK , αAS

K , αCS
K , βAE

K , βCE
K , TSK , TEK , TLK ), where γAK is the subset of atomic
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activities from the complete set of atomic activities, γAK ⊆ ΣA={A1,..., An}, n ≥ 1 and
ρCK is the subset of context from the complete set of context, ρCK ⊆ ΣC={C1,...,Cn}, n
≥ 1 which occur within the complex activity CA. Further, Core γAK and Core ρCK are
subsets of γAK and ρCK which must be observed for a complex activity CA to occur.
(αAS

K , βAE
K ) ⊂ ΣA are atomic activities which are observed at the beginning or end of

a complex activity respectively. Similarly, (αCS
K , βCE

K ) ⊂ ΣC and are context which
are observed at the beginning and end of a complex activity. Figure 3.1 shows two
instances of the same complex activity as a state transition diagram. The different nodes
represent context and atomic activities. A complex activity can vary each time a user
performs it and can have a different starting and ending. TS and TE denote the starting
time and ending time of a complex activity on a timeline. TLK = | TEK − TSK | is the
lifespan of a complex activity, CAK . As shown in figure 3.1, a complex activity can be
performed in different ways and can also have varying lifespans. This is depicted as
TLmin

K < TL
K < TLmax

K where (TLmin
K ,TLmax

K ) gives the time range for the lifespan of
a complex activity.1 �

For example, Case 1: CA1 = “user is walking to bus stop” is inferred by atomic

activity, A1 = “user is walking” and context, C2 = “user direction towards bus stop
from home”.
Case 2: CA2 = “user is working on presentation at home” is inferred by atomic

activities, A2 = “user is sitting”, A3 = “user is using study desk”, A4 = “user is detected
near laptop”, A5 = “user is typing in Microsoft Power Point application file” and

context, C3 = “user location is home”, C4 = “study desk light is on”. We further look

at an example of concurrent and interleaved activities.

Case 3: A user performs the following activities concurrently and interleaved in

time which can be represented as (CA3|CA4|CA5|CA6) for complex activities, CA3

= “user is writing a document on his/her laptop in room at office”, CA4 = “user is
browsing the Internet for research articles”, CA5 = “user is drinking coffee”, CA6 =

“user is chatting on IM with friend”. We can further perform operations on complex

activities such as ∪ to create complex activities such as (CA3 ∪ CA4 ∪ CA5).

3.2.2 Situation-aware Activity Recognition

In figure 3.2, we show how activities and situations are related in the activity

analysis domain. Firstly, context and sensors directly related to inferencing atomic

activities are used, for example, one or more accelerometers are used for atomic

activities like sitting and walking. Also, certain context such as ’speed of user’

may further validate whether user is walking or not. Further, a number of atomic

activities together form a complex activity. Situations are “a set of circumstances

1In the rest of the thesis, we use the general representation of the notations for elements within
a complex activity tuple as (γA, ρC, αAS , αCS , βAE , βCE , TS , TE , TL) without the superscript ‘K’.
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Figure 3.2: Sensors(s), context(c), atomic activities(a), complex activities(ca), situa-
tions and their relationships.

in which an entity may find itself” where an entity can be a human user or object.

Users in a day are part of a number of situations. All activities that are performed

by them are part of these situations. We are referring to situations which are

inferred by context not sourced by activity related sensor data but other context

for example, location, time, temperature, weather conditions, light on/off. By

inferring situations we can limit the number of activities to be recognized. In a

situation hierarchy, situations and sub-situations exist and it is possible to identify

situations with a limited set of sensor and context. For example, a simple high

level situation is “user is in office room” detected by user’s location sensor. This can

help in activity inference since the user will perform only those activities which

are linked to office room and not the kitchen. Thus, spatio-temporal situations by

themselves can play a significant role in the activity recognition process.

Figure 3.3 shows how a trajectory can traverse through different situations and the

activities which occur within them. The bubbles in the diagram represent different
situation subspaces. The different axes represent context attributes, for example,

location, time, weather, etc. The traversed path is representative of certain context

states which are the meeting points of these different context attributes. The small
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Figure 3.3: Situation sub-spaces and activities.

coloured circles are merely activities which occur within situations on this path.

We show how activities can occur in different situations and are linked to them.

Thus, linking situations to activities is important in for activity recognition.

For the definition of a ‘Situation’, we extend on the definition provided in Context

Spaces Theory [141, 109].

Definition 4 (Situation space). A situation space represents a real-life situation.
It is a tuple of regions of attribute values corresponding to a situation and denoted
by Sj = (C

j
1,C

j
2, ...,C

j
n)(consisting of n acceptable regions for these attributes). An

acceptable region C
j
i is defined as a set of elements V that satisfies a predicate P, i.e.

C
j
1 = V |P(V ). Let the type of a region of acceptable values Cj

1 (i.e. the context attribute
it is defined for) be represented with the symbol [Cj

1], i.e. [C
j
1] = c1. �

In [140, 141, 109], situations are reasoned from context and exist within a hierar-

chy. In [140], authors consider situation lattices for activity recognition. Padovitz,

Zaslavsky and Loke [141, 109] proposed the Context Spaces Model (CSM) where

the concept of situation spaces and sub-spaces is used for reasoning about real-life

situations. We consider the CSM to represent and model context for inferring

situations in the activity recognition domain. We consider those situations which

are formed from context that is not sourced or related to user’s activity inference
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Table 3.1: Complex Activity Examples

CAk
(ωT

CAk
)

γA (wAi
CAk

) ρC (wCi
CAk

) Core

γA
and

ρC

AS ,

CS

AE ,

CE

TS ,
TE ,
TL
(min-

utes)

TLrange
(min-

utes)

Cooking

omelette

for break-

fast in

kitchen

(0.59)

A3:walking(0.10),

A2:standing(0.10),

A5:fridge(0.05),

A18:eggs(0.10),

A21:frypan(0.10),

A6:vegetable

drawer(0.07),

A17:slicer(0.10),

A11:salt(0.10),

A23:whisker(0.08),

A10:knife(0.10),

A9:plate:(0.10)

C2:kitchen(0.19),

C7:kitchen

light on(0.12),

C14:stove

on(0.19),

¬C14:stove

on(0.19),

¬C7:kitchen

light on(0.12),

¬C2:kitchen(0.19)

A3,

A2,

A18,

A21,

A11,

A23,

A9

and

C2,

C7,

C14

C2,

A18,

A5,

A21,

A23

¬C7,

A9,

¬C14

07:06,

07:22,

16

10-20

Preparing

coffee
in office

kitchen

(0.65)

A3:walking(0.25),

A2:standing(0.25),

A32:coffee mug(0.25),

A33:coffee ma-

chine(0.25)

C2:kitchen(0.3),

C7:kitchen

light on(0.3),

¬C7:kitchen

light on(0.13),

¬C2:kitchen(0.26)

A3,

A2,

A32,

A33,

C2

A32,

C2

¬A33,

¬C2

18:16,

18:22,

6

5-10

Working

on a doc

in office

room

(0.90)

A1:sitting(0.2),

A47:using office

desk(0.2),

A36:using lap-

top/PC(0.2),

A48:typing or using

document applica-

tion (0.2)

C13: in office

room (1.0)

A1,

A47,

A36,

A48,

C13

A48 ¬A48 10:10,

11:30,

80

10-60

process. For this research, we have primarily focussed on spatio-temporal situa-

tions, for example, “user in home at morning”, “user in home at night”, “user in office
at morning”, etc.

3.2.3 Context and Atomic Activity Reasoning to Infer Complex
Activities

To infer complex activities we propose reasoning about context and atomic activi-

ties. Each complex activity has a set of atomic activities, γA and a set of context,

ρC as mentioned in Definition 2. Table 3.1 gives some examples to explain our

reasoning approach. Each atomic activity, Ai and context attributes, Ci is assigned

a particular weight, wAi
CAk

and wCi
CAk

respectively, corresponding to its importance
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in relation to the occurrence of a complex activity CAk . We initially assigned

equal weights to atomic activities and context attributes for each complex activity.

Initial weight assignment can be based on expert opinion for example in the case

of cooking activities a cookbook might be used and if such expert knowledge is

not available it is possible to assign equal weights initially. For our experiments,

we used equal weights for complex activities. The sum of all the weights, ωCAk
for

each CAk is 1. Thus,

ωCAk
= 1 (3.2.1)

If Ai or Ci do not occur for a particular CAk then wAi
CAk

= 0 and wCi
CAk

= 0. The sum

of all the weights, ωCAk
for all occurring atomic activities and context needs to

be above a threshold, ωT
CAk

in order for CAk to occur successfully. If the sum of

weights, ωCAk
is less than the threshold, ωT

CAk
then 1) it implies that the activity

was started but abandoned in between, 2) it implies that the core set of atomic

activities and context for that particular CAk did not occur. Thus,

ωCAk
=

∑Nk

i=1w
Ai
CAk

+
∑Mk

i=1w
Ci
CAk

2
(3.2.2)

where, 0 ≤ ωCAk
≤ 1, Nk = |CAk |, Mk = |CAk |, and if wAi

CAk
= 0 and wCi

CAk
= 0, if Ai

and Ci do not occur for CAk and

ωCAk
≥ ωT

CAk
(3.2.3)

for any CAk to have occurred successfully. We further demonstrate the use of

weights which helps in complex activity recognition by checking the occurrence

of key atomic activities using the following examples from table 3.1.

Example 1: CA1 = “Cooking omelette for breakfast in kitchen” is a complex activity

as shown in table 3.1. We use our CDAT along with our reasoning approach to

define and infer CA1. We define, CA1 = (γA, ρC, αAS , αCS , βAE , βCE , TS , TE ,

TL) in a straightforward way by using the type of atomic activities and context

attributes available. The assignment of weights is based on the importance of each

Ai and Ci for a corresponding CA1. Initially, we assigned equal weights for Ai

in CA1. However, weights shown in table 3.1 are the recomputed weights after

probability analysis (explained further in 7.3.3). A number of Ai are assigned the

highest and equal weight based on their occurrence. These are A3, A2, A18, A21,

A17, A11, A10 and A9. These are followed by other constituent Ai for CA1 having

lower weights. Similarly for the context attributes, Ci in CAk the table 3.1 shows

the recomputed weights. In this case, ωCAk
should be greater than the threshold

ωT
CAk

= 0.59 for CA1 to have successfully occurred. Also, temporal context is

part of the complete set of context, ΣC. ¬A and ¬C represents non occurrence of

atomic activity and context.
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Complex Activity Weight Thresholds and Handling False Positives

Initially, as shown in table 3.1, each complex activity has a core set of atomic

activities CoreγA and a core set of context attributes CoreρC. The sum of these

core attributes is taken as the initial threshold values. CoreγA and CoreρC are

used in handling false positives as well. If the sum of atomic activities and context

attributes exceeds the threshold for a particular complex activity such as CA1 even

when CA1 has not been completed or performed, it is possible to detect this false

positive by checking if each element within CoreγA and CoreρC has occurred. If

one or more elements from this core set are missing, it can be observed that CA1

has not occurred yet.

Similarly, for complex activities CA2 = “Drinking coffee in lounge” and CA3 =

“Working on a document in office” can be reasoned and inferred as shown in table

3.1. We highlight that uncertain context or sensor information can also be dealt

with by taking the probabilities of occurrence of atomic activities and multiplying

with their assigned weights in Equation 3.2.2.

Thus, our proposed CDAT represents the concepts and principles involved in the

activity recognition process. It consists of a set of definitions and can be extended

further to present the knowledge, concepts and principles formally. It is a system

of ideas or a set of principles which help in understanding the activity recognition

process using sensing technology. It is governed by rules which are depicted using

the definitions. There are a number of entities which combine to form CDAT

for example, sensors, atomic activities, complex activities, context attributes and

situations as described in previous sections. Each entity has different elements

or attributes which are linked to each other. The relationships between these

entities and corresponding elements or attributes help in explaining the activity

recognition process. For example, atomic activities belong to different complex

activities. If different atomic activities belonging to different complex activities

occur within a certain time interval it leads to the occurrence of interleaved or

concurrent complex activities. Similarly, all atomic and complex activities belong

to one or more situations. Also, atomic activities and complex activities have

associated context attributes.

3.3 Markov Chain and Probabilistic Analysis

Complex activity definitions are created by finding the associations between each

atomic activity and its occurrence within the occurrence of its parent complex

activity, between pairs of atomic activities belonging to the same complex activity

as well as those belonging to two different complex activities occurring together.
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The data collected from users using the preliminary domain knowledge based on

our CDAT approach is analyzed further for creating activity definitions.

3.3.1 Associations between Atomic and Complex Activities for
Different Users

Associations between atomic and complex activities involves the calculation of

individual probabilities of start, end and other atomic activities for a complex

activity. We determine the individual probabilities of each atomic activity, Ai ∈ γ
AK where γ AK is the set of atomic activities for complex activity CAK . The same

procedure is also used to compute the individual probabilities for the start and

end atomic activities (αAS , βAE) ∈ ΣA for complex activity CAK . As mentioned

previously in section 3.1, we also use context as part of our CDAT. Thus, we

determine the individual probabilities of each context attribute, Ci ∈ ρ CK where

ρ CK is the set of context attributes for complex activity CAK along with the

individual probabilities for the start and end context attributes (αCS , βCE) ∈ ΣC
for complex activity CAK .

Thus, for example, for our complex activity CA1=“cooking omelette” from table 3.1,

we calculate for each AS and AE for a complex activity, CA: Pr(Ai , t) performed by

a user n times as:

• Probability of AS , Pr(Ai) ∀AS in αAS =
total occurrence of Ai asAS

n

• Probability of AE , Pr(Ai) ∀AE in βAE . =
total occurrence of Ai asAE

n

For example, taking CA1=“cooking omelette” we have A18, A5, A21, A23 as the

initial start atomic activities and A4 as the initial end atomic activity in the CDAT,

we calculate the probabilities as follows for the start and end atomic activities:

• Probability of AS , Pr(A18) = 0.60

• Probability of AS , Pr(A5) = 0.05

• Probability of AS , Pr(A21) = 0.30

• Probability of AS , Pr(A23) = 0.05

Similarly for CA1 we have:

• Probability of AE , Pr(A9) = 1.00

We then find the AS and AE as follows:
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• AS = max Pr(Ai) where Ai ∈ γAK and AE = max Pr(Ai) where Ai ∈ γAK

which for CA1 is A18 and A9.

Next, we calculate the probabilities for the CS and CE , for CA1 as CA: P(Ci , t)

performed by a user n times as:

• Probability of CS , Pr(Ci) for all start CS =
total occurrence of Ci asCS

n

• Probability of CE , Pr(Ci) for all end CE =
total occurrence of Ci asCE

n

We then have for CA1 the CS and CE probabilities as:

• Probability of CS , Pr(C2) = 1.00

• Probability of CE , Pr(¬C7) = 0.30

• Probability of CE , Pr(¬C14) = 0.70

We then find the CS and CE as follows:

• CS = max Pr(Ci) where Ci ∈ ρCK and CE = max Pr(Ci) where Ci ∈ ρCK which

for CA1 are C2 and ¬C14

The AS and AE as well as CS and CE can now be ranked from the most probable

to the least probable for each complex activity.

Next, we take all the atomic activities and context attributes which lie between

AS , AE and CS , CE . For example, in the case of complex activity CA1=“cooking
omelette”, we calculate for every atomic activity, Ai and every context attribute Ci :

Pr(Ai , t) and Pr(Ci , t) as:

• Probability of atomic activity, Pr(Ai) =
total occurrence of Ai

n , where n is the sum

of occurrences of all atomic activities

• Probability of context attribute, Pr(Ci) =
total occurrence of Ci

n , where n is the sum

of occurrences of all context attributes

The resulting values of probabilities for each atomic activity are checked against a

threshold for relevance. The atomic activities whose values are equal to or higher

than the required threshold are used for creating the activity definition for the

respective complex activity. This results in removing those atomic activities which

are of least importance to the occurrence of a complex activity, thus reducing the

number of atomic activities to look for in the complex activity recognition process.

It is also used to update the weights initially assigned to each atomic activity and

context attribute.
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3.3.2 Associations between Different Atomic Activities and
Context Attributes within a Complex Activity

Associations between atomic activities involves the calculation of conditional

probabilities and transition probabilities (pij ) for different pairs of atomic activities

within each complex activity. We used Markov chains for discovering these

associations between pairs of atomic activities for a complex activity. For each

atomic activity, Ai ∈ γAK where γAK is the set of atomic activities for complex

activity CAK , we calculate for each pair of atomic activity, (Ai , Ai+1) in complex

activity, CA: P(Ai | Ai+1, t) (for dependency), for example in the case of CA1:

• Pr(A1 | A2) = Pr(A1 and A2) / Pr(A1) = 0.80

We find all such conditional and transition probabilities. This is crucial in discov-

ering the activity signatures of each complex activity for different users. Similarly,

the associations between the context attributes of a complex activity are also

computed using the conditional and transition probabilities. The details for

discovering the activity signatures are given in the following section.

3.3.3 Discovering Complex Activity Signatures of Users

Based on the probability calculations in the previous section 3.3.2, we build

Complex Activity Signatures for each complex activity corresponding to individual

users. For example, the complex activity signature for CA=“cooking omelette”
A3 → A2 → A5 → A18 → A3 → A2 → A21 → A3 → A2 → A6 → A3 → A2 →
A17→ A23→ A23→ A10→ A21→ A9. We use Markov chains to discover activity

signatures by calculating the path probabilities for each complex activity. There

can be different paths of atomic activities within a complex activity. A Markov

chain takes a path in time through its state space. A sequence { x1, x2, ... xt } of
states at successive times, t is referred to as a path [144, 145, 146]. The probability

Pr((X1, X2,...Xt)= (x1, x2, ... xt)) of a path is the joint probability of (X1, X2,...Xt).

But as shown in [144, 145, 146], for a Markov chain {Xt}t≥1 and for any path { x1,
x2, ... xt },

Pr((X1, X2, ...Xt) = (x1, x2, ...xt) | X1 = x1) = px1x2px2x3 ...pxt−1xt (3.3.1)

Therefore, it can be stated that the conditional probability of a path which is

conditioned on the first value can be computed as the product of the transition

probabilities (pij ) between successive states of the path. Thus, the probability of a

path, { x1, x2, ... xt } is
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Pr((X1, X2, ...Xt) = (x1, x2, ...xt)) = Pr(X1 = x1)px1x2px2x3 ...pxt−1xt (3.3.2)

The path with the highest probability is considered the most relevant complex

activity signature for the user. This is used to detect complex activities of a user.

The paths with lower probabilities can also be stored as they provide information

about the user’s activity variation in performing the same activity and it can be

associated to different contextual attributes with further study into the user’s

behaviour and environment.

Similarly, the context attribute information is taken into consideration and the

complex activity signature using context attributes are also discovered as for

example in case of CA1⇒ { C3→ C4→ ¬ C4→ ¬ C3 }.

3.3.4 Concurrent and Interleaved Complex Activities

For concurrent activities, the atomic activities which occur together in time are

considered. The associations between atomic activities belonging to different com-

plex activities are discovered via joint probability calculation of atomic activities.

We calculate the joint probability, [144, 145, 146] for different pairs of atomic

activities, (ACA1

i , ACA2

j ) in complex activities, CA1 and CA2: P(A
CA1

i , ACA2

j , t) when

occurring together in time,

Pr(ACA1

i , ACA2

j , t) = Pr(ACA1

i | ACA2

j ) ∗P(ACA2

j ) (3.3.3)

Similarly for interleaving activities, associations between the atomic activities

belonging to two different complex activities occurring consecutively at ti , ti+n are

discovered via joint probability calculation as shown below where ACA1

i and ACA2

j

are two atomic activities occurring at ti , ti+n respectively.

Pr(ACA1

i , ACA2

j , (ti , ti+n)) = Pr(ACA1

i | ACA2

j ) ∗Pr(ACA2

j ) (3.3.4)

3.4 Activity Ontology based on Context Driven Ac-
tivity Theory

In this section, we describe our activity ontology based on CDAT which is used

for complex activity recognition. In inferring complex activities we take atomic

activities and other context information as input to the ontological model. The

rules defined in the model help in creating links between different activities and
context information. Also, another set of rules helps in the inference of complex

activities which are interleaved and concurrent as well as occur out of sequence
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when performed by users. The activity ontology consists of semantic descriptions

based on the concepts and definitions in our proposed CDAT. The reason for

building an activity ontology is to provide a semantic inference mechanism for

activity recognition. The ontology can be considered as a direct mapping of CDAT

which includes semantics like atomic activity and complex activity. The purpose

of developing an activity ontology based on CDAT was to build an ontology based

semantic activity recognition system which we believe can be applied with greater

ease across different application scenarios. The atomic activity class, its sub-classes

and its properties are directly mapped from the atomic activity definition in CDAT.

Similarly, complex activity class, its sub-classes and its properties are linked to

the complex activity definition in CDAT. The semantic presentation of CDAT and

the concepts involved in the activity recognition process are built to enable ease

of use in applying our recognition approach from one scenario to another.

3.4.1 Atomic Activity Class and its Sub-classes

We give the main activity classes and sub classes along with their properties

(object and datatype) here. We build the activity ontology with the main class

Activity which consists of two sub classes, AtomicActivity and ComplexActivity
shown in figure 3.4. As mentioned earlier atomic activities can be inferred using

the widely studied techniques, for example, body motion can be inferred using

decision trees[5], RFID object interaction relating activities can be inferred using

a weighted-voting mechanism[24]. These atomic activities are then taken as input

to infer complex activities. Thus, our activity ontology consists of the following

sub classes of AtomicActivity, BodyMotion, ObjectInteraction, DeviceActivity and

BrowserActivity. Other atomic activities can also be added if required. Table

3.2 and 3.3 show the properties for the main classes such as AtomicActivity and
ComplexActivity.

Table 3.2: Atomic activity main class properties

Atomic Activity Properties

hasSensor

hasContext

isStartAtomicActivity

isEndAtomicActivity

isOverlaps

isMeets

occursIn

occursAtTime
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Figure 3.4: Core activity ontology classes.
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Table 3.3: Complex activity main class properties

Complex Activity Properties

hasAtomicActivity

hasContext

hasStartAtomicActivity

hasEndAtomicActivity

hasLifeSpan

hasStartTime

hasEndTime

isOverlaps

isMeets

occursInLocation

occursAtTime

3.4.2 Complex Activity Class and its Sub-classes

The sub classes for the ComplexActivity class (Fig. 3.4) are all possible activities.
Each complex activity consists of more than one atomic activity or context in-

formation. By context information we imply spatio-temporal information along

with other context such as body temperature, weather conditions, light on-off,
window open-close, etc. The ComplexActivity class is representative of activities
at all granularities; for example, a higher granularity class can be cooking, which

may contain sub classes such as cookingpasta, cookingpizza, etc. The atomic

activities which must occur for any complex activity to have occurred successfully

are different at different granularities, but if a basic set of atomic activities and

context information are satisfied then we can infer the higher granularity complex

activity cooking. This helps in dealing with the hierarchical nature of activities.

An important point to note is that certain activities in this hierarchy can also be

equivalent classes. For example, if complex activity A and B are equivalent classes,

then the inference of A may be useful in one application domain while that of B

may be useful in another application domain. Table 3.3 shows the properties of

the ComplexActivity class.

3.4.3 Concurrent and Interleaved Activity Handling in Ontol-
ogy

Concurrent and interleaved activities can also be inferred by using the activity

ontology. This implies that temporal overlap is checked for the occurrence of

different atomic activities relating to different complex activity. Two or more

complex activities will then overlap in time and space.
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Rules Governing Concurrency and Interleaving of Complex Activities

Concurrency involves checking for temporal relations for the start and finish times

of more than complex activities and their corresponding atomic activities. The

overlap in time constitutes the occurrence of concurrency. The following rule

depicts cooking pizza and watching TV at night,

CookingPizza overlaps WatchingTV at Night in Home: (?x inLocation Kitchen)

∧((x isOverlaps)∧((x usingOven)∧(xwalking)∧(x standing)∧(x cheese)∧(x fridge)∧
(x chicken)∧ (x pizzabase))∧ ((x sitting)∧ (TVON )))

This rule can be further broken down to check for the overlap of individual atomic

activities and that can help in knowing which atomic activities were performed

concurrently. Thus, we use the isOverlaps property to check for concurrency

at complex activity level. Interleaving involves checking for temporal relation

between component atomic activities of more than one complex activity to occur

one after another in any order. Thus, the temporal relation meets is used for

interleaving.

EatingLunch and Office Work for Lunch in Office: (?x inLocation Office-

Room) ∧((x isMeets)∧ ((x usingDesk)∧ (x sitting)∧ (x lunchBox))∧ ((x sitting)∧
(x usingLaptop)∧ (x readingDoc)))

3.4.4 Inconsistent Context and Sensor Information Handling

Inconsistencies can be identified if a conflict is detected, for example, if a conflict

rule states that atomic activity, A cannot occur at the same time as atomic activity

B, for example, ((?a Cooking) (disjointActivity) (b Traveling)) and ((?a Cooking)

(disjointActivity) (b Sleeping)) then it may be the case when one of the sensors has

provided a false value for either A or B. Such spatio-temporal and other context

information related inconsistencies can be brought to the notice of the application

user. Also, certain complex activities may be disjoint, i.e. complex activity CA1

and CA2 cannot occur at the same time or cannot occur in the same location at the

same time. Disjunction needs to be clearly stated in the ontology and can help in

detecting inconsistencies in the activity recognition process.

3.4.5 Spatial-Temporal Handling of Activities

Spatial ontological constructs are built upon existing location ontologies where

there are hierarchies of both indoor and outdoor locations. Each atomic and

complex activity is linked to one or more locations. These linkages help in the

formulation of rules for improved activity recognition. Also, temporal ontological

constructs are built on existing research where the time of day can have temporal
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semantics such morning, evening, afternoon. These can be a single individual

instant of time or multiple continuous time instants taken together.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the details of our proposed context-driven activity

theory to infer complex activities. Complex activities can be concurrent, in-

terleaved or varied-order in nature when performed by users in real-life. We

performed activity and context reasoning to infer complex activities and can lead

to more accurate and dependable recognition of complex activities. This can be

used to identify the key atomic activities and context attributes within a complex

activities. Further, situation inference is used to facilitate the process of complex

activity recognition. We used probabilistic and Markov chain analysis to compute

weights for atomic activities and context attributes as well as to discover complex

activity signatures. Our proposed approach to activity recognition combines both

knowledge-driven and data-driven techniques. We also proposed and developed

a semantic extension to CDAT using ontological constructs which are used to

infer complex activities. In the next chapter, we present the concept of the system

called “Crystal Presence” and we use our proposed CDAT within our situation-

and context-aware complex activity recognition system to recognize complex

activities which are concurrent and interleaved.
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Chapter 4

Complex Activity Recognition using
Context Driven Activity Theory

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we proposed and developed our context-driven activity

theory (CDAT) for the recognition of complex activities. In this chapter, we present

the concept of Crystal Presence (CrysP) within the domain of activity recognition

in social interaction tools. We present our proposed CrysP architecture and system

to infer a user’s multiple presence information based on the different activities the
user performs. Presence information is defined as the users current situation or

state [29] and initially emerged with the IM technology [124, 28]. Users can set

their presence as available, online, busy, away, offline and not available. This helps

them in communication with their contacts as it eliminates the basic question of

enquiring whether the user is busy. RFC 2778 [124] gives a model for presence

and IM and presents them as two services. It states that presence service accepts

information, stores it and then distributes this information, while the IM service

accepts and delivers the instant messages to instant boxes. The extension of

presence information to Rich Presence [30], which implies the combining of

presence from many sources and managing user and enterprise preferences in

an intelligent way. The combining of presence with location awareness as well as

other context information is considered important to improve the ways in which

we communicate. We then present our proposed situation- and context-aware

activity recognition system architecture and use CDAT to infer complex activities

which are concurrent and interleaved in nature. We use situation recognition

to facilitate the process of activity recognition by linking activities to situations.

SACAAR combines both theoretical and data-driven techniques to infer complex

activities. We use probabilistic analysis and Markov chain analysis to recompute

weights of atomic activities and context attributes as well as to discover complex
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activity signatures. This enhances the process of complex activity recognition

improving recognition accuracy. Further, we present our proposed semantic

activity recognition system architecture as an extension to SACAAR which uses

ontological constructs and reasoning to infer complex activities. Lastly, we present

our proposed online activity toolkit based on CDAT (OAT4CDAT) for complex

activity recognition which facilitates the process of activity data collection from

online users.

4.2 Crystal Presence

In this section, we present the following definitions and terminology related to

CrysP.

Definition 5 (Crystal Presence (CrysP)). is defined as activity-infused, multi-faceted
presence information of a person shared with the relevant devices, services and people.
�

Definition 6 (Audience). can include devices which interact with the user in different
locations, services that the user might be interested in using and the user’s contacts
on multiple social-networking sites such as his/her family, friends and colleagues, as
well as those who read the user’s blogs and follow him/her on micro-blogging sites and
contacts on IMs. �

CrysP can be derived from the user’s availability, activity, moods and thoughts. We

currently focus only on activity of the user. Figure 4.1 shows the concept of CrysP.

A user’s CrysP is the multi-faceted presence information which is determined

using user and environmental context information and user audience consists

of everyone who is interested in this real-time information related to the user.

As shown in figure 4.1, we can see that the user’s CrysP can be of many types

at different points in time and space for example, based on personal activity

information such as “cooking pasta”, “baking a cake”, “reading a novel”, “planning

a vacation”. Similarly, this can be based on professional activity information such

as “working on research project”, “writing thesis”, and “reading references”.

Thus, we present CrysP in figure 4.1 which shows that, at one point in time, the

user’s CrysP can be a combination of these different types of activities (every facet

of the crystal depicts a different type of activity at the same point in time); for

example, the user can be “Cooking Pasta” and “Reading References” or “Baking

a Cake” and “Watching News” or “Writing Code” and “Listening to Pink Floyd”

and “Uploading images to Flickr”. These activities can overlap one another. For

example, we can start cooking pasta at the start of time (ti) t1=1min, and at

t2= 5min we can be reading a reference paper, then resume to cooking pasta at
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Figure 4.1: Crystal Presence (CrysP).

t3=10min, at t4=12min we resume reading the reference paper while the pasta

cooks on till t4=20min. Thus, from t1=1min to t4=20min, we were involved

with two activities which were not related to each other, but overlapped each

other in time slots. So, CrysP for the user will be “Cooking Pasta” and “Reading

References” in a spatio-temporal domain.

The user and his/her audience interact with each other using a wide array of

social-networking tools [147] (web portals like Facebook, Orkut, LinkedIn, IMs

like Gtalk, Skype, micro-blogs like Twitter, etc). Table 4.1 shows a wide-array

of tools that are available to the user to share his/her multi-faceted presence

information (CrysP) with their audience. Some of these tools can be put into broad

categories like, social networks, corporate social networks, social bookmarking

sites, interest networks, blogs, micro-blogs, video-blogs, photo-blogs, voice-blogs,

email and instant messengers. The user shares certain types of information on

each of these networks depending on what type of network it is, what type of

relationships he/she shares with people on that network along with what type

of information related to the user people in that network are interested to see.

Therefore, in this research we aim to automate the process of:

1. Determining CrysP based on activity analysis and
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Table 4.1: Social Network tools for sharing users multi-faceted presence.

Types of Social Net-

works(SN)

Social-networks

Personal SN Facebook, Orkut, MySpace

Corporate SN LinkedIn, Xing

Interest SN HealthRanker, Newsvine, Plaxo, Delicious

Blogs Blogger, Technocrati, Wordpress

MicroBlog (Text,

Voice Video, Photo,

Mood)

Twitter, Tumblr, Bubbly, YouTube, TwitPic,

I rate my day, Moodmill, Emotionr, mySay,

Hictu

Instant Messengers GTalk, Skype, MSN, Jaiku

2. Share the presence and status updates with the relevant audience.

Our proposed CrysP System (CrysPSys) can be seen as having the following

advantages:

1. It helps to reduce the amount of time people usually spend in making status

updates;

2. People who are unable to update their status information as often as they

would like to, are able to do so via CrysPSys;

3. A user can send different updates to different audience sharing only that

information which is of interest to a particular set of people;

4. The previous point helps in privacy concerns of the user as well;

5. This provides an interesting means of passively communicating what you

want to with whom you want to in real-time;

6. It also opens a lot of opportunities for providing value-added services to the

user based on their activities in real-time;

7. It can help in reducing energy consumption in smart homes and offices and

8. Such updates can also help in increasing the revenue of service providers

such as telecom companies, when the updates are made from mobile devices.
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4.3 CrysP System Architecture

The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 4.2. Our architecture consists of

three components, Sensing Component, CrysP Determination Component, and

CrysP Sharing Component.

Figure 4.2: Architecture of CrysP System.

4.3.1 Sensing Component

The Sensing Component (SC) is responsible for collecting context information

from the different wearable sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, loca-

tion sensors, video cameras, RFID tags, microphones, physiological sensors, and

other sensors in the user’s environment. Context information related to the user

includes activity information and physiological information which helps to de-

termine his/her cognitive activities as well as moods or emotions. The context

information related to the user’s environment is also collected such as location of

the user (spatial context), time, day of week, date of the year (temporal context),

proximity to other people, the type of social activity, etc. This context information

is collected and passed on to the CrysP Determination Component where activity

determination is performed.
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4.3.2 CrysP Determination Component

The CrysP Determination Component (CDC) determines the user’s CrysP i.e., the

activity infused presence. As shown in figure 4.2, firstly, activities are inferred by

performing segmentation and classification on the raw context information which

is received from the sensors. For activity inference we use decision trees to infer

body motion activities, we use RFID object interaction with temporal analysis to

infer activities linked to objects. We use the Context Spaces Model [109] to infer

activities at a higher level of granularity which is then further shared with any

device, services or people who may be interested in this information. The pseudo

code for inferring user CrysP set is shown in algorithm 1.

ALGORITHM 1: Inferring user CrysP-Set

Input: Activities
Output: CrysP-Set

1 Initialization:
2 foreach Activity start match do

3 end
4 Activity start match Place time stamp on activity start;

5 Iterate through activity sequence till activity end match is not found;

6 if activity end match then
7 Place time stamp on activity end;

8 Record inferred activity with time stamp;

9 Add every inferred activity with its time duration to CrysP activity set;

10 Check for each value of CrysP Set in Activity-Presence Ontology;

11 return Semantic-CrysP-Set;

12 end

After the preliminary activity inference is done, we also determine multiple

activities (level 2) based on the temporal analysis. In other words, this would

also mean activities which overlap each other, or where one activity is paused to

perform another activity, and the previous activity is resumed after the completion

of the second activity. We only look at activities which are not related to each other

i.e., they are not sub-activities of a higher level activity. The activity presence

ontology is used to provide us with key sub-activities which are part of higher level

activities along with the spatial and temporal aspects of each sub and higher level

activity. For example, an activity like “studying in the library” can be inferred by

user sitting and interacting with a word document related to his/her studies on a

laptop. There can be other ways of inferring the user studying and these can be

populated in the ontology. Also, if the user’s location is “in library” it further adds

to construct the activity “studying in library”. If user is also interacting with their

lunch box while sitting in the library we can add the activity “user is studying and

eating food in the library”. This higher level activity can then be shared others.
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In CDC, the activity-presence ontology is further used to give semantic readability

to the inferred activities which creates the activity fused presence information

(CrysP). This semantic meaning provides more readability as well as it removes

the otherwise plain update of mere activity update, like ‘walking’, to ‘walking to

catch a tram’, ‘walking towards the mall’, etc. The use of such ontology gives the

advantage of adding more information in the way we would like to express the

same activity. Here location information, distances between semantic locations

and direction in which user is moving can also be used. The activity-presence

diary provides the user a tool to view the CrysP information at later points in

time. A user can also provide feedback to the system to help it learn and modify

its behaviour, accordingly.

4.3.3 CrysP Sharing Component

In the CrysP Sharing Component (CSC), we use semantic reasoning to decide

how to disseminate and share the CrysP information with the users audience.

The semantic reasoning allows for sharing the relevant CrysP information with

the relevant user audience. The presence-sharing ontology contains the linkages

between the different social-networking tools, services and devices with the user,

i.e. the type of relationship the user has with the audience. We argue that the user

shares a similar class of relationship with all the contacts in each tool he/she uses

in regards to the CrysP information that he/she wants to share using a particular

tool. Though, such lines are getting blurred with social networking tools and

in the future perhaps individual or group based sharing mechanisms may be

required. Since, most social networks do not allow currently to share presence

information in such a way and a presence update to a network is visible to all

friends within that network we hereby take a homogeneous approach, Facebook

being an exception as it allows individualized presence sharing. The CSC also

includes within it a number of adapters for sharing the CrysP information with

the user audience. These adapters can be added or removed based on which tools

the user uses to share his/her CrysP information. Another important point to note

is that the semantic rules for sharing CrysP across different tools are user-specific.
Everyone can have different levels of privacy; some people are more comfortable

in sharing personal information with everyone while others find it uncomfortable

to do the same. Thus, the semantic rules should be easily modifiable by user

intervention. The pseudo code to check the type of CrysP element and then share

it with the correct tool is shown in algorithm 2. We have built a preliminary

ontology and this will be further enhanced in the future.
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ALGORITHM 2: Check CrysP element type and share with appropriate

social networking tool

Input: CrysP-Set
Output: Send update to tool

1 Initialization:
2 Load Presence Sharing Ontology;

3 Check relationship of user with each social tool;

4 if matched then
5 Send CrysP element as update to that tool;

6 end
7 else
8 Send CrysP element as direct message to individual contact in the form

of IM/Email/SMS;

9 end

Figure 4.3: CDAT based on domain knowledge and activity data.

4.4 SACAAR Approach to Activity Recognition

Our approach to complex activity recognition using our Context-Driven Activity

Theory (CDAT) is shown in figure 4.3. CDAT is based on both domain knowledge

and activity data collected from experiments. In our approach, we initially create

complex activity definitions and build our CDAT. This is followed by using CDAT

based on domain knowledge to recognize complex activities. Further, probabilistic

and Markov chain analysis is performed on collected data to compute weights,

transition probabilities and discover complex activity signatures. This information

is then used to update the definitions within CDAT. Next, we present the details

of our SACAAR architecture.
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Figure 4.4: SACAAR Architecture.

4.4.1 SACAAR Architecture

The proposed SACAAR system architecture consists of three layers as shown in

figure 4.4. SACAAR can be deployed in different application domains which

require complex activity recognition. The sensory layer of the system can handle

different types of sensor data which is required to infer atomic activities. For

example, accelerometers to infer body motion such as sitting, walking, standing,

jogging, RFID reader and tags for object interaction such as picking a cup, picking

a pan, touch sensors for opening a cupboard, opening a door, physiological sensors

for mood and stress levels. Virtual sensors can include modules of code which

gather device activity, browser activity and music player activity from a user’s

devices such as computers, laptops and smart phones. We infer three types of

context. Firstly context that helps in improving activity inference for example, if

sensor 1(accelerometer) returns atomic activity walking, the confidence in this

atomic activity can be increased by context from sensor 2(GPS) which provides the

speed of the user. Secondly, context which helps in inferring complex activities

for example, in the above case sensor 2(GPS) can also give direction of the user

between 2 points A and B. This helps in inferring complex activity such as user

walking towards point B. Lastly, context can be used to infer situations. The

activity inference layer is used to infer activities and it consists of the atomic

activity inference module, complex activity inference module and the spatio-

temporal context complexity filter.
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In the atomic activity inference module (AAIM), atomic activities are inferred.

Body motion related atomic activities such as sitting, standing, walking, etc are

inferred using decision trees based on [60]. A weighted voting sliding window

mechanism similar to [61] is used to infer RFID object interaction. A similar sliding

window weighted voting mechanism is also applied to device and browser activity.

Other context such as speed and direction are used to ascertain activities as well.

Context from the sensory layer is used by Spatio-temporal Context Complexity

Filter (CCF) for inferencing situations and the Complex Activity Inference Module

(CAIM) is used to fuse together different sources of atomic activities and combine

them to infer complex activities using the complex activity recognition algorithm

(CARALGO).

4.4.2 Complex Activity Recognition Algorithm

The CAIM is used to fuse together different sources of atomic activities and com-

bine them to infer complex activities with the help of the situation and activity

linkages provided by the CCF. The complex activity recognition algorithm (CAR-

ALGO) is then used for inference of complex activities which can be concurrent

and interleaved and is shown as algorithm 3. CARALGO works by taking atomic

activities, context and situations as input and recognizes the complex activities.

The algorithm finds the start atomic activity and then sets a time window of the

size of the lifespan TL for each matched AS ∨ CS belonging to a CAk . CARALGO

looks for matching γA, ρC and AE ∨ CE within the time window for each CAk .

It computes ωCAk
using equation (3.2.2) and then check against ωT

CAk
as shown

in equation (3.2.3). If the condition is matched CAk is inferred successfully. All

time windows run in parallel and all incoming Ai and Ci for each CAk are added

to them till a successful match is found. The weights are added at runtime after

each addition. The initial weights are assigned using domain knowledge. This is

followed up by updating the weights once initial data is collected, analysed and

probabilities of all atomic activities are calculated. This removes discrepancies

that may arise from domain knowledge based weight assignment.

Context from the sensory layer is used by CCF for inferencing situations. This

information is used in two ways by our SACAAR system architecture. Firstly,

context is used to infer situations. Activities always belong to some situation and

linking them can help in inferencing of activities as well as enhancing the richness

of the inferred complex activity. These linkages can be created at run time and new

activities can be dynamically added to situations in SACAAR system. We initially

created situations and link our pre-defined complex activities to these situations

during the setup phase. We then provided a mechanism to add activities to new

situations at run time, if required. Secondly, when the links between activities

and situations are established, it can help to reduce the number of complex
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ALGORITHM 3: Complex Activity Recognition

Input: Ai,Ci ,Si .
Output: CAk.

1 Initialization:
2 findStartAtomicActivity(Ai,Ci);

3 check for current situation Si ;
4 findComplexActivitiesList(Si)
5 foreach (CAk) do
6 if Ai == AS then
7 add(CAlist←− CAi = (γA,ρC,AS,AE,CS,CE,TL))
8 end
9 end

10 return CAlist ;

11 findComplexActivity(Ai,Ci)

12 foreach (CAlist←− CAk) do
13 while timecounter < T

CAk
Lmax

do
14 if (Ai == element in γAi then
15 add Ai −→ γAi and recalculate wAi

CAk

16 end
17 if (Ci == element in ρCi then
18 add Ci −→ ρCi and recalculate wCi

CAk

19 end
20 end
21 if ((AE,CEf oundf orCAi) and (ρCiandγAi are complete and

ωCAk
≥ ωT

CAk
)) then

22 f oundCAk
23 end
24 return CAk ;

25 end

activities to look for during the inference process by inferring the situations first.

Such situation inference can help in activity recognition by reducing battery

consumption of certain sensors which are being polled to infer atomic activities

which do not belong to the current situation. In the next sub-section, we show

how probabilistic and Markov chain analysis is used within our CARALGO to

infer complex activities with the updated CDAT1. The table 4.2 gives the notations

used in algorithm 3 and 4 from chapter 3.

1The use of updated CDAT automatically means instances with updated values such as recom-
puted weights and discovered activity signatures.
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Table 4.2: Notation table

Notation Term/Description

Ai Atomic activity

Ci Context attribute

Si Situation

CAk Complex activity

AS Start atomic activity

AE End atomic activity

CS Start context attribute

CE End context attribute

TL Lifespan

γA Atomic activity set

ρC Context attribute set

CAlist List of candidate complex activities

T
CAk
Lmax

Maximum time to perform a complex activ-

ity

wAi
CAk

Sum of weights of atomic activities

wCi
CAk

Sum of weights of context attributes

ωCAk
Sum of weights (comprising both atomic

activities and context attributes)

ωT
CAk

Threshold of weights for a complex activity

4.4.3 Complex Activity Recognition Algorithm with Updated
CDAT

The complex activity recognition algorithm 3 CARALGO is extended as shown

in algorithm 4 and is used with the recomputed weights for complex activity

inference in Line 15 and Line 18. Also, in Line 21 the complex activity signature

is matched for recognizing a complex activity. We find that with the updated defi-

nitions and recomputed weights SACAAR performed with an improved accuracy

as shown in the evaluation in chapter 7.

4.5 SEMACT Extended SACAAR

The SEMACT architecture consists of five layers, the sensory layer, atomic activity

inference layer, complex activity inference layer, ontology layer and the application

layer as shown in figure 4.5. SEMACT is an extension of SACAAR and we build

an ontology based on CDAT to infer complex activities. Our main focus in the
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ALGORITHM 4: Complex Activity Recognition after Probabilistic and

Markov Chain Analysis and Discovered Complex Activity Signatures

Input: Ai,Ci ,Si .
Output: CAk.

1 Initialization:
2 findStartAtomicActivity(Ai,Ci);

3 check for current situation Si ;
4 findComplexActivitiesList(Si)
5 foreach (CAk) do
6 if Ai == AS then
7 add(CAlist←− CAi = (γA,ρC,AS,AE,CS,CE,TL))
8 end
9 end

10 return CAlist ;

11 findComplexActivity(Ai,Ci)

12 foreach (CAlist←− CAk) do
13 while timecounter < T

CAk
Lmax

do
14 if (Ai == element in γAi then
15 add Ai −→ γAi and recalculate wAi

CAk
using recomputed weights

16 end
17 if (Ci == element in ρCi then
18 add Ci −→ ρCi and recalculate wCi

CAk
using recomputed weights

19 end
20 end
21 if ((AE,CE found for CAi) and (ρCiandγAi are complete and

ωCAk
≥ ωT

CAk
and complex activity signature matched)) then

22 f oundCAk
23 end
24 return CAk ;

25 end

SEMACT extension architecture lies in ‘Ontology layer’ and ‘Complex activity

inference layer’. The complete architecture places the semantic extension of our

proposed approach into perspective and demonstrates its utility within different
applications. The extension is built using an ontology based on CDAT which

enables sharing of CDAT concepts and techniques across different application
scenarios. We give the details of each layer in the following sub-sections.

4.5.1 Sensory Layer

The sensory layer (SL) consists of all the sensors available to the system. These

can be on-body sensors (for example, accelerometers or heart rate monitors),

environmental sensors (for example, infra-red sensors or touch sensors) and virtual
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Figure 4.5: SEMACT Architecture.

sensors (for example, within devices such as laptops and smart phones) which

provide data for the inference of atomic activities. We highlight that sensory

data from accelerometers can be used to infer atomic activities like walking,

sitting, running, etc. The confidence in occurrence of such atomic activities can be

augmented by using context information which is directly linked to such atomic

activities, for example speed of user helps in determining if the user is walking or

sitting or running or in a vehicle. The SL collects data from sensors and passes it

to the atomic activity inference layer.

4.5.2 Atomic Activity Inference Layer

The atomic activity inference layer (AAIL) takes in the data from the sensors (wear-

able, environmental and virtual sensors) and infers atomic activities such as body

motion, object interaction, device and browser activity (software interactivity).

The atomic activities are inferred using machine learning techniques as well as

temporal weighted voted mechanisms. In order to achieve accurate recognition

for recognizing each individual atomic activity, initial training is done and atomic

activity models are created using well established state-of-the-art techniques. It is

important to note here that the main focus of our research is to take these atomic

activities as input and then infer complex activities which belong to the activity

hierarchy mentioned earlier. Each atomic activity occurs with a certain probability

and this information is passed on to the complex activity inference layer.
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4.5.3 Complex Activity Inference Layer

The complex activity inference layer (CAIL) takes in the atomic activities and

performs a number of operations. It checks that all the rules for inferring complex

activities are satisfied. It continuously interacts with ontologies to check for

consistency in the inference process. All the rules are checked for in this layer.

It also performs the reasoning on the atomic activities to correctly infer complex

activities. The weights assigned to each atomic activity relating to a complex

activity are added and matched against the complex activity thresholds in this

layer.

4.5.4 Ontology Layer Activity classes, relationships, properties,
rules

The ontology layer consists of the activity, space and time ontologies. These

include all the activity class definitions, relationships, properties and rules for

the activity process. The details were provided in section IV. The objective of

the activity ontology is to represent activity-related knowledge and facilitate the

sharing of this knowledge across application domains. The activity classes and

their properties can then be extended or new activities and properties can be easily

added. Also, existing rules can be exploited in different application domains to

infer activities at different granularities in the activity hierarchy with minimum

effort. New rules can also be easily added for new activities.

4.5.5 Application Layer (Different Applications take activity in-
put at different granularities)

Application layer enables interaction with different applications in different do-
mains which require activity as an input to operate. These applications can be

from healthcare, aged-care, smart homes, energy conservation, comfort, security,

participatory sensing, social interaction domains. The application layer is used to

interface with these domains and provide inferred complex activity information

in the most suitable form.

4.6 Online Activity Tool for Complex Activity Defi-
nition Creation

As mentioned previously, in pervasive computing, the recognition of human activ-

ities has immense potential in a number of application areas such as healthcare,
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aged care, natural disasters or emergencies, comfort applications as well as energy

efficiency in urban spaces [52, 3, 4]. Human activity recognition follows a gen-

eral approach which involves the collection of training data, creation of activity

recognition models based on different techniques such as machine learning, data

mining, etc and the testing of these models [20]. Different research groups have

built smart home environments where users live and perform activities of daily

living which helps in providing real-life data for learning and testing different
types of activity models. Thus, the collection of real-life activity data for ac-

tivity recognition involves considerable effort and investment in terms of time

and money. This is the main motivation for building our online activity toolkit

(OAT). Further, collecting data from smart environments also involves the time

consuming step of annotating the data.

Also, a number of issues intrinsic to the ways in which users perform activities

make it impossible to collect sufficient training data. For example, there is vari-

ation in the ways an activity is performed. This may be when different users
perform an activity or when the same user performs it multiple times. Users also

tend to interleave between different activities or perform them concurrently. In

[33, 39], we used a context-driven activity theory (CDAT) to address the aforemen-

tioned challenges such as variation in sequence, concurrency and interleaving to

recognize complex activities in home, office and outdoor environments. In CDAT,

activities are of two types, atomic and complex. Complex activities occur when a

number of atomic activities are performed sequentially where atomic activities are

those unit level activities which cannot be broken down further given application

semantics. This mainly depends on sensor deployments and application scenarios.

For example, a complex activity at home can be “Cooking an omelette” which

is comprised of atomic activities like “standing”, “walking”, interacting with a

number of objects like “using a frypan”, “using the fridge”, “using a bowl”, “using

whisker”, etc.

Keeping in mind the wide-scale use of social networks, we leverage the availability

of users on these networks as a potential resource for activity data collection. In

this paper, we build a novel online activity tool (OAT) for activity data collection.

We integrate it into Facebook. We use probabilistic analysis to find associations

between different atomic activities within complex activities. The use of OAT

reduces the amount of time to collect data. It also allows for data to be collected

from a larger number of users while only taking a fraction of time compared to

data collection from real-life smart environments.

Figure 4.6 shows our approach to activity recognition using CDAT and OAT. CDAT

is built using domain knowledge, we then use OAT for preliminary experimenta-

tion which builds activity signatures and facilitates weight assignments for atomic
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Figure 4.6: Our approach to activity recognition using Online Activity Tool (OAT)
and CDAT.

activities and context attributes. These discovered signatures and weight assign-

ments are used to update CDAT and further validate our CDAT. The users can

access OAT and perform complex activities online. They can then view different
statistics and compare their own activity behaviour with other friends and users

on the social network. Similarly, those deploying or building activity recognition

systems can use OAT and the discovered activity signatures as well as weight

assignments to recognize complex activities of their interest.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we presented our proposed CrysP system which is used to in-

fer the multiple activities performed by a user and shared this information on

different social interaction tools. We presented our proposed SACAAR system

for complex activity recognition which utilizes CDAT to infer complex activities

which are concurrent and interleaved in nature. We then extended SACAAR using

ontological constructs to perform semantic activity recognition and presented our

SEMACT system architecture. We presented the details of our proposed online

activity toolkit based on CDAT (OAT4CDAT) which is used to collect activity data

from online users. OAT4CDAT performs real-time analysis of the collected data,

computes weights for atomic activities and context attributes as well as builds

complex activity signatures. In the next chapter, we present our approach to

context validation using SACAAR and further use it within the Twitter social

network.
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Chapter 5

Context Validation in Social Interac-
tion Tools

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we proposed, developed and presented our approach to

complex activity recognition using sensors present on the user’s body and his/her

surroundings. We presented techniques and algorithms to recognize complex

activities and share them within social networks.

In this chapter, we present our proposed approach for context validation within

social interaction tools (SITs). The chapter is divided into two parts. Firstly, we

present our system for the validation of activity-based updates within SITs in

section 5.2. Secondly, we present our proposed Context-aware Twitter Validator

System (CATVal) which validates a user’s context within the Twitter social network

in section 5.3.

5.2 SACAAR for Context Validation: Presence Vali-
dation Layer

We proposed and developed an additional layer within SACAAR called the Pres-

ence Validation Layer (PVL) as shown in 5.1. We aim to use SACAAR to validate

activity-based updates within the different applications. These updates are based
on a user’s context primarily focussing on his/her activity information. The PVL

has three modules namely, sensed activity collection module, activity update col-

lection module and presence validation module which perform different functions
as described below:
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5.2.1 Sensed Activity Collection Module

The sensed activity collection module (SACM) collects sensory data and inferred

activity information from the activity inference layer in SACAAR. SACM is re-

quired to continuously collect any information about a user’s most current activity.

This information is passed on to the presence validation module (PVM) and used

during the context validation process.

5.2.2 Activity Update Collection Module

The activity update collection module (AUCM) collects the old updates present

within the applications in the application layer. These updates can be made by: 1)

a user manually, 2) SACAAR system or 3) a hacker. The user can inadvertently or

manually send an update to an application which may be incorrect or outdated

i.e. does not reflect the current activity and situation of the user. The update can

originate from SACAAR system and for some reason this system update may not

be current or up-to-date. In other cases, a hacker can deliberately create and send

an update on behalf of the user which needs checking. The AUCM collects these

updates regularly and passes them to the PVM within the PVL. The PVM uses this

information to validate the user’s updates within different applications.

5.2.3 Presence Validation Module

The validation of user’s manual presence updates is done by the PVL by matching

them against the sensed activity information of the user using keyword match

(related to type of context shown in table 5.1) based on the role SIT plays in a

user’s life.

Table 5.1: Context used for validation.

Types of Context Examples

Location Home (bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, etc.),

office (room, meeting room, kitchen, etc.),

outdoor (gym, park, shopping mall, etc.)

Time Morning, afternoon, night, etc.

Activity (verb match) Walking, running, eating, etc.

The update can be in free text but should have some activity verb and location

in it. The PVL does a three-fold match using location (@loc), time (@time) and

activity verb. It looks for a match for @loc with prefixes such as “in”, “at” which

are followed by the location. It also matches the verb for example, “walking”,

“running”, “eating”, “reading”, “working”, etc. The location and activity matches
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Figure 5.1: Presence Validation using SACAAR.

Table 5.2: Notation table

Notation Term/Description

FCAK
U Freshness of inferred activity new update

LU Longevity of old update

TW Time window for validation

tf Freshness threshold

are performed temporally. We define the terms we use in this research for the

validation of activity-based updates such as ‘Freshness of inferred activity update’,
‘Longevity of previous update’, ‘Time window for validation’ and ‘Freshness threshold’.
Table 5.2 gives the notations for the different terms used and figure 5.2 presents

the diagram for context validation.

Definition 7 (Freshness of inferred activity update, FCAK
U ). is defined as the time

interval elapsed since the update was made in the application. The freshness of the
update determines the time elapsed since the update was made. �

Definition 8 (Longevity of update, LU ). is defined as the time interval when the
update is relevant and useful since the time the update was made. �
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Figure 5.2: Diagram showing details for context validation.

Definition 9 (Time window for validation, TW ). is defined as the time window within
which the updates are checked and validated against the sensed activity information. �

Definition 10 (Freshness threshold, tf ). is defined as the amount of time for which
the update made to an application does not require validation. The tf can have a default
system value or it can be manually set by the user �

Manual updates are only matched against the current sensed activity in terms

of freshness of sensed atomic and complex activities and the longevity of the

existing update. This is important since, we do not want the system to match a

sensed activity from the morning to a manual update made in the afternoon or

vice versa. We set a time window for validation, TW for matching sensed updates

against existing updates as shown in figure 5.2. The size of this time window is

dependent on the complex activity currently being inferred. If AS is encountered

for a complex activity CAK then TW is set to TL of that CAK . Also, freshness of

an inferred activity update, FCA which depends on the time elapsed since the

occurring activity was inferred. Therefore, TW is a function of FCA and activity

lifespan, TL. The freshness of an update, FCAK
U determines the longevity of an

update, LU . If FCA is greater than or equal to a certain freshness threshold (tf )

then the PVL performs a validation of the update else the PVL waits for the value

of FCA to increase above the threshold. Algorithm 5 gives the pseudo code for

validating presence information.

FCA ≥ tf

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

true, ⇒ Perf orm validation or notif y user and/or audience.

f alse, ⇒Do not perf orm validation.
(5.2.1)

TW = TL +FCA (5.2.2)
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LU = FCA (5.2.3)

ALGORITHM 5: ActivityValidation
Input: FCA,LOC
Output: New Update

1 Check Activity Update on SIT

2 Initialization:
3 RetrieveSensed Update,SU ;

4 if FCA > thresholdRetrieve Manual Update,MU ;

5 if @LOC MU = @LOC SU
6 MU→ correct;
7 elseMU→ f alse;
8 if Activity V erb MU = Activity V erb SU
9 MU→ correct;

10 elseMU→ f alse;
11 Notify about outdated/incorrect update to SITs;

12 (based on relationship of type of update to SIT);

13 return New Update ;
14

The PVL alerts the user and his/her audience when an outdated update is detected.

The PVL can also then set the correct presence if the user has given permission for

correcting the presence information update. It can further be extended to send

private alerts to concerned persons in case of detecting an outdated or incorrect

update by the user. We also highlight that the relationships between the type of

update and the SITs mentioned in the presence sharing component in the previous

chapter are very important here and are taken into consideration while validating

the updates. For example, a user makes a work update “eating lunch on desk @

office” to Skype. We check based on location and activity verb that this is a work

update and validate it using the sensed update only on Skype. The sensed activity

update within the validity time window is “Drinking coffee in lounge @ office”.

The user eating lunch 2 hours ago, but now the inferred activity has changed and

eating lunch activity update is outdated.

In this section, we proposed and developed a system for validation of context

with specific focus on activity-based presence. We developed a mechanism which

utilizes different context to check and validate activity-based updates against

sensed information. In the next section, we use our proposed context validation

system within the Twitter social network. We target Twitter since we have recently

witnessed exponential growth in the use of Twitter. Users on Twitter create

activity-based updates at all times of the day. We focus on Twitter users and the

use of information aggregated from Twitter users within the process of decision

making.
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Decision support systems (DSS) in recent times are advancing towards the use of

collaborative and cooperative decision making within organizations [148] which

is one form of collective decision making. The last decade has witnessed the

migration from individual decision making to group decision making [149, 150]

in many organizational decision making processes. The Internet allowed for the

faster access to information and the use of web-based tools for decision making

proved beneficial as they enabled a larger number of users to participate in the

decision making process [149]. Now, with the advent of social networking and its

widespread use by people, there is immense potential for its use in decision sup-

port systems. Information disseminated within social networks can be efficiently

used to make effective decisions within organizations [150, 151]. Out of the many

social networks available to users today, Twitter stands out in terms of how it

efficiently disseminates information about events, news, occurrences within and

around a users daily life. It has also become a place to voice views and opinions

about various activities relating to those who tweet them. Twitter also maintains a

section on trending topics which displays the top 10 terms mentioned by its users

at any given time. Along with trending topics, there is immense push towards

aggregating twitter content by different organizations to capture information of

use to them and that can, thus, facilitate improved decision making [151]. The use

of such information, which is aggregated via social network users, is susceptible

to risks that are inherent to Twitter security.

In recent past, Twitter has succumbed to a number of security attacks and breaches

[152, 153, 154]. Although, spamming twitter accounts are detected [152, 153, 154],

based on tweet content, account properties and other usage criteria, there is still

further need to identify the authenticity of twitter message sources. Also, authors

in [152] have shown how Twitter users can fall into mainly three categories,

humans, bots and cyborgs. This raises the question Are all those using Twitter

credible users? followed by How can we source authentic and credible information

from Twitter? Thus, there is a need to build a system that utilizes information only

from those Twitter users who can be trusted to provide credible and authentic

tweets about any news, events and happenings relating to them or occurring

around them.

In order to achieve this goal, we propose a context-aware Twitter credibility

measurement tool which provides information from credible and authentic Twitter

sources to decision makers within decision support systems. Recently, a large

number of researchers have attempted to understand the usage and communities

of Twitter [152, 155, 156, 157]. In this research, we extend on [152] which utilizes a

number of criteria such as timing entropy, device makeup, URL ratio, Bayesian text

and followers to friends ratio to distinguish between Twitter users as humans, bots

and cyborgs but lacks the use of context information. In [152], the authors do not
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investigate further to distinguish users on the basis of their context information.

Thus, we incorporate the user and his/her environmental context information such

as time, location, type of device, activity, network related context and API based

tweet for identity validation of Twitter user. Further, we use this information to

build on a credibility index of Twitter users which then enables the process of

using only credible and authentic information in decision support systems from

real and credible Twitter users as information sources.

5.3 Twitter Social Network and Context Validation
in Twitter

5.3.1 Twitter basics, type of content and third-party applica-
tions

Twitter is a micro-blogging platform where users are allowed to post tweets

(Twitter status messages) up to a maximum length of 140 characters. Since its

launch in October 2006, Twitter has witnessed immense growth globally with users

from both developed and developing nations [151]. Initially, Twitter founders built

the platform to help users share (with family, friends and other people who follow

them) the answer to the question What are you doing? However, many studies

have shown [151, 155, 158] that Tweets (or Twitter status messages) are not only

used for sharing the answer to this particular question but also for other purposes

such as expressing views, opinions, support for a cause, marketing/publicity

campaigns, news, simple communication, emergency or crisis situations, etc. In

[159], a study conducted by Pear Analytics on 2000 tweets over a 2 week period

classified tweets into six main categories as news, spam, self-promotion, pointless

babble, conversational, pass-along value. Similarly, different studies conducted
in [155, 156], found that Twitter users tweeted for a number of reasons, such

as a) keeping in touch, b) promoting certain kind of interesting information, c)

collecting information of interest, d) asking for help and opinions and e) as an

emotional stress reliever by sharing emotions and feelings.

Twitter is built using the publish-subscribe model. Subscribers can read and

follow Twitter users. Tweets can be made via a SMS, website or a web-service

application built using Twitter API. Twitter has approximately 383 million user

accounts as of 1st January 2012 [160], with a prediction of 500 million accounts

by March 2012 [161]. The difference between blogs and micro-blogging is the

brevity of the content posted by users. Micro-blogging provides a faster means of

communication whereas users used to create one blog in one or more days, they

are now able to create shorter posts of 140 characters with lesser input of time
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and thought. This has led to the popularity and vast use of Twitter. One way

Twitter users create tweets is by directly logging into the Twitter website using a

web browser from a device such as mobile phone, laptop, PC or tablet. Users in

certain countries can also post a tweet using SMS. Apart from these 2 ways, a large

number of third party applications exist which use the Twitter API to post tweets.

The tweets generated via such applications may be directly written by the users

themselves or, at times, created by the application software. Applications include,

for example, TweetDeck [162], Twitterific [163] and StatusShuffle [164]. Tweetdeck

and Twitterific can be used from any user device and can help the user schedule

their tweets. StatusShuffle creates tweets on behalf of users. Tweets can be funny

one-liners or simple anecdotes or quotes from famous people. User tweets can also

be automatically generated by sensors and detecting activities performed by them

as shown in [37]. Other companies like SproutSocial [165], TweetAdder [166] and

Twopcharts [161] are hired for marketing and/or monitoring content within social

networks by corporate or individual users. These also help with social media

monitoring, including monitoring the brand, industry and competition across

social media and the web. Further, these applications also help in engaging with

customers over social media.

5.3.2 Aggregation and analysis of Twitter content

Recent times have witnessed an increased interest in the type of content Twitter

users create. This interest is a result of the significant potential such content

can have in providing different parties (such as corporate, media, government

organizations, etc.) with knowledge, feedback, opinions and views about the

products and services they offer to their customers. Such type of Twitter content

aggregation is called Interest-based aggregation. Another reason for aggregating

user content on Twitter is to merely gain an understanding about Twitter usage

and communities as well as about other characteristics relating to the type of

content, Twitter activity and users.

5.3.3 Interest based aggregation and analysis for organizations

Twitter content from users is filtered and aggregated based on different interests
of organizations. Such aggregation of content and its analysis provides crucial

information required to make decisions. Capturing relevant information in a

timely manner can facilitate the decision making process. Decision support

systems are built with the capabilities to collect relevant information required

for effective and timely decision making from social networks such as Twitter.

Twitter also performs aggregation within the site by the use of Trending Topics.

It displays the ten top most topics that users tweet regarding at any given time.
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These are listed on the home page of the site and interested users can view the

latest tweets about the topic. Users use a hash tag symbol (#name of topic) while

tweeting about a particular topic or issue, and Twitter aggregates such keyword

based tweets. Similarly, there are companies (e.g., SproutSocial [165]) that provide

specialized services to aggregate and analyse Twitter content based on specific

topics of interest [165]. Such social media based information is growing with

time and is now considered crucial in decision making processes by organizations

[150, 167, 168]. Organizations require a variety of information relating to the

products or services they offer, the roles they play in society and their functioning

and operations. Specific communities and groups of users on Twitter as well as

those who form a companys consumer base can provide real time information

in the form of opinions, views, feedback. This information can be crucial in

articulating, for example, the popularity of a product and the type of customer

base it holds in the market.

5.3.4 Aggregation and analysis for creating Twitter usage statis-
tics

Generalized Twitter content aggregation is performed by a number of recently

emerging companies and statistics about Twitter users, account types, type of

content, location of content origin, purpose of content generation or user intention

are some of the features studied. As mentioned previously this content can

be categorized into news, events, self-promotion/marketing, pointless babble,

conversational, pass-along value, seeking/giving help or advice, broadcasting

thoughts, emotional feelings and about other daily life activities. The location

of tweets is also studied as, for example, in the case of an earthquake. Initially

there are many tweets from the affected region about the event occurrence and

experiences of those present in the location. This is followed by tweets occurring

from different locations around the world, re-tweeting, querying/communicating

or expressing grief and concern about the event. Studies have shown how Twitter

activity and trends in different locations have occurred during and after the

occurrence of major events in the world [169]. Also, studies show how Twitter

usage is affected by the number of followers (those people who follow a Twitter

user) and followees (those people who the Twitter user follows) [152]. Twitter

users with large number of followers tend to be more active and tweet with greater

frequency, while users with large number of followees tend to be more of silent

observers and seem to collect information passively. Studies also show how tweet

activity varies across different times of the day as well as in different time zones

[152]. The types of tweets vary in office hours, after work hours, weekends and

holidays [152].
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A number of other statistics reflect Twitter usage. We discuss these in the next

section on security issues in Twitter as they mainly concern how Twitter can be

exploited and misused.

5.4 Security Issues in Twitter

Since its inception, Twitter has faced a number of security breaches and threats. It

is vulnerable to security threats from spammers, hackers and malicious content

creators. We list these threats below and discuss the possible dangers to users as

well as to those following Twitter content:

1. Use of bots: Twitter is not used by human users alone. Spammers have

created bots with a user account on Twitter. These bots follow a large

number of users with the aim of getting those users to follow them back.

Once unassuming users start following back their new bot followers, they

are flooded with spam messages.

2. Exploiting trending topics: These bots are also used to exploit trending

topics by posting messages with the hash tag (#trending topic) and links to

malicious content and other spamming messages. Users following a trending

topic easily succumb to such attacks.

3. Worms onTwitter: In 2009, the Koobface worm infected a number of Twitter

user accounts. The worm is installed on a PC/device when an inadvertent

Twitter user clicks on a malicious link of a video posted by someone on

Twitter. The worm then posts bogus tweets with links to malicious videos

on behalf of the user every time they log on to Twitter. This further infects

computers and devices (with malware) of those following the user, believe

that they are clicking on links posted by a trusted user who is within their

network of friends.

4. Third-party applications and loss of user credentials: Recent studies have
shown that a large number of Twitter users use API based third-party ap-

plications for posting tweets such as TweetDeck, Twitterffic, etc., many of

which are Adobe Air based, thus easily susceptible to security attacks. These

applications are vulnerable to attacks from hackers and lead to users losing

their login credentials.

5. URL shortening: Twitter uses a URL shortening service for users who wish

to share web links on Twitter. This is an easy way to post malicious links.

The shortened versions of the original web link direct a user to the original

web page. If misused, unassuming users fall prey to malicious content on
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Twitter by clicking as they are unable to determine whether it is malicious

or not merely by viewing the link.

6. Devices Tweeting on Twitter: Twitter has recently seen devices like power

meters and heart rate monitors posting messages on Twitter. These devices

belonging to users are a means of interacting and gathering information

relating to different aspects of users lives, such as their health, electricity

consumption at home, etc. Such devices can be easily hacked to post mali-

cious content on Twitter, as they are not equipped to handle such security

threats.

7. Injecting malicious or undesirable tweet content over the network: An-
other possible means of posting twitter content is by over the network

hacking, where a users tweet content can be changed without his/her knowl-

edge. Over the network hacking involves intercepting the network traffic

of a Twitter user and implanting or replacing an original tweet message

with a fake/malicious content. This is more likely when using third-party

applications on mobile devices or desktop machines as they do not have

robust security mechanisms in place.

8. Fake User Profiles: Twitter users are also vulnerable from rogue or fake user

creating fake profiles taking over the identity of someone and then creating

malicious or undesired twitter content on the real users name. This can lead

to serious implications for the real user in whose name the fake profile is

created. Some of the known forms of such attacks are common amongst

celebrity profiles, where Twitter has countered this by the introduction

Verified accounts for well known personalities or public figures. But in the

case of normal users, such type of attack still poses a serious threat and can

affect their daily life adversely. This can also affect adversely in a DSS, when

a large number of seemingly real but fake profiles are created which produce

Twitter content that is incorrect or can lead to incorrect information being

fed into the DSS.

In this research work, we attempt to address a number of issues relating to

posting of Twitter content without the users knowledge by using a users context

information and building a context-based tweet authenticity check mechanism.

Malicious or incorrect tweets can lead to a number of problems for the user as

tweets are read by family, friends and other interested parties. If a hacker intends

to cause harm to the user or is attacking an organization, for example posting a

negative opinion about that organization from a hacked user account, it can lead

to the loss of reputation for the user or the organization that collects information

on Twitter from users it considers to be genuine.
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In [152], twitter user accounts belonging to humans, bots and cyborgs are identi-

fied based on the following criteria:

1. Timing entropy of tweets: the tweeting interval is used to measure a Twitter

users behaviour and helps in detecting automated users who tend to have a

periodic or regular timing of tweets. Though, it is possible that advanced

bots may be able to find a way to overcome such detection by employing

techniques which eliminate such regular/periodic tweeting by making it

more random.

2. Inclusion of spam in content: This is detected through machine learning

techniques and the content of tweets is checked for spam. It is observed that

the presence of spam is likely to mean that the post was generated by bots.

3. Account related properties: Other Twitter users account related properties

are checked for detecting humans, bots and cyborgs, for example, whether

the tweet is posted manually using a Web browser or via a mobile device or if

it is generated automatically using Twitter application based on Twitter API

via HTTP. The followers to friends ratio was another useful way of detecting

bots, as bots previously had more friends than followers, athough in recent

times bots have changed the way they operate by keeping the ratio close to

one and not following their friends, i.e. if those friends do not follow them

back. This makes it hard to use this criterion for detecting the newer bots.

In this research work, we utilize user and his/her environmental context informa-

tion along with existing criteria to detect an authentic tweet originating from a

credible user. We present our proposed architecture of a context-aware Twitter

user credibility check system in the next section.

5.5 Context-aware Twitter Validator System (CAT-
Val)

We propose a Context-aware Twitter Validator System (CATVal) for the validation

of Twitter message source (user) to insure the correct and reliable delivery of

information in a DSS. Such a system is crucial for decision makers in order to

reliably make decisions based on authentic information sourced from Twitter.

As mentioned in the previous section, Twitter content can be injected with false

or malicious information through a number of ways such as compromising of

user credentials or injection of content over the network. Further, fake users

or profiles can be used to disseminate inaccurate content. Figure 5.3 shows

the high-level CATVal system. The use of context information is essential for
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Figure 5.3: High-level CATVal System.

checking the authenticity of the tweet. The real user and the fake/rogue user are

distinguished using context information sourced from the user, his/her devices

and the sensors present in his/her environment. User credibility is the measure of
reliability, authenticity and genuineness of a user in terms of the information posted by
them on a social network such as Twitter. A credibility index is built for each user,

and this information is stored in the credibility index store. Next, we present the

architecture of our CATVal system.

5.5.1 CATVal System Architecture

Our proposed CATVal System architecture consists of the following 4 layers as

shown in figure 5.4:

Context Collection Layer: This layer collects and processes all the user and

his/her environmental context information such as time, location, activity, type

of device, network related context (mac address, IP address, type of network,

access point used) and API or manual web based tweet. The collected pool of

context information is then passed on to the Tweet Source Validation Layer. Twitter

Interest-based Aggregated Content Retrieval Layer: This layer retrieves aggregated

Twitter content from Twitter users based on the Interest of the organization and

its requirement of such content in the decision making process. This aggregated

content can also be sourced via a third-party aggregator to an organization. A

simple crawl on Twitter can retrieve required content from users tweeting about a
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Figure 5.4: Layered CATVal System Architecture.

product or service directly relating to the organization demanding such content

via the DSS.

Tweet Source Validation Layer: This layer receives the context information of

each Twitter user for which a validation is required or when a fake user attempts

to tweet on behalf of the real user. After checking for the credentials, i.e., the

context information obtained from the user and previous record of user tweets,

a credibility index is maintained in the credibility index store. The credibility

index can be increased or decreased for each user depending on the validation

criteria or credentials of the Twitter user being verified. After the credentials are

verified and the Twitter source is validated, the particular Twitter user in question

is cleared. The content originating from this user can then be passed on to the

next layer which disseminates the required information.

Filtered Authenticated Content Dissemination Layer: This layer receives Twit-

ter content from the authenticated and validated Twitter sources and contains the

interface to pass on this required information to the DSS for use by the decision

makers. This layer provides the required interface between the CATVal System

and the DSS to forward the authenticated and reliable Twitter content to enable

decision makers to make reliable and correct decisions within organizations.
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5.5.2 Credibility Index Computation

For each tweet the user makes, a set of context information is associated to it is

saved in our Context Store as UID, TweetID, Context Parameter location, activ-

ity, environmental context (temperature, light on/off) network context (mac, ip

address), type of device, api-based tweet as shown in figure 5.3. This informa-

tion is used for identity validation. Further, we build a Credibility Index (CI)

and increase or decrease CI depending on criteria such as timing entropy(Te),

follower-to-friend ratio (FrR), bayesian text analysis (BT) of tweet content based

on a number of features along with the context (C) associated with each tweet.

The Credibility Index function is as follows:

CI = f (T e,FrR,BT ,C) (5.5.1)

and checks for the values of the parameters Te, FrR, BT and C to determine

the value of CI which lies between 1 and 0. For each user, the credibility index

is updated and passed on to the DSS as required for different interest-based
aggregated content on Twitter. The individual parameters affect the credibility
index differently. For example, a higher value of Te implies that the user is a real

person and not a bot or cyborg. Thus, higher Te values will lead to an increased

credibility. Similarly, FrR and BT affect CI. In case of Te, FrR and BT we have used

techniques discussed and presented in related research.

Our main contribution is using context and combining the other parameters and

context to compute CI. Context, C represents a user’s context at the time of tweet

such as device used, location of user, API or Browser based tweet, etc. These

context parameters are viewed over time for different tweets made by the user. We

use linear transformation for individual context parameters and compute their

values between 0 and 1. Each context parameter may affect CI differently, for
example the location for each tweet can vary but it is required that this should be

consistent with the distance in time between two locations. If a user constantly

changes locations between two tweets and the system detects inconsistency for the

distance in time, it assigns the parameter Clocation = 0. Similarly, if the distance

in time was consistent then Clocation = 1. Similar, checks are made for other

context parameters such as CAPI−or−Browser and Cdevice. We then combine the

above parameters to compute the credibility index of the user at a given time

based on past tweets. The algorithm 6 further shows how user credibility is

computed using context.

A Twitter application is created to which a user needs to subscribe and give

permission in order to enable the collection of his/her context information. For

those users who do not subscribe to the Twitter application a basic CI is computed
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ALGORITHM 6: Credibility index computation.

Input: TwitterUserAccountName
Output: CIUser

1 Initialization:
2 TweetsUser = Retrieve Current and Past Tweets(User);

3 CI computation using Context, CUser

4 Check Consitency Location(TUser
t ,T User

t−1 );

5 TweetUser Computechangeinlocationf orTtandTt−1 where t is the time

6 if change in location == consistent
7 then CUser = 1;

8 else CUser = 0;

9 CI computation using Te, T eUser
10 Compute Te(TweetsUser);

11 CI computation using FrR, FrRUser
12 Compute FrR(TweetsUser);

13 CI computation using BT, BTUser
14 Compute BT(TweetsUser);

15 Compute CI

16 Compute CI(T eUser ,FrRUser ,BTUser ,CUser);

17 return CIUser ;

without context information. They are encouraged to subscribe to our Twitter

application in the future to enable enhanced computation of the CI. In the future

such context information can be stored with trusted third-party storage facilities

which can alleviate any user concerns about trust and privacy issues. The CATVal

system is built using Java and Twitter4j API.

The computation of credibility index for users on Twitter leads to long-term

benefits for individuals, organizations and services which follow Twitter content.

This can enable followers on Twitter to authentic or validated information without

being mislead. Each Twitter user’s credibility can reflect on that his/her usage

of Twitter in terms of whether the content is trustworthy or not. A user that

constantly posts information which is incorrect or does not reflect the correct

situation the user’s credibility index will be closer to zero. On the other hand

repeatedly posting information which correct and accurate can lead to the user’s

credibility index being close to 1. The long term use of Twitter by users along with

the computation of their credibility indexes can further strengthen the credibility

perception of users on Twitter as well as their Twitter content.

Alongside the individual user’s credibility index, there is also the possibility of

combining similar content sourced from multiple users with high credibility. Such

information can help individuals and organizations to a greater extent as this will

enable them to base decisions on accurate and credible information sourced from

a wider section of Twitter users. The mining of users with high credibility based
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on different topics of interest within Twitter content can be extremely useful. The

clustering and mining of users on Twitter based on user credibility as well as

different topics of interest can prevent the spread of misinformation specially

in cases where large-scale events for example hurricanes, storms, agitations, etc.

within the community can be monitored and responded to without being mislead.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we presented our proposed approach for context validation by

building the presence validation layer in SACAAR. We used different context such
as location, time, and activity to validate a user’s update within social interaction

tool such as an instant messenger or social network. We developed a technique to

compute the freshness and correctness of an activity-based update within social

interaction tools and used it to validate a user’s activity-based presence update.

We further used our context validation technique and proposed our context-aware

Twitter validator (CATVal) system which targets the Twitter social network and

performs context validation within it.
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Chapter 6

Test-bed and Prototype Implementa-
tion

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, we proposed our CrysP, SACAAR, SEMACT and CATVal

systems that enable complex activity recognition and validation of context. We

proposed and developed a complex activity recognition algorithm for recognizing

concurrent and interleaved activities based on our context-driven activity theory.

We proposed the use of context and situations in inferring complex activities.

Finally, we proposed a mechanism to validate context within social networks with

a focus on the Twitter social network.

In this chapter, we describe the implementation details of our prototype systems

and test-bed presented in chapter 4 and 5. Firstly, we present the implementation

details for our proposed CrysP, SACAAR and SEMACT prototype systems and

testbed. This is followed by describing the implementation and operational details

of our online activity toolkit (OAT4CDAT). Secondly, we give details relating to

extensions of SACAAR and CrysP used for validation of activity-based updates

within social interaction tools. Lastly, we provide information pertaining to the

implemenation of our CATVal system.

6.2 CrysP Prototype and Test-bed Implementation

The CrysP prototype and test-bed is built using a number of sensing and commu-

nication technologies. We first present the details of the sensing technology along

with the different software and hardware platforms used in this research work.

We then present the implementation details of all the components and modules

within CrysP system (CrysPSys) as shown in figure 6.1. The CrysPSys comprises
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Figure 6.1: CrysP implementation modules.

of three components: sensing component, CrysP determination component and

CrysP sharing component. It further consists of three different modules which

assist all components in determining and sharing the user’s CrysP.

6.2.1 Sensor, Software and Hardware Platforms Used

In CrysPSys, a number of different sensors are used. These include accelerometer,

RFID tags and reader, temperature and location sensors. We used the Mulle

sensor node platform for accelerometer and temperature sensors. The Mulle is a

Bluetooth-based sensor node which is developed at EIS Labs, Luleå University of

Technology Sweden [170]. It is a tiny sensor node which has a size of 24x26x5mm

and weighs at 5 grams. It is a low powered wireless device which transmits data

over Bluetooth version 3.1 as well as Zigbee version 5.2 or 802.15.4. Figure 6.2

shows the Mulle platform. In some experiments, we substituted the Mulle with

the accelerometer sensor present in the Android mobile phone. We used the

compact Olimex RFID reader and a Bluetooth based RFID reader assembled by

us. A combination of RFID 125kHz tags were used, these include classic token,

button and transparent tags. For location sensing, we used WLAN based Ekahau

platform, RFID based sensing and GPS present on the Android phone. Virtual

sensors which are software modules running on a device were used to infer certain

activities performed by the user while using that device. These included using
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Figure 6.2: Mulle Sensor Node.

software tools like Slogger and TimeTracker to gather context from devices such

as laptops and personal computers.

The software and hardware platforms used in this research work are as follows:

1. Java: We use Java (JRE version 1.6) [171] to implement our proposed CrysP

prototype and test-bed. The use of Java was helpful in integrating the

modules of code which use Java based Weka API. Further, it enabled us to

build a platform independent system.

2. Weka Machine Learning Toolkit: We used the Weka machine learning toolkit

[172] version 3.4 and version 3.6 and Java based Weka API within our

research work. This was used extensively to infer atomic activities within

our prototype. It was also used to run different machine learning algorithms

such as decision trees and Naı̈ve Bayes which were used as comparison

against our approach towards activity recognition.

3. Android Platform: The Android platform [173] was used to develop our

system on the Android mobile phone and perform activity recognition on

the phone. The Android platform was also used for context collection using

the sensors present on the phone such as accelerometer, GPS, etc.

4. Ekahau Positioning Engine: For indoor location sensing, we used the Ekahau

positioning engine (EPE) [174] which is a software based location system. It

uses wireless access points available in a network to triangulate the position

of devices and tags running the Ekahau client on them.

5. Microsoft.NET Framework: We used the Microsoft .Net framework [175] to

integrate a .Net based hook for monitoring PC/laptop activity. We also used
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the framework to integrate the TimeTracker tool[176] within our prototype

and test-bed.

The main class of CrysPSys is shown in listing 6.1 which presents the different
threads developed for sensing, inferencing and sharing of CrysP.

Listing 6.1: CrysP main class.

publ ic c l a s s CryspMain

{ public void CryspMainSTART ( )

{ Accelerometer task1 =

new Accelerometer (” Reading accelerometer ” ) ;

AccelerometerAnnotate task2 =

new AccelerometerAnnotate (”Wait for user input ” ) ;

ProcessAccelerometerReading task3 =

new ProcessAccelerometerReading (

‘ ‘ Writing readings to f i l e ” ) ;

ReadURL task4 = new ReadURL(” Reading URLs ” ) ;

ReadRFID task5 = new ReadRFID (” Reading RFID tags ” ) ;

GPSReader task6 = new GPSReader (” Receiving GPS stream ” ) ;

DeviceAct task7=new DeviceAct (” Device a c t i v i t i e s ” ) ;

BodyMotion taskbm = new BodyMotion (”BM inferenc ing ” ) ;

ComplexAct task8 = new ComplexAct (”CA inferenc ing ” ) ;

ExecutorService threadExecutor =

Executors . newFixedThreadPool ( 8 ) ;

// s t a r t threads and place in runnable s t a t e

threadExecutor . execute ( task1 ) ; // s t a r t task1

threadExecutor . execute ( task2 ) ; // s t a r t task2

threadExecutor . execute ( task3 ) ; // s t a r t task3

threadExecutor . execute ( task4 ) ; // s t a r t task4

threadExecutor . execute ( task5 ) ; // s t a r t task5

threadExecutor . execute ( task6 ) ; // s t a r t task6

threadExecutor . execute ( task7 ) ; // s t a r t task6

threadExecutor . execute ( taskbm ) ; // s t a r t taskbm

threadExecutor . execute ( task8 ) ; / / s t a r t task8

threadExecutor . shutdown ( ) ; // shutdown worker threads

System . out . pr in t ln (” Threads s tar ted , main ends\n ” ) ;

} // end main } //end c l a s s
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6.2.2 Sensing Component

As mentioned previously in this chapter, we have built a test-bed comprising

of several sensors such as accelerometer (body motion), indoor and outdoor po-

sitioning systems (location), temperature sensor, RFID tags and reader (object

interaction) and other sophisticated software based context collection threads

(users activity on devices such as laptop and mobile phone) as shown in figure

6.3. We place a Mulle v3 sensor [170] (which has on it an accelerometer and a

temperature sensor) on the users waist to gather information about user body

motion. Based on previous research in body motion detection using accelerometer

we use chose the waist of the user as the most appropriate position [9]. The Mulle

sends data at 15Hz which is collected on our laptop where we use Java based Weka

API to process the acceleration data. We use J48 decision tree available in Weka

which is an extension of C4.5 to infer three body motion related low-level activities

such as sitting, standing, and walking. We achieved an accuracy of 92.56%.

An RFID reader is attached to the users wrist which detects RFID tagged objects

such as coffee mug, lunch box, etc. The RFID reader scans for tags once every

second. Each tag is labeled in terms of an activity, and the RFID readings are

inferred as activities using varying time windows for different activities. This

eliminates the problem of reading a tag when the object is not intentionally been

touched. Multiple readings of an object over time are inferred as an intentional

activity. The users activity on the laptop and the mobile phone are inferred

using both Java and .Net based plug-ins. A .Net based hook is used to infer the

users interaction with an application running on the device by logging mouse

clicks which log current activity on the laptop such as the current application

(adobe reader, word document, power point presentation, eclipse, etc). A URL

logging tool Slogger is used to log URLs visited by the user in a text file and are

retrieved every second to monitor users browsing activity such as email, online

news, Google search, Google scholar search, library website, airline booking site,

Flickr photos, etc. Location information is collected using three methods, GPS

(outdoor), Wi-fi positioning (Ekahau WLAN positioning is deployed on university

campus office of the user), and RFID based location (at home). We use the inbuilt

AGPS on an android development phone (ADP1) to gather the location, speed

and temperature. The RFID smart home helps in locating the user at home using

multiple fixed tags.

Activity Module

The activity module performs low-level activity recognition after combining both

sensory data and context from the context module. For body motion it runs the

Weka API based Java algorithm for decision trees to infer body motion based
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Figure 6.3: CrysP Testbed.

activities like walking, sitting and running. It fuses together sensor data from the

accelerometer as well as GPS data when the user is outdoors such as speed to infer

body motion. It further runs a weighted voting time window mechanism to infer

object interaction based on RFID sensor data. The code snippet in listings 6.2 and

6.3 show the body motion inference within CrysPSys. Similarly, object interaction

inference for low-level activities within CrysPSys was performed by reading RFID

based data. The activity module also infers a user’s activities on devices such as

laptop and personal computer. The detection of activities on the devices such as

the use of a particular software are inferred as low-level activities. The inference of

browser based activities was performed by using software tools like Slogger for the

Firefox browser and TimeTracker for all other activities on the PC or laptop. These

low-level activities are then passed on to the CrysP Determination component to

infer high-level activities.

Listing 6.2: Body motion Weka model creation.

// note : in s ide run method

C l a s s i f i e r bmModel = nul l ;

CreateBodyMotionWekaModel BM =

new CreateBodyMotionWekaModel ( ) ;

t ry {
bmModel = BM. createbodymotionmodel ( ) ;

}
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Listing 6.3: Body motion Weka inference.

// Create the ins tance

Instance iExample = new Instance ( 4 ) ;

iExample . setValue (

( At t r ibute ) fvWekaAttributes . elementAt ( 0 ) ,

bodymotionlivevalues [ 0 ] ) ;

iExample . setValue (

( At t r ibute ) fvWekaAttributes . elementAt ( 1 ) ,

bodymotionlivevalues [ 1 ] ) ;

iExample . setValue (

( At t r ibute ) fvWekaAttributes . elementAt ( 2 ) ,

bodymotionlivevalues [ 2 ] ) ;

iExample . setValue (

( At t r ibute ) fvWekaAttributes . elementAt ( 3 ) ,

” s i t t i n g ” ) ;

// add the ins tance

i sTe s t S e t . add ( iExample ) ;

double c l sLabe l ;

t ry {
c l sLabe l =

bmModel . c l a s s i f y I n s t an c e ( i sTe s t S e t . ins tance ( j ) ) ;

System . out . pr in t ln ( c l sLabe l + ” \ t ex t r ightar row ” +

i sTe s t S e t . c l a s sA t t r i bu t e ( ) . value ( ( in t ) c l sLabe l ) ) ;

}

Context Module

The context module collects the sensor data from sensors such as Ekahau, GPS

and RFID for location context. It also collects other context like temperature and

light. We use a weighted voting window mechanism to infer RFID location context

and temperature context. The context module collects context and passes it to the

activity module as well as to the CrysP Determination Component which fuses

this context with low-level activities to infer high-level activities.
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6.2.3 CrysP Determination Component

In the CrysP determination component (CDC), we use the Context Spaces model

(CSM) to infer high level activities from the low level activities and context re-

ceived from the sensing component. The CDC performs temporal analysis to infer

multiple activities of a user. The activity presence ontology is loaded and used to

build the activity infused presence information (CrysP). The CrysP is built to gain

semantic readability of the inferred activities and facilitate the process of sharing

it across different social interaction tools. The code snippets in listing 6.4 show

the loading of the ontology and the creation of CrysP activity set.

Listing 6.4: Creation of CrysP-Set after temporal match.

public s t a t i c ArrayList getAct iv i tyMatches (

Model m, Resource s , Property p , Resource o ,

S t r ing s tar t t ime , S t r ing endtime ) {
. . . dec lare va r i ab l e s . . .

ArrayList a c t i v i t i e s Matched = new ArrayList ( ) ;

fo r ( S tmt I t e ra to r i =

m. l i s t S t a t emen t s ( s , p , o ) ; i . hasNext ( ) ; ) {
. . . dec lare va r i ab l e s . . .

i s t a r t t ime = Integer . parse Int ( s t a r t t ime ) ;

Statement stmt = i . nextStatement ( ) ;

S t r ing statement = stmt . t oS t r ing ( ) ;

S t r ing statements1 =

stmt . ge tPred ica te ( ) . getNameSpace ( ) ;

S t r ing statements2 =

stmt . getObject ( ) . t oS t r ing ( ) ;

i f ( ( statements1 . indexOf (” urn : cryspTimeOntology ” ) != −1 ) ) {
St r ing SUBJECT = stmt . ge tSub jec t ( ) . getLocalName ( ) ;

S t r ing PREDICATE = stmt . ge tPred ica te ( ) . getLocalName ( ) ;

S t r ing OBJECT =

stmt . getObject ( ) . asNode ( ) . getIndexingValue ( ) . t oS t r ing ( ) ;

i f ( i s t a r t t ime >= Ostartt ime && i s t a r t t ime <= 12) {
System . out . pr in t ln (”SUBJECT : : ” +

stmt . ge tSub jec t ( ) . getLocalName ( ) ) ;

a c t i v i t i e s Matched . add (SUBJECT ) ;

}// i f 2 }// i f 1 } return ac t i v i t i e s Matched ; }
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6.2.4 CrysP Sharing Component

We have built a web-based GUI as shown in figure 6.5 to view the users CrysP

information along with the sensor/context streams. In order to share CrysP we

infer activities of the user with varying time windows. The users current location

and activity can be viewed in the pop-up on the map. Also, the users movement

patterns and activities at different locations and time can be viewed by clicking

anywhere on the users path. The web interface shows the different activities
inferred for the user at a particular time and the information shared with different
social networks. The web-interface can be made more interactive in the future

and also be used for getting feedback from the user.

It is also important to note that these activity updates could be shared with devices

and services that the user uses in different locations and at different times in the

day. Currently we share these updates only in the social networking domain.

Adapters for sharing CrysP were written for a number of social-networking tools

like LinkedIn (using OpenSocial Java API) and Facebook (using Facebook Java

API); micro-blog like twitter (using Twitter Java API, twitter4j); IM like Skype

(using skype win32.jar API) and GTalk (using smack.jar API). Listings 6.5 and 6.6

show loading the presence sharing ontology and searching for matched social in-

teraction tools. Listing 6.7 shows the code snippets for sharing CrysP on Facebook.

Similarly, adapters were written to connect to the different tools mentioned above

and were used to update user’s corresponding CrysP element from those listed in

the presence sharing ontology.

Listing 6.5: Loading and Matching CrysP-set elements from presence sharing

ontology.

FileManager . get ( ) . loadModel (

” . . . PresenceSharing . owl ” ) ; / / path

Model data =

FileManager . get ( ) . loadModel ( ” . . . PresenceSharing . rdf ” ) ;

// c rea t ing the bas i c RDFS f a c t s model

InfModel rdfsModel =

ModelFactory . createRDFSModel ( schema , data ) ;

//Now crea t e the Complete OWL InfModel and

// c rea t e P e l l e t reasoner

Reasoner pel le tReasoner =

( Reasoner ) Pe l le tReasonerFactory . theIns tance ( ) . c r ea t e ( ) ;

pe l le tReasoner . setDerivat ionLogging ( true ) ;

// Bind the reasoner to the ontology model
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com . hp . hpl . jena . reasoner . Reasoner commGISReasoner =

pel le tReasoner . bindSchema ( schema ) ;

commGISReasoner . setDerivat ionLogging ( true ) ;

// c r ea t e an inferenc ing model using Pe l l e t reasoner

InfModel infModel =

ModelFactory . createInfModel ( commGISReasoner , data ) ;

infModel . setDerivat ionLogging ( true ) ;

// c r ea t e new ontology model

S t r ing urn = ”urn : cryspPresenceSharing /” ;

i f ( Type . equals ( a c t i v i t y s t r i n g ) ) {
Resource s e a r cha c t i v i t y =

infModel . getResource ( urn+sea rchAc t iv i t y ) ;

Property subClassOf = RDFS . subClassOf ;

searchDescr =

rdfsModel . getResource ( urn+sea rchAc t iv i t y ) ; }
i f ( Type . equals (ACTCAT) ) {
Resource searchSoc ia lToo l =

infModel . getResource ( urn + sea rchAc t iv i t y ) ;

Property subClassOf=RDFS . subClassOf ;

SocialToolMatches =

rdfsModel . getResource ( urn+sea rchAc t iv i t y ) ; }
return SocialToolMatches ; }

Listing 6.6: Matching CrysP-set elements to social interaction tools.

ArrayList a c t i v i t i e s = new ArrayList ( ) ;

a c t i v i t i e s =

search ontology ( cryspset , ” ac t iv i tyCa tegory ” ) ;

Listing 6.7: Sharing CrysP on Facebook

c l i e n t . auth getSess ion ( auth ) ;

S t r ing Url ;

Url =

Permission . author iza t ionUrl ( api key ,

Permission .STATUS UPDATE ) ;

System . out . pr in t ln ( Url ) ;
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t ry { c l i e n t . u s e r s s e t S t a tu s ( CrysP , f a l s e ) ; }
catch ( FacebookException e ) { System . out . pr in t ln ( e ) ; }

Figure 6.4: Dissemination of users CrysP to Facebook via CrysP plug-in adapter.

We send CrysP updates to each of these tools depending on the preliminary

presence sharing (PS) ontology. The PS ontology is written to classify the various

tools and various categories of CrysP information along with the relationships

between them and the user. We have only assumed five categories, personal, very

personal, work, private work and public at present. We send personal updates to

Facebook, very personal updates to GTalk, private work updates to Skype, public

work updates to LinkedIn and public updates to Twitter. We use the Jena API to

interact with the two ontologies and they are written in OWL 1.0 and RDF. Figure

6.4 shows how the CrysPSys shares an element of the users CrysP with the users

Facebook audience.

6.3 SACAAR Implementation based on CrysP test-
bed using CDAT

In SACAAR, we have implemented three main modules on top of our CrysP test-

bed. Firstly, we developed and implemented our Context-Driven Activity Theory

which is used by Complex Activity Inference Module (CAIM) to infer complex

concurrent and interleaved activities. Firstly, CDAT is loaded within our SACAAR

system to obtain all complex activity definitions and initial weights as shown in

listing 6.8. Secondly, the complex activity recognition algorithm (CARALGO) is

used to infer complex activities which is shown in chapter 4.

Listing 6.8: Loading CDAT.

// load the CA de f i n i t i on s and weights

CrysP . loadCDAT ( ) ;
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Lastly, we implemented a spatio-temporal context complexity filter (CCF) which

is used to infer situations which help CARALGO in inferring complex activities

by looking up the associations between different complex activities and situations.

Listing 6.9 shows the implementation of spatio-temporal context complexity filter.

Listing 6.9: Spatio-temporal context complexity filter.

// spat io −temporal−cc f
CrysP . st −cc f ( ) . s t a r t ( ) ;

6.3.1 Probabilistic and Markov Chain Analysis in SACAAR

We further extended SACAAR to combine domain knowledge with experimental

data. In doing so, we used Markov chain analysis to build complex activity

signatures. Further, we used probabilistic analysis to assign and recompute

weights for atomic activities and context attributes. We implemented an extension

to CARALGO which uses complex activity signatures and recomputed weights for

inference of complex activities as shown in chapter 7 in section 7.3.5. Listing 6.10

shows the implementation of probabilistic and the Markov chain analysis on the

collected data to discover complex activity signatures and recompute weights.

Listing 6.10: Markov chain and probabilistic analysis.

publ ic c l a s s Markov

{ public void MarkovStart ( )

{ Markov analysis Markov task =

new Markov analysis (” Discover CA Signatures ” ) ;

Prob ana lys i s Prob task =

new Prob ana lys i s ( ” Calculate p r ob ab i l i t i e s ” ) ;

ExecutorService threadExecutor =

Executors . newFixedThreadPool ( 2 ) ;

// s t a r t threads and place in runnable s t a t e

threadExecutor . execute ( Markov task ) ;

threadExecutor . execute ( Prob task ) ;

threadExecutor . shutdown ( ) ; // shutdown worker threads

System . out . pr in t ln (” Threads s tar ted , main ends\n ” ) ;

} // end main } //end c l a s s
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6.4 Implementation of SACAAR Extension for Vali-
dation of Activity-based Updates

The activity validation module was added to SACAAR as an extension which

is used to validate the activity-based updates of users within different social-
interaction tools. The different adapters to access information from social net-

works and instant messengers presented in section 6.2.4 were used in the activity

validation module to retrieve and send updates. Algorithm 5 presented in chapter

5 was implemented in Java for performing validation of activity-based updates.

6.4.1 Use of Activity Validation Module within CATVal

The activity validation module was further used within the CATVal system specif-

ically built for the Twitter social network. We proposed and implemented the

context validation module as an extension to the activity validation module. The

context validation module is used in CATVal to validate activity context as well as

other context information related to a user while using his/her Twitter account.

Listing 6.11 shows the method call for the activity-based update validation process

within the context validation module used to validate context within Twitter.

Listing 6.11: Validation of activity-based update.

// Val idate a c t i v i t y update

CrysP . va l idate update ( ) ;

6.5 SEMACT Implementation: Extending SACAAR

The implementation of the SEMACT prototype was built as a semantic exten-

sion to SACAAR. It involved firstly the building of sensor and context collection

module which gathered data relating to a users activities. Secondly, it represents

knowledge in the form of an ontology to map the specifics of our Context-Driven

Activity Theory (CDAT) into OWL constructs and further create rules of atomic

and complex activity inference which are concurrent and interleaved. This also

involved creating space and time relations with activities. Thirdly, the instances

of all activities from our experiments were created and further rules were built

to handle complex activity inference. Lastly, the activity data is processed by the

reasoner and the rules are checked for inferring complex activities.
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6.5.1 Test-bed and Prototype Details: Data Collection

Firstly, the atomic activity inference layer was built which used the sensing com-

ponent from CrysPSys and the atomic activity inference module from SACAAR.

The test-bed comprised of several sensors such as accelerometer (body motion),

indoor and outdoor positioning systems (location), RFID tags and reader (object

interaction) and software based context collection threads (users activity on de-

vices such as laptop and mobile phone) which were same as shown in previous

sections of this chapter.

6.5.2 Ontology Development and Deployment

The ontology is built using RDF and OWL 2 constructs using TopBraid and Protégé

IDEs [177, 178]. The ontological constructs are then converted into triples and

stored in the AllegroGraph [179] TripleStore on the server. This triple store

consists of all original triples and those created by assertions. The triple store is

then queried using the Java API provided by AllegroGraph. The queries can be

over the network for real time inference of activities or can be executed on the

server itself for offline analysis of activities. For online inference a client-server

connection is required and the queries can be sent using normal HTTP connections.

The spatio-temporal support features of the AllegroGraph TripleStore and its APIs

are used. AllegroGraph provides an API for temporal queries which is used for

the inference of concurrent and interleaved activities. Similarly, the location API

is used for the spatial reasoning of activities.

6.5.3 Creating Assertions from Target Activities

Activities that are targeted for inference must be defined as classes and class

instances must be created when the data is loaded. The complex activities can

also be in the form of rules which are defined for these target activities. These

classes, instances and rules then help in creating the assertions required for the

inference of complex activities. Target activities must be identified and checked

for in the ontology and any new activities can be added if required. The rules

for activity inference are created for location based activity inference as well.

Union, intersection and disjunction operations using location constructs with

activity classes for complex activities lead to inference of activities at different
granularities in the activity hierarchy.
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6.5.4 Reasoning and Rule Checking

The activity dataset is provided to the reasoner where using Java-based code

the system interacts with the reasoner to infer activities. Atomic and complex

activity related data is taken as input from a file or from a live stream and pre-

processed. This data is then passed on to the reasoner. The ontological model is

loaded with all the constructs and rules for activities. For each occurring activity,

both atomic and complex the system checks for matches in the TripleStore. Each

successful match is then returned as an activity to the application layer. The

complex activities by slight rule changing can be inferred at various granularities

of the activity hierarchy. These are then used by different application in the form

required by them.

The rules given in chapter 4 for concurrent and interleaved activities are matched

for here. Each complex activity can be enhanced in its representation by minor

rule changes and additions of constructs. Disjoint classes prevent certain complex

activities from occurring together and these can help in checking inconsistency

and reporting them. Also, unions can help in creating higher level complex

activities which are formed from multiple complex activities occurring together in

a larger time spans. Also location based constructs were used to enhance complex

activity inference further and give meaning to the inferred complex activities.

6.6 Online Activity Tool Prototyping and Implemen-
tation

We developed an online activity tool based on our context-driven activity theory

called ‘OAT4CDAT’ and figure 6.6 gives the overview of the implementation of

OAT4CDAT. We utilize users present online to perform complex activities using

our OAT4CDAT interface and discover complex activity signatures along with

weights of atomic activities and context attributes. The OAT front-end is built

using Web 2.0, Javascript and CanvasXpress. The back-end implementation is

done in Java and MySQL. The activities are performed using the web interface.

Figure 6.7 gives the sequence diagram for OAT. The users can login into the OAT

and are given the choice of logging in via their Facebook accounts or have the

option to opt out of the Facebook login and use normal login as well (Step 1). The

user’s are then given the list of complex activities, atomic activities and context

attributes which will be used while performing various complex activities as

shown in figure 6.8. The user then starts the OAT and selects an activity that they

would like to perform also depicted in figure 6.8. The user clicks on the atomic

activities and context attributes list on the left hand side to select the items one at

a time. This adds the clicked item into the right hand side where the final complex
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Figure 6.6: OAT-implementation overview.

activity list is accumulated. The user can move the items up or down to change

order or delete the items by clicking on them. The final list is then submitted and

stored in the MySQL database.

The results page of OAT can be viewed as shown in figure 6.9. In the results,

users can view their activity related statistics individually for activity signatures

or experimenters (those building activity recognition systems) can view combined

statistics for each complex activity based on multiple user datasets. Figure 6.9

shows the transition and individual probabilities of atomic activities and context

attributes for a complex activity as well as the complex activity signatures with

the associated path probabilities.

6.7 Summary

This chapter presented the implementation details of the CrysP, SACAAR and

SEMACT prototype systems and test-bed based on CDAT for complex activity

recognition which are proposed in chapter 3, 4 and 5. We further presented

the implementation of our complex activity recognition algorithm (CARALGO)

which infers complex activities from atomic activities and context attributes.

Our implemented prototype used probabilistic and Markov chain analysis to

compute weights of atomic activities as well as complex activity signatures. The

results evaluation of CrysP, SACAAR and SEMACT systems are presented in

chapter 7. Further, we used SACAAR for context validation and presented the

details of the implementation of the presence validation extension to it. We

also developed and implemented an online activity toolkit based on CDAT and

presented the implementation details in this chapter. We used Java as the main
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Figure 6.7: Sequence diagram for OAT.

implementation platform along with Weka machine learning toolkit and API.

The other development platforms used were Android platform, Microsoft.Net,

Ekahau positioning, TopBraid, Protege and AllegroGraph. We used a number

of sensing technology such as accelerometers within the Mulle sensor node and

the Android phone. We also employed RFID tags and readers as well as virtual

sensors within different devices used by a user. The implementation of our

proposed prototype system and test-bed proved feasibility of the complex activity

recognition and context validation system architecture in the real world. The

next chapter presents the details of the extensive experimentation and results

evaluation of the implemented systems.
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Figure 6.8: Perform online activity.
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Chapter 7

Results Evaluation

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter the implementation of our approach to complex activity

recognition and context validation within social networks was presented which

included the system implementation of the CrysP, SACAAR, SEMACT and CATVal

systems. In this chapter, we evaluate our proposed approach for complex activity

recognition and context validation in social interaction tools (SITs). We have

performed extensive real-life experimentation and the results presented in the

following sections validate our proposed approaches and algorithms. This chapter

is divided into a number of sections which focus on the main contributions claimed

in this thesis. The following gives a description of the sections to follow:

1. CrysP and SACAAR prototype and test-bed implementation evaluation:

The evaluation of our proposed Crystal Presence prototype and test-bed is

presented. We used the CrysP test-bed to further build on our proposed

SACAAR system. The evaluation of SACAAR is done with extensive real-life

experimentation and the details are provided in section 7.2 and 7.3. The

system evaluations presented in this section are from the following published

papers [37, 33, 39]. We further build on SACAAR and use probabilistic and

Markov chain analysis to update the definitions within our CDAT and the

results from further extensive experimentation are presented in section 7.3.5.

The results evaluation of our online activity toolkit based on CDAT called

OAT4CDAT are published in [40].

2. SEMACT prototype implementation evaluation: The SEMACT system is

evaluated and the results are presented in section 7.4. Extensive experi-

mentation is performed which demonstrates that high accuracy of 94.35%

was achieved for the recognition of complex activities both concurrent and
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interleaved within computationally feasible time. The results evaluations in

this section are published in [36].

3. Context validation in SITs and CATVal system implementation evaluation:

In section 7.5, we present the results evaluation for our proposed approach

towards validation of context within SITs. The experiments and results

validate our approach for the validation of activity-based updates in SITs.

Further, we evaluate the CATVal system implementation which focusses on

the validation of context within the Twitter social networks. The system

evaluations presented in this section are from the following published papers

[41].

7.2 CrysP and SACAAR Experimental Setting and
Results

We use our test-bed for testing and validating our proposed approach to recognize

complex activities which are concurrent and interleaved. We conducted extensive

experimentation and we present the results in this section. We perform experi-

ments on two subjects for the duration of 21 days with an average of seven hours

daily. The experiments were performed usually in the time range of 8:00 am to

12:00 pm and from 1:30 pm to 5:30 pm. We identified 16 complex activities (listed

in table 7.1) and used our CDAT to define them. These definitions were stored

in the SACAAR system. We gave our subjects an Android phone to record the

activities manually which involved just adding a count for each occurrence of

a complex activity in the corresponding hour. The user was asked to keep this

record simply for measuring the accuracy of our algorithm. This information was

not used for any annotation or training purpose. We show the accuracy of our

algorithm for both subjects in table 7.2. Subject one performed all activities while

subject two performed only 13 activities out of the 16. Our algorithm performed

with an overall accuracy of 88.5%.

We performed online inferencing and users were given complete freedom to per-

form the previously defined complex activities in any interleaved and concurrent

manner. We allowed users to change sequence of atomic activities as well. It is im-

portant to note that our approach does not require training data to create activity

models. It only uses domain knowledge to define complex activities and create

links to atomic activities. The activities in table 7.1 with format <activity@loc>

always occurred at the same location while activities with format <activity> oc-

curred at both home and office. Figure 7.2 shows SACAAR running on Android

Phone with online inferencing. The snapshot shows atomic activities and context

information with their corresponding weights which is followed by the inferred
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Figure 7.1: Multiple complex activities inferred from 8:00 am to 11:00 am on a
weekday (Day 12 for Subject 1 from our experiment) with locations
L1=Home, L2=Outdoor/on the road, L3=Office room, L4=Office kitchen
and L5=Meeting room. The labels for activities are generalized in some
cases for brevity, for example cooking is a label for cooking omelette for
breakfast and checking FB is social networking.

complex activity. Figure 7.1 shows a snapshot of the inferred concurrent and

interleaved complex activities from day 12 of our experiment using subject 1.

Some labels are generalized for brevity.

Figure 7.3 shows the activity pairs which had maximum concurrency and inter-

leaving. We observe that (CA14,CA12) and (CA14,CA5) have the highest two

values. CA16 and CA15 were the least interleaved activities with any other CAK

(not shown in figure 7.3).

It is observed that mostly activities in the morning and in the office are most

interleaved and concurrent. We highlight that interleaving of complex activities is

observed from the interleaving atomic activities belonging to different complex

activities. Concurrency of complex activities is observed when complex activi-

ties occur within same time periods. Experimentation showed that the key to

improving accuracy of inferring activities using CARALGO is the complex activity

lifespan. We inferred situations linked to spatio-temporal context such as “at home

in the morning”, “outdoor early morning”, “outdoor in the afternoon”, “outdoor in

the evening”, “at office in the day”, “in the kitchen in the morning”, etc. Activities

occurring in these situations were linked to them. This helped in the inference of

activities as well as we ascertained which activities belonged to which situations.

Any activity from our defined set when occurring in a situation not linked to it
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Figure 7.2: SACAAR system running on Android Phone showing live inferencing of
atomic and complex activities.

Figure 7.3: Matrix showing number of instances of interleaved and concurrent complex
activities for 11 activities from table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: List of Activities

Sequnce Num-

ber

Activity Name

CA1 Getting Ready @ Home

CA2 Cooking Omelette for Breakfast @ Home

CA3 Eating Breakfast @ Home

CA4 Watching News

CA5 Checking Email

CA6 Social Networking

CA7 Going to Work @ Outdoor

CA8 Getting Coffee
CA9 Drinking Coffee
CA10 Working on Presentation

CA11 Meeting @ Office

CA12 Read/Write Docs

CA13 Watching Videos Online

CA14 Searching Research Articles

CA15 Jogging in the Gym @ Office

CA16 Walking in City @ Mall

previously was recorded and the system was notified for later addition or deletion.

We had 12 complex activities that were notified to be added to 5 situations which

were not linked previously. We show in table 7.3, 5 such activities linking to 4

situations.

7.3 CDAT based Complex Activity Recognition in
SACAAR Experimental Setting

7.3.1 Experimentation and Results Validation

We perform extensive experimentation and present our results in this section.

The following subsections give results relating to: 1) our activity recognition

algorithm and CDAT based on domain knowledge, 2) the activity data gathered

with its detailed probability calculations, weight adjustments, discovery of activity

signatures and concurrent and interleaved activities performed. We performed

extensive experimentation to validate our CDAT and SACAAR. In particular,

this section presents results relating to: 1) Complex activity recognition with

CDAT based on domain knowledge, 2) the activity data gathered with its detailed

probabilistic analysis for weight computations, discovery of complex activity

signatures and 3) Complex activity recognition using recomputed weights and

complex activity signatures with our updated CDAT.
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Table 7.2: Output instances of complex activity from subject one (U1) and subject two
(U2) with the individual accuracy values. The complex activities, CA(k) are
those listed in table 7.1

Complex Activity

(CAK )

Correctly inferred Incorrectly

inferred or

abandoned

Accuracy(%)

U1 U2 U1 U2 U1 U2

1 16 12 3 2 84 86

2 8 10 3 1 73 91

3 12 12 2 2 86 86

4 18 16 2 4 90 80

5 100 74 29 3 78 96

6 60 45 10 3 86 94

7 12 14 6 1 67 93

8 30 - 6 - 83 -

9 25 - 8 - 76 -

10 20 33 3 3 87 92

11 16 22 2 9 89 71

12 75 85 7 6 91 93

13 70 60 6 4 92 94

14 98 100 4 11 96 90

15 8 - 0 - 100 -

16 5 4 0 1 100 80

Total: 569 487 95 50 86 91

Table 7.3: Complex activity linked to situations (‘X’ denotes occurrence and ‘-’ denotes
not occurring) (S1 = Afternoon in office, S2 =Morning in city, S3 = Evening
at home, S4 = Early morning at home).

ComplexActivity(CAk) ↓
Situations(S)→

S1 S2 S3 S4

Searching research articles - - - X

Watching online videos X - - -

Cooking omelette - - X -

Jogging in gym X - - -

Walking in city - X - -
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7.3.2 Experiment 1: Recognition of activities using CDAT

We use our SACAAR test-bed (as shown in figure 6.3 in the previous chapter)

for testing and validating our proposed approach to recognize complex activities

which are concurrent and interleaved. For results validation, we initially consider

two subjects for the duration of 21 days with an average of eight hours daily. The

experiments were performed during 8:00 am to 12:00 pm and from 2:30 pm to

9:30 pm. We identified 16 complex activities (listed in table A.3 in the appendix)

and used our CDAT to define them. These definitions were stored in the SACAAR

system. We gave our subjects an Android phone to record the activities manually

which involved adding a count for each occurrence of a complex activity in the

corresponding hour. Users were asked to keep the record simply for establishing

the ground truth which enabled us to measure the accuracy of our algorithm. This

information was not used for any annotation or training purpose within our CDAT

and SACAAR. We show the accuracy of our algorithm for both subjects combined

together in figure 7.7 as ‘Before’. Our algorithm performed with an overall accu-

racy of 88.5% using domain knowledge based CDAT definitions. We also used

Decision Trees (DT) (J48) and Naive Bayes (NB) to detect complex activities. The

results presented in figure 7.7 show that our algorithm significantly outperformed

both techniques. Decision trees and Naive Bayes have low accuracies as they are

unable to handle the variation in sequence and the concurrent/interleaved nature

of the complex activities.

7.3.3 Probabilistic Activity Data Analysis

We further analysed the data collected during the initial experimentation and

used it to automatically compute the probabilities of atomic activities, context,

transition probabilities for atomic activities and context and joint probabilities for

concurrent and interleaved activities. The knowledge gained by the probabilistic

analysis is used to update the definitions in CDAT which were previously set by

domain knowledge. Using the updated definitions and recomputed weights, we

performed another set of extensive experiments. The results from this experimen-

tation are presented in section 7.3.5.

Probability Calculations

The probabilities for atomic activities (Pr(Ai)) and context attributes (Pr(Ci)) for 8

complex activities (CAk) are shown in figure 7.4 1. The remaining 8 complex ac-

tivities are not shown as their constituent atomic activities and context attributes

1Refer to tables A.1, A.2 and A.3, in the appendix A, for atomic and complex activity as well as
context attribute notations.
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had equal or close to equal probabilities. Figure 7.4 shows that for highly complex

activities there is greater variation in probabilities of constituent atomic activities

and context attributes. For example, in “Making Pizza”, CA3 complex activity,

certain atomic activities which are basic to the making of a pizza have higher prob-

abilities. Probabilities of other atomic activities are lower as they are dependent on

the user’s choice of ingredients on different days and his/her dietary preferences.

Similarly for other kitchen activities there exists greater variation in probabilities

of constituent atomic activities and context attributes. Those activities which are

fairly less complex such as “Preparing Coffee”, CA6 have constant probabilities

of its constituents as the scope for variation is less and all basic steps are always

followed. In such cases there may only be variation in the order of steps. Figure

7.5 show the recomputed weights based on the probabilities shown in figure 7.4.

The recomputed weights follow similar distribution as shown in figure 7.4 after

normalization and achieve a sum of 1.

Discovering Complex Activity Signatures

In table 7.4, the complex activity signatures are shown. These are based on

the transition probabilities between atomic activities for each complex activity

discovered using Markov chains as elicited in chapter 3. The most traversed path

is selected after calculating the transition matrices for each complex activity. Table

7.4 shows all the complex activity signatures discovered from the first round of

experimentation for all 16 complex activities. We divided the signatures into

two separate parts based on atomic activity transitions and context attribute

transitions as shown in the column 2 and 3 of table 7.4. The signatures shown in

the table are those with the highest path probability which was calculated using

equation 3.3.2 in chapter 3. The path probabilities for both atomic activities and

context attributes are shown in column 4. Most complex activities had more than

one signature but only one significant signature. They were also stored for the

inference process in further experimentation (experiment 2). The most variation

was observed in “Getting Ready”, CA4 “Searching the Internet”, CA14, “Working on
Document”, CA13 and “Working on Presentation”, CA12. This was caused due to

the high interleaving and concurrent nature of these activities with other complex

activities as well as the high variation in which the concurrency and interleaving

occurred. Our algorithm was easily able to recognize this behaviour.

7.3.4 Recognition of Concurrent and Interleaved Activities

The concurrent and interleaved nature of complex activities in our experimental

data is shown in figure 7.6 using a heat map. It shows the activity pairs which

had maximum and minimum concurrency and interleaving. It can be observed
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Figure 7.4: Atomic activity and context attribute probabilities for eight complex activ-
ities from table A.3 (see Appendix A).
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Figure 7.5: Atomic activity and context attribute weights for eight complex activities
from table A.3 (see Appendix A). These share similar distribution as shown
in 7.4. Similarly, weights were computed for all other complex activities.
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that (CA14, CA13) and (CA14, CA12) have the highest values for concurrency and

interleaving. Activities in the morning are often interleaved and performed concur-

rently. Also, activities such as “Drinking coffee”, CA7 and “Watching videos”, CA8

are interleaved with a number of other activities. We highlight that interleaving

of complex activities is observed from the interleaving and concurrency of context

and atomic activities belonging to different complex activities. Concurrency of

complex activities is mostly observed when complex activities occur within same

time periods.

7.3.5 Experiment 2: Recognition of Activities based on Updated
Definitions in CDAT

In the previous section, using probabilistic analysis we showed how weights were

recomputed and how CDAT definitions were updated with complex activity sig-

natures. In this section, we discuss the results related to further experiments

conducted based on the updated definitions in our CDAT. The users perform the

same 16 complex activities for another two weeks. The results for these experi-

ments are shown in figure 7.7 as ‘After’ (in comparison to experiment 1 shown as

‘Before’). In experiment 2, the extended complex activity recognition algorithm

shown in chapter 4 is used with the recomputed weights for complex activity

inference in Line 15 and Line 18. Also, in Line 21 the complex activity signature

is matched for recognizing a complex activity. We find that with the updated defi-

nitions and recomputed weights SACAAR performed with an improved accuracy

of 95.73% which is shown in figure 7.7 as CDAT(After)

7.3.6 Reducing the Amount of Training Data, Atomic Activities
and Context Attributes Used

We highlight that by using our CDAT and SACAAR system, we were able to reduce

the amount of data required for training activity models by 66% as compared to

decision trees and naı̈ve Bayes classifiers for the same complex activities. Train-

ing data was only used at the atomic activity level where we have used existing

techniques for inferencing activities like body motion, object interaction, etc.

Training data was not required by our system at the complex activity inference

level. Moreover, by updating the CDAT definitions using probabilistic analysis

and discovering complex activity signatures, we were able to reduce the amount

of sensor information required to infer complex activities. This was also achieved

using the inference of situations which eliminated the need to infer certain com-

plex activities which do not belong to the observed situation. This in turn implied

that complex activities can be inferred with lesser number of atomic activities and
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Table 7.4: Complex Activity Signatures for user 1

Complex Activity

CAk

Complex Activity Signa-

ture with Atomic Activities

γAi

Complex Activ-

ity Signature

with Context ρCi

Path Probability

(γAi) (ρCi)

Making Sandwich

CA1

A3 → A2 → A20 → A3 →
A2 → A5 → A19 → A6 →
A3 → A2 → A7 → A17 →
A11→ A12→ A9

C2 → C7 →
¬C7→¬C2

(0.85) (0.87)

Making Omelette

CA2

A3 → A2 → A5 → A18 →
A3 → A2 → A21 → A3 →
A2 → A6 → A3 → A2 →
A17 → A23 → A23 →
A10→ A21→ A9

C2 → C7 →
C14 →
¬C14¬C7→¬C2

(0.81) (0.84)

Making Pizza CA3 A3 → A2 → A8 → A3 →
A2 → A14 → A15 → A3 →
A2 → A5 → A6 → A3 →
A2 → A7 → A10 → A22 →
A3 → A2 → A5 → A3 →
A2 → A19 → A13 → A11 →
A12→ A9

C2 → C7 →
C14 →
¬C14¬C7→¬C2

(0.82) (0.95)

Getting ReadyCA4 A3 → A2 → A25 → A24 →
A3 → A2 → A26 → A3 →
A2 → A27 → A3 → A2 →
A28

C4→ C9→ C3→
C8 → ¬C8 →
C4 → ¬C9 →
¬C4

(0.67) (0.60)

Eating Breakfast

CA5

A1 → A29 → A9 → A30 →
A31→ A32

C6 → C11 →
¬C11→¬C6

(0.95) (0.98)

Preparing Coffee
CA6

A3 → A2 → A32 → A33 →
A32

C2 → C7 →
¬C7→¬C2

(0.98) (1.0)

Drinking Coffee
CA7

A1→ A32 C12 (1.0) (1.0)

Watching Videos

CA8

A1→ A36→ A37→¬A37 C13 (0.95) (1.0)

Laundry CA9 A38 → A3 → A2 → A26 →
A3 → A2 → A42 → A3 →
A2 → A27 → A3 → A2 →
A39

C4→ C9→ C3→
C8 → ¬C8 →
C2 → C7 →
¬C7 → C4 →
¬C9

(0.73) (0.68)

Cleaning Kitchen

CA10

A2→ A40→ A41→¬A40 C2 → C7 →
¬C7→¬C2

(0.75) (0.84)

Eating Dinner

CA11

A1 → A29 → A9 → A30 →
A43→ A44→ A45

C6 → C11 →
¬C11→¬C6

(0.80) (0.85)

Working on Pre-

sentation CA12

A1 → A47 → A36 → A46 →
¬A46

C13 (0.67) (0.95)

Working on Docu-

ment CA13

A1 → A47 → A36 → A48 →
¬A48

C13 (0.55) (0.98)

Searching the Inter-

net CA14

A1 → A47 → A36 → A49 →
¬A49

C13 (0.57) (0.85)

Jogging in the Gym

CA15

A4→ A50→¬A50 C12 (0.85) (0.95)

Going to Work

CA16

A51→ A3 C1→ C19→ C12 (1.0) (1.0)
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Figure 7.6: Heat-map showing concurrency and interleaving between different pairs
of complex activities from table 7.4. The x- and y-axis depict the complex
activities.

context attributes without adversely affecting recognition accuracy. Figure 7.8(a)

shows the comparison for amount of data used in training for both atomic and

complex activities taken together.

7.3.7 Comparison with Related Work and Discussion

From the extensive experiments detailed earlier, SACAAR has proved to be an

effective mechanism to infer complex activities which are sequential or concurrent

and interleaved. The activity definitions in CDAT used for preliminary inference

using real-life data accompanied by probabilistic analysis and use of Markov

chains to update CDAT definitions significantly improved complex activity recog-

nition accuracy. Our approach is significantly different from existing techniques

[4, 32, 22, 121, 143, 61] used for complex activity recognition as we are able to

create activity signatures for complex activities for individual users as well as for

different users taken together which is then used for inferring complex activities.

In table 7.5, we compare our approach with those presented in table 2.1 in chapter

2 using a number of criteria such as recognition accuracy, use of context and type
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Figure 7.8: (a): Training data used for atomic activities and complex activities for Deci-
sion Trees (J48), Naive Bayes (NB) and CDAT (Before and After). (b): Av-
erage percentage of time for inferring complex activities for CDAT(Before)
and CDAT(After).

of activities inferred. The success of the SACAAR approach lies in the combined

use of CDAT, the probabilistic analysis of real life data and use of Markov chains

which brings together domain knowledge as well as real-life experimentation

based knowledge. The levels of associations of different atomic activities and

context attributes to complex activities are discovered along with the activity sig-

natures. This enables us to assign weights according to these atomic activities and

context attributes for each complex activity. This knowledge enables improved

recognition accuracies as well as eliminates redundant sensor data and context

and can deal with inaccuracies and uncertainty.

In traditional activity recognition models, large amounts of training data is re-

quired to infer complex activities. By using our SACAAR approach, we consider-

ably reduce the amounts of training data required (66% as compared to Decision

trees and Naive Bayes) for complex activity recognition. The inference time was

reduced by 32.5% when complex activities were recognized using the updated

CDAT (section 7.3.5) as shown in figure 7.8(b). The percentage was calculated

using the time taken to infer all complex activities together for each case ‘Before’

and ‘After’. The time taken for Decision Trees and Naive Bayes is not shown as

they are not temporal models and the time for inference was the same as the time

to perform a complex activity. Again, this is achieved by using a combination

of initial activity definitions and probabilistic analysis of real-life experimenta-

tion data. This is also achieved by associating situation inference with complex

activities. We differ from existing approaches on complex activity recognition

as we create links between activities and situations and use these associations in

our activity recognition algorithm. The success of our method provides a useful

mechanism based in theory and experimentation to enhance the understanding,
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development and implementation of complex activity recognition systems. In

particular, one useful finding is that our promising results provide strong evidence

to show that complex activities have varying associations with different atomic

activities and context attributes which when known to the activity recognition

system can lead to high accuracy of recognition. Our complex activity recognition

algorithm performed with an average accuracy of 95.73%. We compare our work

with existing techniques outlined in table 2.1 and 7.5 using a number of criteria.

We also demonstrate and validate our approach by the reduction in required

training data as well as the inference time as previously mentioned above.

Limitations

Complex activity recognition approaches in existing work mostly use machine

learning techniques and the results are promising in certain scenarios. There are

large amounts of training data required as well as a change in sensor deployments

and settings. Activity models are created specifically for each complex activity and

need to be retrained for changes in activity steps. Since, our work builds on the

existing techniques at atomic activity level the inherent weaknesses of the existing

approaches can adversely affect the working of our models at the atomic activity

level. Although, this can be addressed by carefully picking only successful and

high accuracy achieving machine learning techniques for atomic activity inference.

For example, decision trees are proven to give high accuracy results for simple

body motion atomic activities. Since our system is dependent on CDAT, it requires

the collection of sensory data in accordance with the definitions available in CDAT.

It is important to identify the sensors and the associated atomic activities before

data is collected and used for inference. This also makes it difficult to test our

system on the publicly available activity datasets.

7.4 SEMACT Experimental Setting and Results

We use our test-bed for testing and validating our proposed approach to recognize

complex activities which are concurrent and interleaved. We conducted extensive

experimentation and we present the results in this section. The data was collected

over the network on a server. The users were given an Android based mobile phone

to record their activities every 30 minutes. These records were simply meant to

facilitate our evaluation of the system and were not used in the inferencing process.

These were collected from the user at the end of the experiment.
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7.4.1 Experiment 1: Complex Activities with No Concurrency
and Interleaving

In this experiment, we collected data for 4 weeks from 2 users separately. The

users performed 10 activities without any interleaving and concurrency as shown

in table 7.6.

Table 7.6: List of Activities

Sequnce Num-

ber

Activity Name

1 Getting Ready

2 Cooking Omelette for Breakfast

3 Eating Breakfast

4 Watching Videos

5 Preparing Coffee
6 Going to Work

7 Laundry

8 Drinking Coffee
9 Working on Presentation

10 Read/Write Documents

The results in figure 7.9 show the precision and recall values taken together of

both users. An overall accuracy of 95.15% was achieved. The users were given

fixed steps to for each complex activity and were strictly advised to perform them

in a sequential manner without changing the order of the atomic activities within

each complex activity.

7.4.2 Experiment 2: Concurrent and Interleaved Complex Activ-
ities

For experiment 2, we again collected data for 4 weeks from 2 users separately. This

time the users were asked to perform the complex activities with complete freedom

as they would naturally do in real life. They were allowed to vary the order of

atomic activities within each complex activity and were also given freedom to

them in a concurrent and interleaved manner. An overall accuracy of 94.35% was

achieved. The precision and recall values of this experiment for all 10 complex

activities mentioned previously are shown in figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.9: Precision and recall for experiment 1 for complex activities.

7.4.3 Average Query Response Times

In figure 7.11, we show the average query response time for experiment 1 over

the period of four weeks for each query. The x-axis represents the query for each

complex activity given in experiment 1. The maximum response time was 466

ms and the minimum response time achieved was 288 ms. We highlight that this

is for offline analysis of the data where the client and server code was executed

on the same machine. For activity 2, 6 and 10 the query response time were the

higher than others. For activity 2 and 6 this was due to the longer lifespans of

these activities. For activity 10 the response time was slow as the virtual sensor

detecting document reading and writing had to deal with multiple document

names which required to be merged together. This could be reduced by making

changes to this virtual sensor code.

In figure 7.12 we show the average query response time for experiment 2 over

the duration of four weeks. This time on the x-axis, the first 10 queries were

the same as those of experiment 1. Queries 11 to 24 are additional queries that

were executed due to the concurrent and interleaved nature of the activities being

performed. The maximum response time achieved was 489 ms and the minimum

was 234 ms in this case. The response times were higher (shown as peaks in figure

7.12) for those queries which involved multiple sub-queries or larger number of

atomic activities.

Also, concurrency and interleaving of some activities at certain points in time led

to larger response times as the response times of different complex activities were

inter-dependent on each other. We believe that for real time inferencing of complex

activities the query response times would remain the same but there would be

additional network delay and thus the overall execution time will increase. In
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Figure 7.10: Precision and recall for experiment 2 for complex activities with concur-
rency and interleaving.

Figure 7.11: Query response times in milliseconds(y-axis) and queries (x-axis) for
experiment 1.

the future, we will perform experiments to perform real time activity inferencing

using our SEMACT system.

7.5 Context Validation in Social Interaction Tools us-
ing SACAAR, CrysP and CATVal: Results Evalua-
tion

For the validation of presence we made manual updates to SITs. These were

then matched against the sensed updates of the user on the corresponding SIT

depending on update type, very personal, personal, public work, private work and

public. The user made 52manual updates out of which 16 were outdated/incorrect
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Figure 7.12: Query response times in milliseconds(y-axis) and queries (x-axis) for
experiment 2.

Figure 7.13: Corrected Facebook status updated by SACAAR.

in a span of 2 days. The system inferred 20 outdated/incorrect updates where

four updates were correct but were identified as incorrect by the system. The

percentage of correctly identified misleading updates by our system was 81%. As

mentioned previously in chapter 5, we matched manual updates against inferred

updates on 3 criteria, time, location and activity verb. We checked for the freshness

of the sensed activity update and validated the manual updates only when they

were outside the validity time window. There were situations where the manual

update was not complete so it was identified as an incorrect update, for example,

when the user updated her presence as “jogging”, the system sensed the presence

as “jogging at gym” and marked the manual update as incorrect. Also, when

the user updated the presence as “walking to grocery store”, it was marked as

incorrect, since the system sensed it as “walking to work”. The user’s manual

update was correct in this case since, the grocery store was further in the path

which led to work. Such updates can be further dealt with spatial analysis of

information at finer granularities. One solution for such a problem can be to

increase the time window for validity check before correcting such an update.

Figure 7.13 gives a snapshot of a corrected update on Facebook by SACAAR.
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7.6 Summary

In this chapter, we highlighted outcomes of different experiments performed

to validate our proposed approach, system and algorithms for complex activity

recognition and context validation presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5. Firstly, we

presented our CrysP and SACAAR prototype and test-bed system evaluation. Sec-

ondly, we presented our proposed SEMACT prototype implementation evaluation

which utilizes ontological constructs and semantic reasoning for complex activity

recognition. Lastly, we performed context validation within social interaction

tools. We used different types of context to validate the activity based updates

of users. We discussed the experimental settings and present the recognition

accuracies achieved. We compared our results with related work and validated

the contributions of this research work. The next chapter concludes the research

work and gives the future directions.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Research Summary and Contributions

The recognition of activities is key to achieving the pervasive computing paradigm.

Large scale availability of low cost sensors which easily blend into our environment

has led researchers to develop techniques and algorithms for recognizing everyday

activities of users. Pervasive computing systems which can recognize the daily

activities of users can benefit many areas such as healthcare, aged-care, personal

informatics, industry and sports as well as comfort applications at home. In this

thesis, we focussed on recognition of concurrent, interleaved and varied-order

complex activities performed by users at home, office or outdoors. The increased

use of social interaction tools such as social networks and instant messengers has

enabled users to share information about their activities and surroundings with

their family, friends and other followers. Such sharing of information is often a

time consuming process and users are not able to share this information efficiently.

The information shared can often be out-dated or be incorrect and mislead a

user’s family and friends. This incorrect information may at times be updated

deliberately or inadvertently on social interaction tools. This thesis focussed on

the validation of activity-based updates and context on social interaction tools to

check for the correctness and freshness of information.

In this thesis, we proposed, developed and validated a novel Context Driven Activ-

ity Theory (CDAT) to recognize complex activities. We built a mechanism which

utilizes our CDAT to recognize complex activities which are sequential, concurrent

and interleaved. We built a CrysP system and test-bed which used sensors present

in the user’s environment as well as wearable sensors to detect user’s multiple

complex activities and shared them on the various social interaction tools. We

proposed and developed SACAAR system which employs probabilistic Markov

chain analysis to discover complex activity signatures, assign weights to atomic
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activities and update complex activity definitions within our CDAT. Our CDAT-

based complex activity recognition algorithm achieves high accuracy of 95.73%

while recognizing complex activities which are concurrent and interleaved in

nature. Moreover, the mechanism introduced in this thesis is original and unique

as it discovers complex activity signatures for users and finds associations between

a complex activity and its constituent atomic activities and context attributes. The

levels of association are then used to assign weights to atomic activities and con-

text attributes which help in dealing with inaccurate and uncertain data. Further,

situation inference is used within our system to detect complex activities which

enables faster activity recognition by identifying certain complex activities which

are unrelated to the situation at hand. This reduces inference time by 32.5% and

also reduces training data by 66%. We built a mechanism to validate the activity-

based updates of users on social interaction tools and our algorithm achieved an

accuracy of 81%. We proposed and developed our CATVal system which targets

the Twitter social network and validates context for Twitter users. We used the

CATVal system to compute the credibility index for Twitter users based on their

current context such as activity information and other Twitter specific context.

In conclusion, we summarize the following main contribution of this thesis:

1. For the recognition of complex concurrent and interleaved activities, our

main contributions are as follows:

In this thesis, we proposed and developed the concept of Crystal Presence

(CrysP) which opens new avenues of communicating the user’s activity in-

formation with the user’s audience and thus allowing users to passively

communicate at all times of the day. We developed and evaluated a CrysP

test-bed and prototype system which utilizes sensors present in the user’s

environment and his/her body to infer the multiple complex activities per-

formed by the users and then shares them across the different social interac-
tion tools of the user’s choice. This enables ease of sharing activity related

information with the user’s friends/family and reduces the burden on the

user by saving on time consumed in making such activity-related updates. In

this thesis, we propose, developed and evaluated our context-driven activity

theory (CDAT) which is used to build complex activity definitions, perform

activity and context reasoning to infer complex activities and assign weights

to atomic activities and context attributes. CDAT is the unifying theoretical

core of our complex activity recognition approach and In this thesis, we

proposed, developed and evaluated our situation- and context-aware activity

recognition system (SACAAR) which infers atomic and complex activities

by mapping them onto situations. Firstly, we propose and develop a novel

system which uses multiple sensors, context and situation inference to in-

fer complex activities. Secondly, SACAAR utilizes CDAT and a complex
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activity recognition algorithm (CARALGO) which infers complex activities

that are concurrent and interleaved in nature. We developed and evaluated

an extension to SACAAR based on CDAT which utilizes probabilistic and

Markov chain analysis to infer complex activities. We combine the use of

domain knowledge and experimental data to build and update complex

activity definitions as well as assign weights to atomic activities and context

attributes. Our approach is significantly different from existing techniques

[4, 32, 22, 121, 143, 61] used for complex activity recognition as we are

able to create complex activity signatures users which are then used for

inferring complex activities. SACAAR eliminates redundant sensor data

and context and can deal with inaccuracies and uncertainty. In traditional

activity recognition models, large amounts of training data is required to

infer complex activities. By using our SACAAR approach, we considerably

reduce the amounts of training data required (66% as compared to Deci-

sion trees and Naı̈ve Bayes) for complex activity recognition. The inference

time was reduced by 32.5% when complex activities. CARALGO performed

with an average accuracy of 95.73% which performs well as compared to

existing techniques outlined in table 2.1 and 7.5 in chapter 2 and 7. In addi-

tion, we proposed and developed an online activity toolkit based on CDAT

(OAT4CDAT) which to create activity definitions within our context-driven

activity theory with the help of large-scale users available online. This fa-

cilitates the process of collecting activity data as it requires only a small

fraction of time and money as compared to activity data collection from real

life smart environments. Users do not have to live in smart homes and no an-

notators are required for annotation of the collected data. We highlight that

using such a toolkit, activity definitions for various activities can be built and

associations between atomic activities, context attributes as well as complex

activities can be viewed in real-time. We further proposed, developed and

evaluated a semantic activity recognition system (SEMACT) and prototype

as an extension to SACAAR system. SEMACT performs semantic reasoning

and is also based on CDAT to recognize complex activities. We defined rules

and ontological constructs to reason and infer complex activities which are

concurrent and interleaved in the space-time domain. The spatio-temporal

inference of complex activities was done to enhance activity descriptions

which forms input to different application domains. The SEMACT prototype

was built within our test-bed to test and evaluate our proposed system and

the ontology was deployed to infer complex activities with an accuracy of

94.35%. To the best of our knowledge this is the first such deployment of

ontological constructs to infer complex activities in space and time which

can be concurrent and interleaved.
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2. For the validation of context validation within social interaction tools, we

claim the following contributions:

In this thesis, we proposed, developed and validated mechanisms and algo-

rithms for the checking the validation of context in social interaction tools.

In doing so, we checked for the correctness and freshness of activity based

updates made by users on their chosen social interaction tools by validating

them against the inferred complex activity. We used our SACAAR system

and CrysP test-bed for validating this information for users and perform ex-

tensive experimentation to evaluate our proposed algorithms which achieve

an overall accuracy of 81% in validating activity based updates. We believe

such a system is crucial in enabling users to have correct and up-to-date

information about their activities displayed on social interaction tools. It

prevents the spread of misleading information and does not cause any em-

barrassing or panic situations within family and friends. We proposed and

developed a context-aware Twitter validator system (CATVal) specifically

targeting users on the Twitter social network to validate the context of users.

We utilize the inferred activity information and other context of a user as

well as Twitter specific information to validate the Tweets of a user updated

on Twitter manually or via our CrysP system. In doing so, we also build and

compute a credibility index which determines the credibility of a Twitter

user in terms of correctness and authenticity of the tweets.

8.2 Future Work

The research work presented in this thesis has opened avenues and brought to

light new research directions which can benefit different activity recognition

application areas as well as benefit the area of false and misleading information

spread in social networks and validation of context within social networks. We

highlight some of these research directions in this section:

• We believe in the future complex activity recognition research can benefit

from the creation of a large scale repository which contains complex ac-
tivity definitions which can be shared with ease across application domains

and deployment settings. Mechanisms for the creation, updating and down-

loading of activity definitions and signatures need to be developed which

can improve and enhance the activity recognition process. Such definitions

and signatures need to be available in a form which can be easily plugged

into new activity recognition applications.

• In the future, activity ontology can be further extended to recognize a
larger set of complex activities. There is a possibility to add more rules for
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complex activity inference and build a system for real-time inference and

sharing of inferred activities as well as activity-related information using

semantic support. The activity ontology will help to incorporate the asso-

ciations discovered between different atomic activities, context attributes,

complex activities and situations using our CDAT. This will enable sharing

of such activity semantics as well as make development and deployment of

activity recognition systems easy. We plan to find the most common and

least common ways in which users perform various complex activities. This

can also help in creating a consolidated repository of complex activities and

related activity semantics which can be shared with ease. We believe activity

ontology for complex activity recognition will enable different application
domains to share knowledge about activity related information as well as

enable the efficient use of such information. This will also enable different
application domain experts to easily add extensions within different activity
recognition domains.

• Another research direction is to develop a standardized mechanism for ex-
changing the information related to activity definitions and signatures.
It is important for activity recognition systems to have such sharing mech-

anisms in place which will help in eliminating repetitive tasks and reduce

the overall time of deployment.

• The validation of context within social networks is an emerging field where

there is potential for significant research in the future. We believe one possi-

ble direction is the development of standardized credibility measurement
techniques which are based in different social networks with some com-

mon criteria across different social networks. This will enable improved

and authenticated content to be shared and eliminate misleading and false

information from spreading.

• The handling of security and privacy concerns within activity recogni-
tion as well as validation of context in social networks is an important

research direction. There is a need that the use of large scale sensing devices

and social networks allows for preserving the security and privacy needs of

its users. At the same time it is required that applications do not suffer from
such mechanisms and are able to function in a way to support the needs of

its users.
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Appendix A

CDAT Details for Activity Recogni-
tion Experimentation

The following three tables provide the list of complex activities, atomic activities

and the context information used in our experimentation along with the labels

associated with them. Table A.1 and A.2 show the context attributes and atomic

activities list respectively. These are linked to the results of complex activity

experiments described in chapter 7. These experiments are based on our Context-

driven Activity Theory (CDAT). These are linked to both sets of experiments

‘Before’ and ‘After’ in relation with the Markov chain and probabilistic analysis

performed to gather the complex activity signatures.

Table A.1: List of Context Attributes

Context Attribute Ci Description Context Attribute Ci Description

C1 Home C12 Office

C2 Kitchen C13 Office Room

C3 Bedroom C14 Stove On

C4 Bathroom C15 Morning

C5 Lounge C16 Afternoon

C6 Dining Room C17 Evening

C7 Kitchen Light On C18 Night

C8 Bedroom Light On C19 Direction To Office

C9 Bathroom Light On C20 Direction To Home

C10 Lounge Light On C21 Direction To Gym

C11 Dining Light On C22 Direction To City
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Table A.2: List of Atomic Activities

Atomic Activity Ai Description Atomic Activity Ai Description

A1 Sitting A27 Shoe Rack

A2 Standing A28 Grooming Equipment

A3 Walking A29 Dining Table

A4 Running A30 Cuttlery

A5 Fridge A31 Juice Glass

A6 Vegetable Drawer A32 Coffee Mug

A7 Vegetable Basket A33 Coffee Machine

A8 Freezer A34 Sugar

A9 Plate A35 Spoon

A10 Knife A36 Laptop/PC

A11 Salt A37 Video App

A12 Pepper A38 Laundry Basket

A13 Seasoning A39 Washer Dryer

A14 Oven A40 Cleaning Sponge

A15 Pizza Tray A41 Cleaning Spray

A16 Bowl A42 Kitchen Shelves

A17 Slicer A43 Cola Glass

A18 Eggs A44 Salad Bowl

A19 Cheese A45 Yogurt Bowl

A20 Bread Box A46 Presentation App

A21 Frypan A47 Desk

A22 Oil A48 Document App

A23 Whisker A49 Browser App

A24 Tooth Brush A50 Treadmill

A25 Bathroom Faucet A51 Office Bag/Laptop Bag

A26 Wardrobe

Table A.3 (on the next page) gives the complex activities with the associated atomic

activities and context attributes.
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Appendix B

Glossary

A

AAIL: Atomic activity inference layer

AAIM: Atomic activity inference module

Activity: A set of actions taken by a human being to perform day-to-day tasks

ADL: Activities of daily living

Atomic activity: is defined as a unit level activity which cannot be broken

down further given application semantics and is observed from a set of virtual

and physical sensors where the level of granularity can vary based on sensor

placement scenarios. AUCM: Activity update collection module

Audience can include devices which interact with the user in different locations,
services that the user might be interested in using and the user’s contacts on

multiple social-networking sites such as his/her family, friends and colleagues, as

well as those who read the user’s blogs and follow him/her on micro-blogging

sites and contacts on IMs.

C

CA: Complex activity

CAIL: Complex activity inference layer

CAIM: Complex activity inference module

CARALGO: Complex activity recognition algorithm

CATVal: Context-aware Twitter validator system

CDAT: Context-driven activity theory

CCF: Spatio-temporal context complexity filter

CDC: CrysP determination component

CI: Credibility index

Complex Activity: is a sequence of atomic activities and context attributes

performed by a user by itself or performed with concurrence or interleaving with

another complex activity. CS: Context spaces
CSC: CrysP sharing component
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CSM: Context spaces model

CrysP: (Crystal presence) is defined as activity-infused, multi-faceted presence

information of a person shared with the relevant devices, services and people.

CrysPSys: Crystal presence system

D

DBN: Dynamic Bayesian networks

DT: Decision Trees

E

EPE: Ekahau positioning engine

G

GPS: Global positioning system

H

HMM: Hidden Markov models

I

IM: Instant messenger

J

JRE: Java runtime environment

M

Mulle: A Bluetooth-based sensor node developed at EISLab, Luleå, Sweden

N

NB: Naı̈ve Bayes

O

OAT4CDAT: Online activity toolkit based on context-driven activity theory

(CDAT)

P

PVL: Presence validation layer

PVM: Presence validation module

R

RFID: Radio-frequency identification
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S

SACAAR: Situation- and context-aware activity recognition

SACM: Sensed activity collection module

SC: Sensing component

SEMACT: Semantic activity recognition (extended-SACAAR)

SIT: Social interaction tools

SL: Sensory layer

W

WLAN: Wireless Local Area Network
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